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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Our objective is to portray the Real Presence under three aspects, 
namely Christology, Salvation for the individual, and the Function in the 
Church. As such it is a systematic endeavor to clarify the relation of 
the Real Presence to each of these areas. The two latter are necessarily 
dependent on the first. However, we are also limited in a historical sense, 
in that our study is primarily an analysis of these three relations as pre-
sented by the theologians we are investigating, Hermann Sasse, LeiY Aalen, 
and Tom Hardt. We do not, therefore, intend to give an independent and 
original contribution to the study of Luther or Lutheranism on the Real 
Presence in the Lord's Supper. Nevertheless, Sasse, Aalen, and Hardt may 
all be characterized as conservative, confessional Lutherans, and therefor e 
our survey may also contribute to an understanding of Lutheranism. 
Our choice of the three theologians is prompted both by their mutual 
doctrinal affinity and indebtedness, and also because of their nat ional 
background, Aalen and Hardt both beine Scandinavians. 1 
1Aalen proudly refers to Sasse as his teacher, who more than anyone 
else influenced his confessional consciousness. He has translated int o 
Norwegian several of Sasse' s writings, most prominent Hvad er luthersk 
kristendom, 1937 of Sasse' s Was heisst lutherisch?, 1936. Hardt desi g-
nated hi s doctrinal work of 1971 to Sasse, showing his indebtedness and 
appreciation. Of the two Scandinavians, Hardt is personally unknown to 
the present writer. 
I 
2 
As we have chosen to present our material from . a thematic point of 
view, rather than giving completely independent treatments of the three 
theologians, we will here give brief biographical and characterizL'rlg 
sketches of each one. 
Sasse 
Hermann Sasse studied in Berlin under K • . Holl and A. Harnack, and 
took his Licentiat degree with A. Deissmann. In 1927, at the age of 
thirty-two, Sasse seems to mark himself as a confessional Luthera.l'l. 
That year he was German delegate to Lausanne at the World Conference of 
Faith and Order. He holds that it was the "experience in the ecumenical 
work ••• (that] made me a confessional Lutheran. ,,2 He was called to a 
theological chair at the University of Erlangen in 1933 and played an 
active part in the Kirchenkampf. During his sixteen years in Erlangen 
he produced some of his most notable works. He was one of tJ1e iou.'1der3 of 
Bekennende rJ.rche and prepared its first doctrinal statement, the Bethel 
Confession. To his sorrow he saw the movement being overta.1-en by Karl 
Barth, whom he .fought intensely, especially by opposing the Barmen-
Declaration because of its confessional character. Even though himself 
an active anti-'Nazi,3 he admitted with great sadness that Lutheran theo-
logians in particular opened the door through Deutsche Christen for the 
National Socialist Party to get a hold in the evangelical churches of Germany 
2Quoted from K. Runia, ''Dr. Herma."Ul Sasse I In Sta tu Con:'essioni s,' '' 
Reformed Theo logic al Review XXVII ( 1968) , 1 • 
3strong rejection of the Fuhrer-idea, especially in Vom Sinn de;, 
Staates (Berlin: Verlag Ed~rin Runge, 1932). 
3 
After World War II he wrote a new constitution for German Protestant-
ism, where the proposed Council of Evangelical Churches of Germany would 
not function as a church, but merely as the name indicates, a council 
including t.li.e United Lutheran Church, the Reformed Church, and the United 
Church, each havi.,g its own church government. However, under the influ-
ence of Barth this resulted in the one United Evangelical Church in 1948. 
Sasse then left the Church of Ba,raria and joined t.li.e Lutheran Free Church. 
However, since there was no teaching position available for him there, he 
emigrated to Australia in 1949, accepting a call to join the Fa.cul ty of 
Immanuel College, Adelaide, of the United Evangelical Church of Australia. 
After the mercer with the EYangelical Lutheran Church in 1967 into the 
Lutheran Church of Australia, a similar merger of their seminaries, 
strongly urged by Sasse, took place, resulting in Lutheran Seminary. 
Through his "Letters to Lutheran Pastors, 11 which have appeared since 
1948, he has given leadership to Lutheran churches in Germany as well as 
in Scan1inavia and the United States. His position throughout seems to 
have been one of uncompromising loyalty to the Lutheran Confessions. Yet 
the Reformed theologian, Klaas Runia, both friend and critic of Sasse, 
holds that a certain change has taken place in Sasse• s attitude both toward 
the Reformed and the Catholics, from polemics to dialogue.4 After Vatican 
II, Sasse may even hold that ••Rome is on the road to a reformation,•• this 
because of the discovery of the Bible. For Sasse there will always be a 
"tension between separation and. brotherhood, 11 because one cannot be in-
different. to what happens to other Christians. Yet, in all discussions 
4R1.1.,ia, XXVII, 8-10; cf. Hermann Sasse, L, Statu Confessionis (BerlL,: 
Lutherisches Verlagshaus, c. 1966), pp. 211, 234, 236. 
4 
there is one norm: secundum sacram Scripturam. The concept of heresy 
will therefore always exist, because nthere is a profound difference in 
the apprehension of Holy Scriptures behind the differences over the 
doctrine of the Lord's Supper. n5 Therefore Luther's struggle for the 
Gospel is in essence identical with that of the Real Presence, character-
ized as the •1S1ibboleth of Division" among Christians. The decisions of 
our Fathers of the sixteenth century ~re not meant to be timebound and 
relative, but expositions of eternal truths. 
Aalen 
lei \T Aalen has for almost thirty years contributed to the theological 
!)rofi 1 e of Henishetsfakul tetet in Oslo, or in English, The Free Faculty 
of Theology. After graduating from that seminary in 1935, he spent a few 
of the following years studying in Tubingen and Erlangen, where he met 
Sasse. His doctoral work was on the theology of the young Nikolaus L. 
von Zinzendorf, published seven years after being appointed as associat.:l 
professor at Menighetsfakul tetet in 1945. 6 As professor in Systematics 
from 1957, Aalen has become known as a strict confessional Lutheran, making 
front both to right and left, yet open to dialogue between the confessions. 
His main historical contribution has in later years been the analysis of 
newer protestantiSt:l, with its roots back to pietism and rationalism. 
Siiermann Sasse, Here He Stand (New York: Harper & Brothers, c.1938), 
p. 150. See also Vom Sa.:a-arnent des Al tars (Leipzig: Verlag Dorf.fling und 
Franke, 1941), pp. 80-81, 134-135. 
6His first major work: Testimonium Spiritus Sancti som teologisk 
11prinsipp·1 (Oslo: Lutherstiftelsens For lag, 1938). 
5 
Holding that these influences, often labeled together, also have crept 
into the Lutheran churches, he has ta.1<:en pains to clarify the doctr:inal 
issues. 
Within confessional Lutheran theology, Aalen has perhaps been most 
concerned with rehabilitating, or defending, what to him is tI1e Lutheran 
position on Baptism. 
In reaction to modern Luther-scholarship, ·which tends to canonize the 
young Luther; Aalen stresses very stronely that when we discuss Lutheral'li3n 
our primary concern i s neither Luther I s nor Melanchthon I s theolo~,r, but 
that of the Lutheran Confessions.? Aalen's concern in his innnediate theo-
logical environ.~ent is to defend the objectivity of the sacraments as means 
of grace. The Real Presence is also for him a crucial point for t.rie cor-
rect under stand in e of the Lord I s Supper, as well as the Gospel itself. 
Aalen 1s work is distinguished from the two 0~1ers by referring to 
today's ecumenical situation, rat.11.er than giving an historical analysis of 
the reformation. TI1e two front situation of Lutheranism in our topic is 
his main concern. 
Hardt 
Our third contributor, Tom Hardt, is the youngest and least known 
of the three. His doctoral thesis Venerabilis & Adorabilis Eucharistia 
of 1971 was delivered while beine pastor in the independent Lutheran St. 
Martin's congregation in Stockholm, where he is currently. He has serYed 
7Leiv Aalen, Ord ofiSakrament (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1966), 
p. 64, referring to sim· ar view of H. EJ.ert. 
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there since 1961 when t.lie congregation was founded. His work stands in 
close connection with the life of his congregation where the mass is 
conducted with elevation and liturgical grandeur and the Baptism with 
exorcism. 
His thesis was received with great admiration for the enormous work 
and knowledge it displays, but also with reservation because of its 11 Gnesi0-
Lutheran!1 character, a label set on him by a fellow conservative. 8 From 
confessional ~utherans consternation has been expressed over the fact that 
a scholar like Hardt has not been called to the T'neological Faculty of 
Stockholm, at least as guest-lecturer, while both Baptists and Roman 
Catholics seem to have free access. 
An abbreviation and excerpt of the thesis, somewhat rearranged a.."'ld 
supplemented, was made available for lay people. A second part t o h i s 
present work is promised, which will treat more specifically the Lord I s 
Supper from the viewpoint of the means of grace. We therefore realize 
that the present material in fact is insufficient to cover Hardt ' s complete 
stand on our topic. Nevertheless we may as:mrt that his fut ure ,·mrl~ wil:i 
not compromise with the present documentations, and that they therefore 
give accurate accounts, though inadequate on certain points. 
Hardt's main thesis is that the Lutheran Reformation conceived of the 
presence of the body and blood of Christ in the sacrament in a very con-
crete manner. The Lutheran Hass acknowledges the miracle effected by the 
,rords of institution. The Christology is that of the early Church, revived 
Ba. A. Danell, in a recension on :iardt I s small book Ora Al t aret s 
~ament, in Nya W.l{taren ( September i 973), pp. 124-125. 
7 
in the Reformation. Thus adoration, elevation, and complete surnption of 
the elements are, according to Hardt, necessary results of the Lutheran 
~eal Presence. 
Summary 
The three contributors thus may seem to have somewhat differine aims 
with their theological works. Yet, the Real Presence is a focal point in 
the sacramental theology of the Lord's Supper and of the Gospel in general 
for all three. 
We will treat them in the order of our introduction under each headine, 
regarding Sasse I s part as basic, wherefore similar treatments of the other 
two will not be repeated. We will endeavor to bring forth the uniqueness 
of each one. 
Quotations in English from Aalen and Hardt are translations by the 
present wTiter. This applies also to Luther quotations. German Luther 
quotations are from the Weimarana,9 to which all Luther material is referrec! . 
The Lutheran Confessions are referred to according to Bekenntnis-
Schriften of 1930, the English texts being from the Fhiladelphia edition 
of the Book of Concord. 10 
Bible texts are from the Revised Standard Version. 
9o. Martin Luther's ':lerke. Kritische Gesammtausgabe, 58 vols. (':leimar: 
Hermann Boblau, 1883), hereinafter referred to as WA; Briefwechsel, 14 
vols., hereinafter referred to as WA Er; Tischreden, 6 vols., hereinafter 
referred to as WA TR. 
10~ie Bekenntnisschriften der evangelisch-lutherischen Kirche. (1930 
edit ion; CRSttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1967). 1he Book of Concord. 
'Ihe Confessions of the Evangelical Lutheran Church, translated and edited by 'Iheodore G. Tappert (P'niladelphia: Muhlenberg ?ress, c. 1959). 
CHAPTER II 
THE CHRISTOLOGY OF THE LORD I S SUPPER 
Tileology of Incarnation 
Sasse 
While Hermann Sasse maintains that the sacrament is primarily some-
thing to be celebrated, and not to be speculated on, he goes to considerable 
pains to show its foundation in the Christolo gy of the early Church: 
no theologian of the Ancient Church ever doubted that, 
according to the words of institution, the consecrated 
bread ~ tl'.fe body and the consecrated wine is the blood 
of Christ. 
Although there existed different theological theories, the doctrine was 
safeguarded in the liturgy, making an explicit dogma unnecessary. 
Tile dogma of the Real Presence was firmly and formally established 
in 1079 with the papal declaration Ego Berengarius, where Gregory VII 
forced Berengar, who had advocated a rational and symbolic concept of 
the Real Presence rejecting the miracle, to take back his ·•errors" and 
confess the doctrine of the Church. In 1 215 under the IVth Lateran 
Council, the transubstatiation was formally established by the decree 
Caput Firmiter. The Council of Constance in 1415 dogrnatized sub una, thus 
giving the final dogmatic background for the Reformation. In the Middle 
Ages two sacraments occupied the center of attention, namely Penance and 
1
H. Sasse. 'Ihis is my Body (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 










the SacraITlen t of the Al tar. 
. without 
11No medieval Christian could l1. ve 
receiving sa.ct-arnental absolution. 11 2 
. the Euchari· st1.· c d1.· sP. ute in the Refor-
'lhe Christological aspect of 
· th Zwingli, 
mation, is clearest brought forth in Luther's controversy w1. 
climaxing at the Marburg Colloquy in 1529. Sasse in '!his is My BodX 
goes to great length to clarify the positions and presents lengthy ex-
cerpts of the colloquy itself.) 
. le nU 
11Luther' s understanding of Christ makes the Lord I s Supper a 11U.rac • 
Sasse maintains this as a key to Luther's seemingly lack of intellectual 
difficulty with accepting the Real Presence. Zwingli would also accept the 
Biblical miracles, but they were nseen" miracles, he contends. Luther 
held that this was not the case with many of God's greatest miracles, for 
example, the incarnation, which also remains in the sphere of the invisible. 
Zwingli nevertheless cannot give up the axiom that a body cannot be in more 
than one place at the same time. God does not act outside or beyond logic. 
Christ is today, as he has been after the ascension, at the right hand of 
the Father, therefore he cannot be bodily present here on earth. 
Luther's reply may be summarized in three main points. First, he 
stresses that 11the right hand of God is everywhere,115 therefore Christ is 
2Ibid., p. 17. 
-
3Ibid., pp. 187-294, Chapter V: Marburg Colloquy. 
4Ibid.' o. 1.54. 
'~·., p. 1.56, referring to D. Martin Luther's Werke, Krit· h 
Gesammtausgabe (Weimar: Hermann Bofi!au, 1883) XXVI 326 "das Got~c e 
hand allenthalben ist." Hereafter referred to as {·A 1 s rechte the noun ubiquitas as a doctrinal slogan. .:!_• uther did not coin 
10 
not limited to a certain place in heaven. This assertion, according to 
Sasse, ·•overthrows the entire view of the medieval science and theology,116 
and opens up the possibility of the Real Presence of Christ ' s body also 
in the Eucharist. The Real Presence is therefore not nonsensical. To 
Zwingli's objection that Christ then would be found everywhere, in all 
parts of creation, Luther held that Christ has promised that He will be 
found in the Sacrament, and the 11for youn is here what mat ters. 11The 
right hand of God is the almighty power of God which at the same time can 
be nowhere and yet must be everywhere.117 Sasse maintains that Luther here is 
giving theological, and not philosophical reasons for Christ's bodily pre-
sence in the Supper. 11It is therefore a grave misunderstanding if the 
'ubiqui ty 1 sometimes has been interpreted as a sort of pantheism. 118 Christ 
shares God's mysterious way of presence, also according to his human nat ure. 
Secondly, tun1ing to a philosophical figure of speech, Luther observed 
that also in philosophy one recognizes other modes of presence than the 
local or circumscriptive. Luther here inherited William of Oc!r.ham 1 s 
thinking, which in turn was based on that of Thomas Aquinas. There is a. 
presence which is not bound to space, the so-called definitive presence. 9 
6Ibid., p. 1.59. 
7Ibid., p. 1.56, quoting WA XXIII, 1JJ. 
8Ibid,; cf. infra_, pp. 21 , 23, h6. 
9Ibid. 'Ihornas spoke of a oraesentia localis sive circumscriptiva, 
and a praesentia diffini tiva, which he applied to the host, where Christ I s 
body was illocally present. Ockham used the term esse diffini.tive, of the 
non-3patial presence, and a third mode of presence esse repletive of God's 
onmipresence, also ~on-spatially defined. He tentatively suggested tha~ 
Christ's body comes under this one. 
, , 
Toe essence of this argumentation is that there is an illocal, incompre-
hensible, spiritual presence, which is that of Christ's glorified body. 
According to this presence He neither occupies nor vacates space, but 
penetrate:, all creation wherever He pleases. 'Ihis is a part of incar-
nation theology. 1•'Ihe glorification of Jesus Christ began, according to 
Lutheran doctrine, not with His resurrection and exaltation, but already 
with His incarnation." 10 
Thirdly, the b:inding truth in this controversy is not the philosophi-
cal argumentation, but the four following chief principles of Lut.rier, 
adopted by the Formula of Concord: 
(1) Jesus Christ is essential, natural, true and perfect God 
and man in one person, inseparable and undivided. (2) God's 
right hand is everywhere. (3) God's Word is not false, nor 
does it lie. (4) God has and recognizes many modes of being 
in any place and not only the single one concerning which the 
fanatics talk flippantly, and which philosophers call localem 
or local. 11 
Sas se calls to our attention that sentence (1) focuses everything upon a 
right Christological perception, the incarnation being a change in the 
eternal son I s being. The infinite one has actually •rcome do,m into·r the 
fini t e.12 Luther 
knew and honored no other God than the one who became 
man. And this God is present in the Sacrament just as 
10Ib.d 
__ i_.' p. 1.58. 
11 roid., p. 1.59-160, taken from WA XXVI, 326, quoted also in Solida 
Declaratio VII, 94-97, Die Bekenntnisschriften der evangelisch-lut.rierischen 
Kirche (1930 edition; ffi1ttingen: Vanderhoeck & Ruprecht, 1967), 1006. 
Hereafter referred to as BS. 
1 2ca1 v:L."1' s 11fini tum non capax in.fini ti'' is thus challenged and 
rejected. 
12 
substantially as He was born of the VirgL'1. Apart from 
Him there is no God who can save us. 1 J 
Luther's insistence on the Deus Revelatus, that is Deus Incarnatus, 
as our object of concern, comes forth clearly in his argumentation with 
OecolaT1Ipadius at Marburg: 
Oecolamoadius: You should not cling to the humanity and the 
flesh of Christ, but rather lift up your mind to His divinity. 
Luther: I do not know of any God except Him who was made 
flesh, nor do I want to have another. And there is no other 
God who could save us, besides the God Incarnate. Therefore 
we shall not suffer His humanity to be underestimated or 
neglected. 1 li 
Zwingli would not be rebuffed by Luther for not holding to a sacra-
mental presence of the body o:f Christ, but he explains it as repraesentative, 
which Sasse explains to mean that Christ is mentally present to the believL11g 
communicant.15 Zwingli held the possibility that God in the Supper could 
work the miracle of a bodily existence in more that one place at the sa>ne 
time, as a consequence of Christ's omnipresence. Yet he held this to be 
contrary to practice, and accused Lut.~er of local assumptions. 
Luther I s f:L.'"lal answers to this dispute may be s1un..":larized by the 
following statements: 
I have nothing whatever to do with mathematical reasons 
and ••• I exclude and reject completely from the words 
1 JH. Sasse, Here He Stand ( New York: Harper & Brothers, c. 19 38) , 
p. 146, referring to ',·JA I, 362: "Ergo in Christo crucifixo est vera 
Theologia et C0g!1i tiO OOi. II 
14sasse, This is, pp. 252-253. The Colloqu:,, is reconstructed on 
the basis of the texts in the Weimar edition, WA XXX, iii, 92-171, and 
W. Koehler, Das Marburger Religionsgesprach 1 ~, Versuch eL"1er 
Rekonstruktion (Leipzig: Mittensius Nachfolger, 1929). 
15sasse, This is, p. 256. 
a -
13 
of th~ r orct I s Supper the adverb of space. 'Ihe words are: 11 'Ihis 
my ~oY,·1 not: 11 ' ere is my body." :..nether it is locally 
or not ioC,tlly, I do not want to know.16 
Appealing to SC~ipture Luther continues: 
The i-Tord!:i '11"nis is my bodyn prove that t..r1e body of Christ can 
be in maflY places simultaneously. For these words prove the 
presence of the body in the bread. • • • I leave it to God 
whether or not the body of Christ is in a place ("in loco·1). 
For me t}'lis is enough: "'Ihis is my body.,, 17 
Melanchthon cnose rather to speak of Christ• s power to be many places 
simul taneouslY if He so willed, deducing the Real Presence from His will 
rather than from His omnipresence. However, he did not advocate a nere 
possible presence, but a real praesentia corporis. 18 His attitude was 
evidently prompted by his fear or a misunderstanding of Luther, lea::ii.."'lg to 
a concrete, local perception of the Body, ul ti.."llately leading to what 
Melanchthon found highly disgusting, namely the so-called ''bread-worship. 11 
Sasse holds there is no doctrinal difference here between the two ~eformers, 
but that they differed on the metaphysical question of how the unspatial 
presence of the body and blood of Christ can exist in spatial categories. 
To the question of dogmatizing the ubiquitas, Sasse holds that Luther 
himself did not demand an acceptance of it. 19 He further points out how 
l6Ibid., p. 257. 
17Ib.d 
-2:._•, pp. 260-261 • 
18The technical term multivolopraesentia, as distinguished from 
ubiquitas, originates from Sol. Deel. VIII, 79, BS 1044, the verb velle 
is used of Qlrist•s ability. Cf. Sasse, Vom Sal<rarnents des Altars (Leipzig: 
Verlag Dorffling & Franke, 1941), P• 143, referring to Corpus Reformatorum, 
~ilippi Melanchthons Opera Quae supersunt omnia, edited by c. G. 
Bretschneider (Halis Sa."{Onu.~: C. S. Schwetsche et filium, 1834), II, 225. 
Hereafter referred to as CR. 
19sasse, '!his is, p. 34~. Cf. R. ?renter, Skabelse og Genl..e,sning 
(Copenhagen: G. 2. C. Gads Forlag, c.1967), p. 549, who holds that the 
doctrine of t,he ubiquity protected the mai.>1 issue, that t.rie body given 
is also the crucified one. 
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later Lutheran theologians differed on this theory, J. Andreae and J. 
Brenz retaining Luther's doctrine on the omnipresence, while Che~itz 
followed Helanch thon I s stress on Christ I s will. 'lhe Formula of Concord 
followed the latter group here, teaching no more than ubivolopraesentia 
or multivolopraesentia in the sense of Chemnitz.20 This observation 
discourages any effort to dogmatize a specific theological or philosophi-
cal explanatory theory of Christ's presence. Sasse's evaluation of the 
dogmatic binding effect of such statements is significant: "Not every 
argument used by Luther and by the Formula of Concord is an articl e of 
faith, but only that which the confession has taken from God's Word . ·•21 
In the Christological dispute, the so-called "exchange of properties, 112c 
became an important issue. Luther did not elaborate on it and formulat e it 
to the extent we have it in the Formula of Concord, article VIII , but hi s 
concern for the relationship of the divine and human nature of Christ i s 
nevertheless expressed by that technical term. Luther saw Zwingli' s 
distinction of the natures as destroying the personal unity of Jesus Christ . 
He could not accept that Christ lived, died or rose only according t o one 
nature. That would ultil'llately lead to Docetism, with two distinct infinita. 
20~.; Cf. Sol. Deel. VIII, 78: nwo er will," BS 1043. 
21Ib .d 
__ 1._.' P• 340. 
22conununicatio. idiomatum, in essence repels the extra calvinis ticum, 
that Christ's body has an existence also outside of the flesh. 
23 11 A Lutheran Contribution to the Present Discussion on the Lord' s 
Supper, 11 Concordia Theological Monthly, XXX ( 1959) 34, an "idealistic 
separation of body and soul, the visible and the invisible, the fini t e 
and the infinite, and, consequently, of the human and di vine nat ure of 
Christ.•• This is Zwingli's position. 
Sasse therefore holds that 
On the basis of Colossians 1 : 19 ( nthat in him should dwell 
all the fullness of God") and John 14:9 (nhe that hath seen 
me hath seen the Father11 ) Luther believes and teaches the 
Biblical paradox that the fullness of the Godhead dwells in 
Jesus, not only after His resurrection and exaltation, but 
also since His incarnation. This is Luther I s Christology. 24 
Holding that the unio personal is is not a new doctrine with Luther, 
Sasse stresses again that this terminology, that of the communicatio 
idiomatum, is not a dogma of the Church. It is merely an expression 
for realities which transcend human reason, but nevertheless are testi -
fied in the Scriptures. 25 
Aalen 
In his Dogmatisk Grunnriss, 26 Leiv Aalen treats the fundamental 
charac t er Christology played, not only for the early Church, but also 
for the Lutheran Church. Confessio Augustana expressly adheres to fae 
so-called doctrine of the two natures, in article III: Of the Son of God. 
Howe Yer speculatively this may have been formulated through history, a 
greater danger is represented by new Protestant liberalism, which di!:re-
gards the Christological dogma and appeals to Melanchthon's phrase that 
knowing Christ is knowing his beneficial deeds and not his natures. 27 
I 
24sasse, This is, p. ~ previous argumentation in pp. 148-152. The 
most characteristic aspect of Luther's position here is the genus maj esta-
ticum, i.e. the application of the majestic qualities to the man Jesus . 
25Toid., p. 343. 
26r.eiv Aalen, Dogmatisk Grunnriss (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1965) 
pp. 58-65. 
27cn XXI, 85: ·•hoc est Christum cognoscere beneficia eius cognoscere, 




Yet, Helanchthon is only preserving himself against scholastic specu-
lation and not propagatine a modern anti-metaphysical dogmatic. The 
vere Deus, vere homo and the homoousios are t.~e dogmatic terms guarding 
the Biblical concern of monotheism and incarnation. The philosophical 
terr.rl.nology of our Creeds does indeed express the dogmatic content of 
the Gospel's pro .nobis. 
In the incarnation is therefore imolied that the man Jesus 
is taken up into a unique unity with the godhead (cf. John 
1 O: 30 etc.), so that the human nature with body, soul and 
soirit here is the personal organ for God's salvatorJ act, 
more precisely, that the Son as the second person in the 
godhead is the acting subject in the God-man Jesus Cllrist, 
without reducing the human nature to pure passivity.28 
Aalen stresses the close relationship of Confessio Augustana with the 
Christological dogma according to Chalcedon. However, it also became 
necessary for the Formula of Concord, in confrontation with the Reformed, 
to define the relation between the natures in Christ as a functional 
union. The unity functions in Christ's work, which is both human and 
divine, yet without mixing the two, God and man. Thus the communicatio 
idiomatum, of article VIII in the Formula of Concord, is a Christological 
doctrine brought out by the dispute over Christ's presence in the Supper. 29 
In the modern Lutheran apologetic situation the realistic under-
standing of Christ's words of institution, here becomes not only an 
historical problem but a 11dogmatic-historicalrr problem. If the histori-
city of the apostolic tradition is given up as myth or legend or at best 
as temporal and varied understandings, even contradictory to each other, 
28Aalen, p. 60. 
29roid., pp. 63-64. 
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then the result is not only the fall of one of several hypotheses, but 
•
1faith 1 s confession to Jesus Christ as true God and true man is broken.1130 
In the question of the Real Presence we are enc~)Untered by the same prob-
lem as in interpreting the per::.on and work of Jesus, namely that "God 
was in Christ reconciling the world to himself" ( 2 Cor. 5: 19). 
Jesus Christ as the crucified and resurrected, by the ins ti tu-
tion as a real occurence, is present also after the exaltation 
11 in, with and under bread and wine," with !this holy body and 
blood, 11 however meaningless this may be to so-called modern 
consciousness; otherwise the faith and confession of the Church 
and thereby the Supper as a sacrament lacks any real basis.31 
Aalen stresses all along that for the spiritualism of the Reformation 
era, the herit age from Augustine was decisive, specifically his philosophi-
cal presuppositions of Neo-platonism.32 The dispute of the Reformation was 
thus primarily a Christological one, focusing on the incarnation. 
I1elanchthon 1 s later uncertainty on the doctrine of the Supper, must also 
be sought in this tradition, htm1anism being a dis tinct part. 
Aalen finds little interest in elaborating on the omnipresence of 
Chris t. He only stresses that Luther tore do,m t he local concept tha t 
Chris t today is in heaven and not on earth, by theological argumentation , 
that concept being an expression of a philosophical worldview. Luther 
countered by holding t hat God's throne i s His creation, and that Christ at 
his right hand therefore is everywhere. But Luther's doctrine of ubiquity 
)OLeiv Aalen, nUpopulaere Trossannheter, 11 unpublished mimeographed 
lectures (Oslo: Menighetsfakul tetet, 1969), p. 58. Cf. W. Elert, Der 
christliche Glaube (Hamburg: Furche-Verlag, 1960), p. 380. 
31 Ibid. 
321eiv Aalen, Ord og Sakrament. Bi drag til dogmatikken. ( Oslo: 
Universitetsforlaget, 1966) pp. 73-74. 
-,a 
is by Aalen considered as a mere helping hypothesis for demythologizing 
the world view of his day. n'lll.e Real Presence neither stands nor falls 
with hypotheses of that kind. 1133 D1e theological concern of Luther is 
better expressed as 
God I s throne in Christ has become a throne of grace which 
now has been erected on earth ••• This presence is, as 
distinguished from his majestic presence, a presence of 
grace, and it is only by this gracious real presence in 
Christ that God by his Holy Spirit creates fellowship 
wi t.'1 men. 34 
The spiritual presence of the Reformed is thus inadequate to express 
the content of the Eucharistic words, which implies a bodily presence 
both in Word and sacrament. 
Luther stresses continuously that the Incarnate One meets 
us already in the ;·lord as a means of grace , and then also 
with hi.s whole and full hur.ian nature, that h,e in fact 
bodily lives in man's heart by the Spirit.35 
Precisely on the problem of the Real Presence, Aalen sees Luthera.Yl 
theology, wi.th its literal interpretation of Christ's words, as a 
theologia crucis, which b the Calvinistic denial of the Real Presence 
can see noth:!Ilg but a theologia gloriae. Evangelical faith hol:is on, 
not only to the pure word of Scripture as such, but also to the fac t 
that Christ still is present, as nowhere else, in his Word and Sacrame!'l t . 
33roid., p. 87, foot.,ote 63, where Aalen refers to Sasse•s assertion 
that theFormula of Concord follows Helanchthon, rat.'1-ier than Luther, on 
the theory concerning t.11e uoiquity; cf. ~, p. 14, and infra, pp. 45-47. 
34Ibid. ' P• 75, referring to John 1: 14. 
35roid. , o. 76. Aalen cites A. Peters of Heidelberg in support of 
this observati;n, referring to his :1ealprasenz. Luthers Zeugnis von 
01.risti Gegenwart irn Abend.malil (BerlLY'l: Lutherisches Verlagshaus, c. 1960) 
pp. 115-122. 
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Thus everything evolves around the LT1carnation as 11 the mystery of our 
religion·• ( 1 Tim, 3: 16), 36 
Hardt 
Chapter I of Tom Hardt' s doctoral work is called Verum corpus, 
sub ti tled"1he identity of the heavenly and the eucharistic Body of 
Christ. 1137 '!his indicates the program of Hardt I s work and perception 
of the Lord's Supper. The fact of the incarnation is not dissolved by 
the ascension and glorification. With approval does he cite Chrysostom 
as holding that ''our flesh" is in heaven, being worshipped by angels, 
and referring to the Lord's Supper as "heaven on eart.11." He himself 
affirms that "The heavenly world is unabridgedly present on the Euchar-
istic table of the Christian congregation. :·lhat makes heaven is not 
the heavenly glory, but the presence of the Lord, 1138 
The Christology of Cyril is to be considered the basis for any 
majesty-predication of Jesus• humanity. Yet, in the consecutive history 
we find a relactance toward ascribing the various divine qualities to 
Jesus as God and man. He may have them either only as God, or not really 
as God, The Ockhamistic school signifies a break-t.rirough, advocatL"1g 
Cyrilian Christology, Gabriel Biel distinguished between a 11repletive!I 
(divine) and a ndefi..'l'litive" presence, both being distL'l'lguished from t.t'le 
36cr. Elert, p. 383, the end of the incarnation would be the end of 
reconciliation, thus no justification, 
37 ••Den himmelska och eucharistiska Kristi lekamens identi tet, ,, in 
Tom Hardt, Venerabilis & Adorabilis Euc~aristia (Uppsala: Acta Univer-




·1circtunscriptive" presence, thus expanding Thomas I distinction.39 But 
Biel did no t ascribe the repletive presence to any creature, including 
Christ . Hardt therefore rejects the assumption that the nomi.nalistic 
school was the chief preparatory instance for Lut.~er, however important 
it was. 
Luther and his followers meant an omnipresence which is 
repletive and divine, not a definitive/circurnscriptive or 
angelic/human as a result of the personal unification and 
not a positive act of the divine will; this is a Christo-
logical dogma and not a thesis set up by proof of reasoning.40 
The repletive presence is precisely what opens for also a defini tive 
presence, and makes such a mode possible. The godhead could not be 
"grasped and treated by hands," before the incarnation. Through this 
event it possessed a physical existence in the circumscriptive-
definitive manhood. 'llle sacramental miracle is see.TJ. as a direct parall el 
to this. 41 
The difficulty of relating the two natures to each other in Chri st, 
was for Lut.~er not a psychological problem as for 'Ihomas, elaborating 
on the nemptying outn (Kenosis) of the divine qualities. It was a genu-
ine Christological problem. Christ• s ''form of a servant'' is a result 
39Ibid., p. 43, cf. Tom Hardt, Om Altarets Sakrament. En bok on 
den lutnerska nattvardsl'aran (Uppsala: Bokf'1rlaget Pro Veritate, c.1 973) 
pp. 33-37, Luther I s Chris tology closer to Eastern than Western 
thinking. 
40roid., pp. 44, 57-58, on the nominalistic modes of presence: 
(1) circumscriptive: concrete, physical, according to nature; (2) dif-
fL"'litive: special character, not bound by laws of nature, e.g. Chr~ 
walkL,g t hrough closed doors; (3) repletive: divine omnipresence, only 
that of the godhead. 
41I1 'd 22:....·' p. 79; cf. pp. 77-78. 
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of His own specific act of will, and is not identical to His 
incarnation.42 
nardt disagrees with both El.ert and Sasse,43 who hold t.l-iat Luther• s 
doctrine of ubiquity broke the limits of the medieval world picture. 
The term ubiquity was not new with Luther, and is not unrelated to t."le 
medieval world picture. On the other hand, Luther broke with medieval 
Christology. Luther's new Christological interpretation came out first 
in 1526 in his Sermon on the Sacrament of the Body and Blood of Christ, 
where the full repletive presence of Christ's body is urged. Tne year 
before in his controversy with Carlstadt, his argumentation was still 
that of 'lllomistic categories, even though refuting the 'Ihomistic notion 
of only one place of presence of Christ's body. In the great Confession 
o.f 1528, we find the nominalis tic distinction of the modes of presence, 
yet with the newly won insight of the Christological significance of t.rie 
omnipresence. "The humanity of Christ, without any spiritualizatbn 
takes on t he Crea tor I s relation to his creation. t14h Neither the defbi-
t i ve nor the repletive mode of presence caus es any change of Christ's 
true body. 'fue decisive new with Luther is that the creation rests in 
Christ's body, rather than He in the creation. Christ's omnipresence 
does therefore not dissolve his physical character. There is a parallel 
existence of repletive and circurnscriptive or definitive presence. 1Uso 
at the first Supper we find these modes of presence, as explained by the 
42Ibid., p. 54; cf. ~1A XVII, ii, 243, WA XLV, 240. 
43Supra, p. 10, and W. Elert, 'Ihe Structure of Lutheranisl':l. ( St. Louis : 
Concordia ?ublishing House, c. 1962) pp. 414-415. 
44Tom Hardt, Venerabilis, p. 59. 
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authors of the Apology of the Formula of Concord:45 (1) Repletive, the 
Creator's body as filling everything; (2) Definitive, in the bread; 
and (3) Circurnscriptive, sittL~g at the table. 
On the question of connnunicatio idiomatum, Hardt maintains that 
Luther distinguished between 11nature11 and 11work. 11 Christ had the natural 
properties of soul and body, but did not do the works typical of man, and 
had in addition divine properties that would partly seem to negat e the 
human qualities. Luther opposes all talk of Christ• s suffer ing as an act 
in abstracto. "Luther's struggle for commucatio idiomatum is a struggle 
precisely for the nomina," where God is the subject of a human predicate. 
Tnis is what Nestorius denied, as did Zwingli, but Luther def ended. In 
this respect Luther considers himself the right heir of scholasticism.46 
Even though Hardt would concede the notion that the conflict on t he 
Lord's Supper could not have been decided only through thi s Chri stologi cal. 
struggle, asserting it is a means of help in that struggle, he nevertheless 
opposes the tendency to relegate it to a hypothesis, as Sasse and E. 
Sommer lath woul:l. do. 47 The omnipresence and sacramental pres ence are 
related to each other by way of necessity. 
Hardt further rejects assertions of H. Gollwitzer and H. Neuser 
that Melanchthon here deviated from Luther. nHelanchthon expresses in 
clear, dogmatic formulations Luther ' s teaching on the participat ion of 
45Ib "d __ 1._., P• 61, T. Kirchner, N. Selneccer, M. Chemnitz. 
46Toi:l.., pp. 68-73. 
47Toid., pp. 79-80, referring to Sasse, Vom Sakrament, p. 120 
(SommerI'aui), p. 341 (Sasse). 
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Christ's human nature in the attributes of the godhead. 1148 He advocates 
the repletive presence, where Christ in his omnipotence, which includes 
both godhead and manhood, is present. Objecting to localizing tendencies 
a s in the Augustinian phrase: nChrist is bodily everywhere, 1149 which was 
adopted by the Gnesio-Lutherans, he nevertheless conceded to a certain 
local concept of Christ at God's right, or perhaps better, a special 
heavenly mode of presence after the ascension. .An explanatory phrase 
used by Melanchthon here is also Augustinian, "the omnipresence is total, 
but not in everything. 1150 '!his does not dispute the omnipresence of 
Christ's body, but rather a physical circumscriptive omnipresence. 
Quite early the term ntotus Christusn became the expression 
for Melanchthon for the repletive presence of both natures, 
when he would describe the sacr~~ental presence in its 
identity with the omnipresence • .?1 
Melanch thon' s omnipresence thus poses an alternative to a too local con-
cept and to the definiti ve mode of presence. His concern was t o liberate 
the Lutheran understanding of the sacramental presence from what r.e felt 
to be materialistic notions.52 
48Ibid., p. 90, referring to CR I, 949: 11Et quod quidarn disputant , 
Christi corpus non posse multis in-rocis esse, id non satis probant. 
Christus enim exal tatus est super omnes creaturas, et adest ubique. 11 
49Ibid., p. 95, "Christus corporaliter est ubique.·1 
5°Toid.' p. 96, referring to CR X:V, 1271 : •1Ub ique totus est, sed 
non totum. 11 
51Ibid ., pp. 96, 99: Brenz carried Melanchthon 1 s position on, 
identify1ng sacramental presence with the repletive mode. 'The break 
between the two was not on dogmatic reasons: 11Both 11elanchthon and 
Brenz had expressions in their teaching that could be used against the 
Real Presence, when brought out of context,, p. 105. 
52Ibid., pp. 98-99, Melanchthon was disgusted with the blasphemic 
expressions produced by the Reformed to ridicule the Lutheran position, 
e.g. that Christ's body ''an etiarn in cloacis sit.11 ~-, p. 107, Brenz 
-------------~~--
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th ~~ree modes of presence was carried on by Luther's view on e 
Host theologians seem to deny that Chemnitz held to the ornni-Chemnitz. 
presence 
supports 
of Christ's human nature. Hardt rejects this denial and 
Piepers' rather lonely position here.53 
'ihe Christology of the Formula of Concord is by critics said to be 
a conglomerate of opposing viewpoints. Hardt denies that there exists 
a discordia here; however, he concedes that there is a difference in the 
relationship between the Christology and sacramental presence. '!he 
southern Germans, the Tubingen theologians, rejected the definitive mode 
of presence as that of the sacrament, holding only to the repletive. 
Chemnitz and nort.~erners, while admitting to a distinction between the 
special heavenly presence of the glorified body and the sacramental pre-
sence, did not rule out that Christ very well can reveal himself in the 
form of earthly life, whenever he wills.54 The unity in the Christology 
does therefore, according to Hardt, not include the relation between 
Christology and the sacraments. 
and Andreae carried his concern on by posing the omnipresence as a guar-
antee against sacramental materialism. Ibid., p. 152, for Bucer, 
Melanchthon•s position meant that Lutheranism proposed a via media 
between Reformed spiritualism and Roman materialism· his optinu..sm did 
' . 
not pervade. Cf. Elert, Structure, p. 314: "right to point out that 
all those who advocated the doctrine of ubiquity had rejected the 'in-
clusive omnipresence 1 (omnipraesentia inclusiva). 11 
5J~., p. 111, referring to F. Pieper, Christian Dogmatics 
(St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, c.1953), pp. 198-203 • 
. ~
4Ibid., pp. 114-115; cf. M. Chemnitz, De duabus Naturis in Christo 
(Lips1ae:1lichael Lantzenberger, 1600), p. 176, the omnipresence makes 
the sacramental presence ••non tantum possi.bile sed & facile." 
2.5 
':lord Qualifies El.ement--Exegetical Basis 
Sasse 
Sasse has a great concern for retaining God 1 s 1•k>rd pure • .55 Con-
fronted by exegetical criticism such as that of E. Kasemann, holding 
that there is no institution of a sacrament in the records of the Gos-
pels ( John 1 s accounts being later interpolations), it seems necessary 
to seek precisely the exegetical basis, since the Lutheran teaching af 
the Real Presence in fact stands or falls with it. Sasse concedes that 
the Zwinglian-Calvinistic concept can 11zur Not11 apply to the S:'fnoptic 
texts, but must, however, disregard completely the strong testimony of 
Paul and John • .56 'Ihe difficult task today is that the aut.riori ty of 
Scri~ture no longer is unequivocally accepted, while in the sixteenth 
century all parties claimed Scriptural support. 'Therefore Sasse main-
tains that in discussing the SUpper, one must first agree upon the norm, 
otherwise all arguments are futile. 'E.'1e literal meaning of the words 
of institution is extra controversarium for Luther, and rightly so, says 
Sasse.57 
5.5H. Sasse, ·•\·!arum museen wir an der lutherischen Abendmahlslehre 
festhal ten?,·• Allgemeine Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirchenzeitung, LXXI 
(1938), 97: ·1Dass wi.r dein 'dart und Sakrament rein behalten bis an 
unser End. ·1 Principal argu."Tlentation throughout this article, pp. 53-
55, 79-82, 90-97. 
56Ibid., LXXI, 95-97, ·1?1it dem Abendmahl des ?aulus fal.lt auch das 
Abendmafi!"Jesu Christi. ·1 
57H. Sasse, ·•zur Frage des Abendmahlsgespr°achs, '' Irgeja Lutherana, 
XIX (19.58) , 150-155. Cf . ~ XV, 394. 
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We have to consider, therefore, both the exegetical discussion 
itsel.f, and the principal assertion that it is the Word mich mal<es the 
sacrament what it is. 
Sasse stresses that the early Church advocated a very concrete and 
literal understanding of the words of institution. The words are power-
words and effect a change in the elements, which are transformed.58 
Even though Augustine may be seen as the father of t.li.e symbolic under-
standing, determined by Neo-platonism' s distinction of ~ and sign um, 
his struggle against Pelagianism and Donatism shows also his stress on 
the objectivity of the sacrament. Berengar is therefore considered the 
actual :initiator of the tropological interpretation of the crucial words 
of :institution, meaning: "This signifies my body. ·,59 
A significant person in the reformation years was Cornelius !Ionius, 
a Dutch humanist, exercising strong influence on Z~Ti.ngli. Al though him-
self a humanist, Zwingli in his early years displayed no doubt as to t he 
miraculous character of the Supper. He was much influenced by Luther I s 
early writings. Honius takes up the figurative interpretation of 
Berengar, which also John Hycliffe had advocated to a certain degree, 
:in a treatise ( or letter) :in 1524. He understands the sacrament as 
a visible pledge that Christ added to the promise of the 
Gospel • • • Likewise through the Lord I s 3~pper we are 
reminded to trust Christ's promise. To have such confi-
dence in Him means, accgraing to John 6, to eat P.is body 
an:i to drink His blood. 0 
58sasse, This is, p. 27, most common Greek term metabole, or verb 
metaballein. 
p. 33, est interpreted as significat. 
60Ibid., pp. 122-123. 
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He rejects the Ro:nan concept of a miracle in the Lord I s Supper, show:iilg 
that the Creed cont ains no such article, and asserting that Jesus• mira-
cles were all compatible with experience. '!·.hile Luther strongly rejected 
Honius' letter, Zwingli wholeheartedly accepted it, giving up his pre-
vious position. 
He may sununarize the exegetical problem Luther, and wi tn him 
Melanchthon, had to deal with in the time up to the Marburg Colloquy, in 





Zwingli's figurative exegesis, est means significat; 
Oecolallpadius I opinion that corpus must be taken 
figuratively, not est, since no copula existed in 
Aramaic, claiming Tertullian as authority; 
Carlstadt's claim that hoc ooints to Jesus' body, 
not the bread (he considered himself an ally of 
Zwingli, as did also Hittenberg); 
The spiritual concept of both Zwingli and Oecolmapadius, 
that John 6:63 nthe flesh is of no avail•• refutes Luther's 
bodily interpretation; 
The assertion that the literal interpretation leads 
to absurdities. 
Luther's overall principle is that we must adhere to the literal 
meaning unless there clearly is a figurative indication or if it violates 
an article of faith.61 The answers to the mentioned points will briefly 
be stated. 
(1) The sentence n'!'his is my body 1r is a demonstrative, descriptive sen-
tence, establishing a fact in plain words. Luther challenges his opponents 
to give the proofs, ·•I for one cannot admit that such clear words present 
6 iibid., p.147; cf. p. 232, Luther indicated his position on his 
first appearance at the Harburg Colloquy, by writing with chalk on the 




a (hermeneutic al) problem. 1162 He readily ad.mi ts that Scripture has meta-
phors, but they are clearly so. Examples such as 11I am the door, 11 and 
,,r am the vine,'' arc refuted by Luther. The trope in those cases is 
not t he ''is ·1 but "door'' and irv:ine. 11 The copula can never mean anything 
but copula.63 (2) The reluctance at taking "body·, literally, is only 
based on geometrical and rational reasons. ~·ihy not consider t he Lord I s 
ascension a trope? That is just as unreasonable a fact. (3) Refuting 
Carlstadt I s exe8esis, Luther asserted that ·1this" was used in a comr.;on 
way of speech in which the containing vessel is mentioned ins t ead of i t s 
content, as when you say ·rhere is hundred Gulden," point:ing to t he purse. 
Luther rejected t."1at this was figurative :3peech (what Calvin later accused 
Lutherans of) on the same level as that of his opponents. This form for 
abbreviated speech was called synecdoche. 6u Luther stresses strongly t."1at 
John 6 must be understood from the words of institution, not vice versa. 
He agreed that this passage did not speak of the sacrament, but of a 
spiritual eating, refut:ing any Capernai tic notion. But he objec J.:,ed to 
Zwingli 1 s assertion that a rule was here laid down for how the words of 
institution were to be interpreted. The word nflesh" does not mean that 
62Ibid., p. 231, quaestio. 
6 3Tb id. , especially treated in the Confession of 1 528, HA XXVI, 270-
272. Similar anti-symbolic treatment of the words of institution by 
Theodore of Mopsuestia; cf. J. N. D. Kelly, Early Christian Docti:ines 
(New York: Harper & Row, c.1958) p. W.W. 
6hibid., pp. 163, 253-251..i, Luther refers to John 1 :33, where Spirit 
and dove are used in the same fashion. He uses the synecdoche "in order 
to satisfy the sophists, ,, a concession to its relative worth. Cf. Sasse, 
Vom Sakrament, pp. 153, 174, on Melanchthon•s change of emphasis • 
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of Christ, but of the old Adam.65 (.5) Absurdities for human reason are 
not legitimate grounds for abandoning the word. 11Testimonies from 
Scripture are required. ,,66 
Sasse gives Zwingli credit for being straight forward in his argu-
mentation and for seeing the impossibility of uni ting his 01,m and 
Luther's view. "There is no via media between~ and significat. It 
shows the greatness of Zwingli in contrast to Bucer, Calvin, and all the 
prophets of a middle road between Wittenberg and Zurich. 1167 
The inability of modern exegetes to reach agreement on the meaning 
of the so-called parable ( the "is"), is to Sasse a strong indication that 
the Last Supper was not a parabolic action. 68 To this contributes also 
the fact that the words were spoken in an historical given situation. 
The exegesis of 1 Cor. 10:16 expressly supports the literal exegesis as 
well as the continuity of the bread-substance. The fact that Paul 1 s 
understanding was not refuted by the apostles is an indication of the 
unity of the New Testament. Paul did not identify bread and body, but 
identified the presence of the body to that of the bread.69 
65Ibid., p. 178, referring to WA XXVI, 374. 
66Ibid., p. 2.51; cf. p. 33 on Zwingli 1 s words in Marburg: 11 Deus 
non proporut nobis incomprehensibilia. '1 
67roid., p. 287. 
68Ibid., p. 362, mentioning personalistic interpretations, or 
P. Althaus I symbolic understanding ( separation of body and blood), 
alluding to Jesus 1 death, or J. Jeremias I tertium comparationis in 
the breaking of the bread and the red color of the wine, or E. 
Lohmeyer' s claim that the ·•this" indicates the center of attention at 
the celebration (in the future), rather than the bodily present Jesus. 
69~., p. 322. 
• 
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Moving to the principal aspect, we note that in the Marburg Colloquy, 
Luther brought out again and again the qualifying power of the Word. 
Answering Oecolampadius 1 accusation that he ascribed too much to the 
element, Luther held that 
You must not look so much upon what is said, but rather 
who says it. Since God speaks thus you must embrace the 
1·.brd • • • We do not ascribe dignity to the bread but to 
tlieWord and to Him vlho deals with us through the Hord. 70 
Luther• s adversaries wrote against him as if he spoke of the sacrament 
without the Word. 
1'.hen, however, something is said by "the high majesty, :, by 
God Himself, such a word does not only 1•signify," but it 
efi'ects and brings about that which it signifies, not through 
our power, but through God• s. 71 
The minister speaks ex persona Christi, that is, he speaks what Christ 
spoke, which implies also what Christ meant. Thus the 1:·brd::; are 
effective when spoken in Christ• s meaning, otherwise they would be a 
magical formula. 
Calvin I s attempt to find a via media is a failure to both sides, 
losing both the literal meaning and the metaphorical. He therefore 
speaks of a feeding of the souls. Sasse thus affirms that for Cal vi."1 
there is no Real Presence of the body of Christ in the sacrament. His 
position is rather a revivification of Marcion 1 s Docetism.72 
70ibid., p. 235. Cf. E. Bizer, ''Die Abendmahlslehre in den 
lutheri'sc'nen Bekenntnisschriften,11 Theologische Existenz Heute, No. 47 
(1955), pp. 3-5, and P. Brunner, Pro Ecclesia (Berlin: Lutherisches 
Berlagshaus, 1962), p. 195, opposing going behind the New Testament 
text. 
71~., p. 242; cf. p. 246 ••a human word is a mere sound." 
72sasse, Vom Sakrament, pp. 53-54. 
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The attitude of the Lut.°ileran Church on the sacrament is therefore 
not one :if traditionalism, but expresses tha-r, the Hord of God cannot be 
maintained when the sacrament is abandoned. Resisting the drawing o~ a 
clear line of demarcation between Word and Sacrament, Sasse holds that 
••Even in the most I sacramental I churches the ·,;,.rord is always regarded as 
that which constitutes the Sacrament," as even t.ile Roman Church has not 
forgotten. The element or materia is always inferior to the Word as the 
forrna. Sasse emphasizes this to counter those efforts from modern litur-
gical movements where the sacrament is understood from the aspect of the 
element, 
as if certain mysterious natural qualities of water or of 
bread and wine ••• revealed the essence of the sacraments 
• • • They lead unavoidably back b a pagan mystery religion 
in which nature and fae oowers of nature are deified and t.rie 
creature is worshipped instead of the creator.73 
It is Sasse 1 s deep conviction faat in defending the literal meaning of 
••This is my body, •1 Luther did not defend a theological view of his mm 
or of a theological school. It was a basic dogma of the ChristiaTl Church. 
·•With this est stands and falls Incarnation. And with the reality of the 
L"lca.rnation stands and falls the Church of Jesus Christ. a74 
Aalen 
Tne nucleus of Luther's understanding of the Supper is contained in 
what his Coni'ession of 1528 calls praedicatio ide.Tltica, that is, an 
identification of Christ's body a..,d blood with the elements, as the words 
73sasse, This is, pp. 373-374; cf. p. 296. 
74H. Sasse, ·!\·hat is t he Sacrame..Tl:. of the Al tar?,' 'Ihe Springfielder 
XXXII ( 1968) , 20. 
-... ~-
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of institution indicate. 75 We note that the identity of predicates does 
not speak of a direct identity, rather an indirect one, of entities that 
rationally cannot be i.mified. ~-bile K. Barth co:1siders this an insigni-
ficant exegesis, and thus disregards it, H. Gollwitzer explicitly hol::l.s 
that the Word was decisive for Luther, that his exegesis forced him into 
his doctrine. 76 Aalen asserts the right observation of Gollwitzer, that 
even though other considerations of dogmatic kind may have L'!'lfluenced 
him, Luther was determi.."led primarily by Christ's ins ti tutionary words. 
Gollwitzer himself holds that the Church's understanding of t.>ie ins ti tu-
tion and colllllland of Jesus cannot be bound to the naive understanding of 
the record as historical, appealing to modern New Testament scholarship.77 
Aalen observes that modern exegesis denies the realistic meaning in 
the mouth of Jesus and relegates Paul's and John's realistic understand-
ing to the so-called theology of the Church, conceiving of it as a cult-
legend, a projection backwards from a hellenistic cultic ritual. As for 
J. Jeremias' symbolical concept, Aalen ironically adheres to t.>ie objection 
t.'1at parables are not meant to be eaten. 78 Tne a11alogy of 01::l. Testament 
75Aalen, nUpopulaere Trossannheter,•• p. 57, referring to WA XXVI, 
437. 
76H. Asmussen and others, Abendmahlsgemeinschaft? (Miinchen: Chr. 
Kaiser, 1937), p. 102. Cf. Elert, Christliche Glaube, p. 356: 11die 
Sakramente (kBnnen) nur eine Ahart des Wortes oder dessen Bekraftigung 
seL11. 11 
77zur Lehre Vom Heiligen Abendmahl (M"unchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 
1964), p. 26. Cf. Gollwitzer, footno~e 114. 
Die 
er. 
78 Aalen ·•Upooulaere Trossannheter, '' p. 60, referring to 
Abendmahiswort· Jesu (GottL"1gen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 
Aalen, Ord og Sakrarnent, pp. 253-255. 
J. Jeremias,_ 
1967) p. 22~. 
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prophetical actions of parabolic nature has no parallel in the New 
Testament and in Jesus I life. Yet, the passover meal offers a parallel 
as a convenant meal, and precisely here the difference from being any 
parable or analogy becomes evident. While an analogy is to symbolize 
the actual occurence, the eating and drinking in the Supper has obviously 
in itself been regarded as the fulfillment of the words. This realistic 
understanding of Paul and John is seldom denied by exegetes, event.hose 
who interpret the words of institution symbolically. Yet the link to t.11e 
historical basis in the Jesus-situation is undermined. One seems content 
with merely a table-fellowship of Jesus and his disciples. Thus in 
Arnoldshain 79 one did not care about the historical nthe night when he 
was betrayed," and the ins ti tut ion of Jesus. The hopelessness of 
achieving exegetical unity, prompted Kasemann to demand a dogmatic 
solution as the only way of achieving any common basis. 
Aalen discusses to a certain extent the existential influence on 
t.11e interpretation of the words of institution. He observes that R. 
Bultmann on several critical points is determined by his systematic 
approach rather than by purely exegetical reasons. T'ne sacrament al 
aspects of Paul and John are not denied in the Bul tmannian school, but 
relegated to a secondary position by their hermeneutical point of view, 
ascribing it to hellenistic tradition, ruling out Jesus I Jewish background. 
Aalen asserts, with R. Prenter, that when the apostolic tradition is 
questioned, a dogmatic problem arises, namely nwhat W'ill the com equences 
79The place for discussions between Lutherans, Reformed and United, 
from 19~8-1957, when the Arnoldshainer Abendmahlsthesen was published. 





for the doctrine and practice of the Church be if it should become ob-
vious that right from the time of the apostles one has misunderstood 
Jesus on the Supper. ·1 This question cannot be treated as being of no 
impor~ance to how the so-called historical Jesus is related to tl1e 
sacramental meal. Bo This is completely neglected and wi tliout interest 
for the existen7,ial schools. 
Aalen is not opposed to historical investigation, not even of the 
strata of the New Testament's record on the Supper, so as to get as 
accurate a picture as possible. But whatever the scholars here c 31i 
propose can never direct the understanding of the Church on tlie Supper, 
because nthe Church must adhere to the existing canon and no:. to t.'1.e 
cha'1ging historical-critical hypotheses as to what lies behind or ahead 
of the texts. 1181 This is in exact opposition to Gollwitzer, for examp:!.e, 
who would hold that the confessional aspect must not be tied to a question-
able ''historical Jesus." Aalen therefore stresses the consensus i.11 the 
apostolic tradition, rather than possible divergencies, urgL"lg the 
supreme importance of the Pauline and Johannine testimony, and agrees 
with Sasse in his rejection of the symbolic interpretation as exegeticaily 
possible.82 It is impossible to hold on to the ntruly and substantially" 
of Christ's body and blood in the Supper, without the basis of t.'1.e Biblical 
testimony of the identity between bread and body.BJ 
801eiv Aalen, '1Luthersk teologi og kirke idag," Tidsskrift for 
Teologi og Kirke XXXIX (1968), 267. 




Ord og Sakrament, pp. 253-254. Cf. Aalen, Grurmriss, p. 100 . 




Eardt treats the Scriptural basis in his little book Om Altarets 
Sakrarnent. The Scriptural basis for Luther was absolute and he ridi-
culed the consciences of those who objected to his Biblical nearsighted-
ness, hold:ing it to be unspiri tual. 84 Hardt opposes the pr:inc iple wi t.11.in 
much of Luther scholarship that everyth:ing has to be traced back to the 
Gospel. Such a systematic motivation from an article of faith is not 
that of Luther himself; 
The highest and only virtue, art and glory of faith is that 
it does not want to !mow the benefit of faith, or why it is 
necessary. Because faith sets no limits for God nor demands 
answers from Hi."Tl why and by what imperative necessity He 
conunands such th:ings; that would~~ unwise, give God the 
glory and believe his very words. 
Each article of faith is its o,m pr:inciple, thus a dogmatic presupposi-
tion of the sacrament as a means of grace is not decisive and should in 
fact not have a place in tJ1.e :interpretation of Jesus I words. The heresy 
is therefore characterized not only by the denial of central truths, but 
by any revealed truth, as Luther says: 
He who makes God a liar even in a single word, and blas-
phemeously says it is unimportant that He is blasphemed 
and made a liar, he blasphemes God in8gis wholeness and holds all blasphemy as insignificant. 
The question of truth and error must therefore, according to Hardt, be 
very much alive. Heed:ing God I s i,K)rd is the counterpart to being heard 
by God. 




pp. 12-13, quot:ing WA XXIII, 249; cf. p. 15. 
p • 15, quot:ing HA XXIII, 85. 
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For Luther's time, as for today, Hardt asserts that opposition 
to the literal meaning of the words of institution is not based on exe-
gesis, but on a dogmatic presupposition that rejects the :rlow" and 
nfleshlyn implications of such an interpretation. A figurative inter-
pretation leaves the words without serious meaning; we are only left 
with a meal of commemoration. 'Ihe trope, in parables, does not merely 
refer to the previous word, but qualifies it, impl ying a higher dignity. 
Likewise the notion of a symbolic breaking of Jesus' body is dismissed 
by the fact that breaking the bread was the usual course of action in 
any meal. Hardt concludes that Reformed symbolism is an "escape from 
the facts." It is not a blunt belief in reason, as for athei::;m, but 
rather ·ra pious rationalism, which for Luther, is a greater eneJT\Y of the 
Biblical truth than a heathen, who would have to confess the clear meaning 
of the ;mrds of institution •. ,87 
Assertine that the Lutheran ''is, rr generally is accepted as decisive, 
and thus treated, Hardt turns his attention to the word ''this . 11 Rejec-
ting the nonsensical meaning of medieval scholasticism, that nthis:1 
meant Jesus' body,88 Luther asserted the simple meaning of "this" as 
the bread . He contested the philosophical interpretation ·Wiy body is 
my body, 11 Aristotelian logic of l inguistic structure demanding this 
identification of subject and predicate . Luther held quite simply to 
the Word and believed firmly "that Christ's body is not merely in the 
87~., p. 21 • 
88~., p. 42; cf. 
~' 
p . 28. 
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bread, but that the bread is Christ's 'oody •. ,S9 Im exegetical, as well 
as Christological parallel to Jesus 1 ~.ords ·,,ould be 11Thi.s man is God"; 
as the man Jesus is God, so the bread is 8.~rist•s body. Luther's ad-
versaries held that his interpretation der.:a.11ded a change in gender, 
that is the masculine hie instead of t.11e net:.tral hoc. Luther rejected 
this both because in Hebrew there is no suci: distinction, but also, and 
more important, the sentence is one of con:::.on speech and common sense.90 
As for Melanchthon I s dislike for :.he sy:-!ecdoche of Luther, Hardt 
asserts that "The difference between !".elanc:-,t :1on and Luther is not the 
use of the synecdoche but rather the conte?"::. of it. 119 1 
It is necessary in this connecti::m also to poL'rlt out the principal 
aspect of the 1:;ords as cons t itutive force. =..uther distinguished between 
those NOrds of Christ that presuppose fai :.n -r.o be realized, and those 
that work irrespective of faith. The :,oris of institution belong to the 
latter group. Hardt holds that nChrist 1 s ":Jody which long ago was created 
and made ( in the Virgin I s womb ) , is pres er.:,, :.;hen the holy words are 
uttered. 1192 
Luther establishes the sacrament's validity on the words of insti t u-
tion, and neither on priest's nor recipian~'s faith. They are divine, 
spiritfilled creator-words. That this pri."'lc i ple is to be some'What com-
promised, we shall see when the consecra:.ory aspect is treated, where i t 
89Ibid .; cf. WA VI., 511, implyi.n5 sac:-a.,ental union. Cf. Hardt, 
VenerabIIIs, pp. 1~, 149. 
90Hardt, Venerabilis, p. 1JO, refer::-:r.g to HA VI, 511, 11usus lo-
quendi et sensus conununis•r implying '1is:,e pa."1iS est corpus meum. 11 
91Ib.d 
.::...2:...... ' p. 1 uL • 
92Tb. , 





is s"ressed that for Luther, the dogmatic exposition can never be replaced 
b y a :::iblicistic appeal to the "Bibleword • . ,93 Verbal recitation does 
no :, guarantee the right understanding, implying that the primary function 
of ~ie words are consecratory, not merely qualifying. Augustine's posi-
tionJ that the sacrament is present where the word is added to the element , 
theref ore seems inad.equate.94 Christ's command at the institution, 
relat es the validity of the sacrament not only to the word and element, 
bu~ to the institution itself, which includes the correct comprehension 
of it . The sacrament celebrated without a clear confession of the minis-
ter t o the Real Presence, gives nothing but bread and wine.95 
Helanchthon' s deviation from this is clear. He resis ted the thought of 
power-words, looking rather to the function and cont ent , that i s con-
tainad in the Gospel. 
i-iardt is in agreement also with Laurentius Petri in assert ing that 
i t i s the meaning expressed in the letters and syllables which is the 
power working the sacrament.96 He also seeks support in Chemni t z I evalu-
a t b n of the Council of Trent. "In adherence with those fathers , who 
saw t he consecration in the words and no t in the canon, Chemni tz s tresses 
the power of the words of institution. 1197 · Yet he admits that Chemni tz 
93Hardt, Om Altarets, pp. 58-59. 
941Iardt, u abil . 157 vener is, p . : ir accedat ve rbum et fit s acral'!lentum. 11 
Cf. ? • 166. 
) 5Toid., p. 167, ~ XXX, iii, 565: rreitel brod und wein." 
76Ibid., p. 188 , referring to Bo Ahlberg, Laurentius Petris 
na .. -:,·,·ar"2suppfattning (!.und: Studia theol ogica lundensia, 1964), p. 109 . 
·•Vir -:.:.is verborum est L11 sensu non in litera aut f iguris . ·• 
J7 I'o id • , p • 1 9 3 • 
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here stresses the pronouncing of the words in the sacrament, working 
the miracle. In accordance with this the Apology to the Formula of 
Concord cites the Augustinian phrase previously mentioned with approval. 
Hardt wan ts to stress the words qualifying power, but also that it 
is more than a mere qualification by recitation; a confession to its 
content is necessary, the belief in the consecration miracle becores the 
key point. 
The 11 How11 of the Real Presence 
We will here look into the consequences that follow from the Christo-
logical understanding previously related. How is the Christological 
"miracle," the sacrament al union of bread and body to be understood? 
Does the Lutheran Church here take a unique course? 
Sasse 
1\hile it is true that Luther always stressed the acceptance of the 
words of institution, in simple faith, leaving the rrhown to God, it 
nevertheless is also true that the formulation of this fact was to 
create problems and become divisive in the church. 
As already noted the effectual power of the words cause a state of 
being that is different from before they were uttered. 'Ihe early Church 
talked about a transformation or at least a change, without answering 
the "how. ·r Popular superstition and profound speculation, paired with 
beautiful Eucharistic liturgies, were parts of the background for some 
of the struggles and dogmatizations that were to follow. The struggle 
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between Radbertus and Ratramnus in the middle of the ninth century98 
focused on whether the body in the sacrament was that of the historical 
Olrist or not. Ratramnus, who denied this, still would assert a real 
presence, but not a change of elements. Rad.bertus would in turn not 
hold to a truly objective presence, since the recipiant' s faith was 
nec;ssary for the reception of the body. They are therefore not really 
prototypes of the Reformation, even though they may be considered fore-
runners. Sasse holds that the two great authorities of the early Church, 
whose influence is most significant here, are Augustine and Ambrose. 
Augustine's spiritualistic Neo-platonic distinction of~ and sign.um 
influenced Berengar, 'Ihomas, Wycliffe, Zwingli, Calvin and the early 
Luther, while Ambrose is regarded as the father of the realistic under-
standing. The significant element about Augustine is, however, that in 
his practice he was more realistic than most of his followers. The 
African Church was then to be the exponent for sacramental spiritualism, 
while the Roman and the Eastern Church advocated realism. Yet it is 
significant that the two perceptions existed side by side without ex-
cluding each other. 
One of Berengar's most ardent opponents, Guitmund of Aversa, writing 
in the years 1073-1079, analysed dogmatically the types of adversaries to 
the doctrine of the Real Presence. He divided them into four groups:99 
(1) those :mo, like Berengar denied it completely; (2) the 
so-called impanatores, holding that the body enters the 
98sasse Th· · 
. . .' is is, P· 23, P. Radbertus, De corpore et sanm,;ne Christi, .rritten 831 publish d B'-'- . • b~ 
, e l.l4, dee isi ve. 
99sasse, 'Ihis is, pp. 33-Jh. 
bread; (3) those advocating a partial conversion of the 
elements; (4) those who denied manducatio indignorum. 
The ego Bere.'1garius of 1079, being the first dogmatic definition oft.he 
Real "Presence, spoke of a substantial conversion, that is an identity 
W"i. th the body of Jesus. Beren gar was the fir st to apply the terms 
accidentia and substantia, though not yet in the later Aristotelian 
sense. Berengar actually forced his opponents to formulate the theory , 
later to becorr.e the doctrine of transubstantiation. Sasse holds t.hat 
almost all the elements of the later dogma originated with Guitmund of 
Aversa. 100 
Another decisive figure was Ld!lfranc, ~·Tho early in the Berenga.ria"l 
controversy established the doctrine of ma?lducatio indignorum, 101 thus 
in fact accepting Augustine's view that Judas, too, had received the 
consecrated sacrament. 
The da't'lger of early scholasticism was its tendency to explain the 
"miracle, '' using terms such as transformatio .• conversio and mutatia. 
!i'rom this resul t-3d specu_lations of Capernai tic character. During the 
twelfth century the expression transubstantiatio appears as a synonyn, 
t.he origin being unknm-m. 102 In the Caput Firmiter of t.he Lateran 
Counc il of 1 21 5, we notice, however, that the term II accident" is avo id.ed, 
as also in :.he Professio Fid.ei Trident ina. However, Catechismus ilor.10.nu:, 
100~ 'd 
-, p. 38; cf. p. 41 • 
101
roid., p. 40, foot."lote 26, L?l Lanfranc, De corpus et sanguL"le 
DomL-ii, ~unworthy is stated as receiving the body ·1quantuzn ad sub-
stan~iam et non vere quant um ad effectur.i gratiae. ·1 
102roid., p. 41, Sasse proposed Stephe~ of Autrun before 1139. 
?eter ~ombard used conversio. 
--
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shows, says Sasse, that the term specie is, in fact, the same as 
accidentia. 103 'Illus the distinction between the :tsubsta."'lce:r and the 
·1accidents:1 became an integral part of the transubstant iation dogma. 
A common Protestant prejudice toward this Catholic dogma is that 
it is materialistic. 'lllis would, according to Sasse, also apply to 
t."L-ie Lut.-ieran conception of a true and substantial presence, as would the 
Calvinistic criticism of magic. 104 But for Catholic dogmaticians since 
the time of their father, Thomas Aquinas, "substance:, is a metaphysical 
concept, understood in an Aristotelian sense, that is t he Ll"l!lermost 
essence of an individual thing which remains if we take away all quali-
ties attached to it, the accidents. Thus, transubstantiation i s not a 
change from one substance int o another substance, materialistically . 
The Lutheran objection to this is that it is a wrong philosophical 
expla.~ation or description of a miracle which defies all human attemp t s 
of explanation. Even th:,ugh the miracle remaL"1s in the sphere of 
metaphysics and spirituality, the disadvantage is obviously connected 
to the mentioned accidents, which exist unattached to any proper 
substance. 105 
Thomas' spiritualistic character is clear also from his stress on 
the presence as substantial, but not local or circumscriptive. Those are 
103r::iid., p.u2, referring to Catechismus Ror:tanus, Pars II, Cap. h, 
q. 23. --
104roid., p. 43; cf. Epitome VII, 6, BS 797: 11vere et substan-
tialiter-.-.,-Cf. Sasse, Vom Sakrament, p. 92, referring to Apology X, 2, 
BS 248: ·1mutari. '' 
l05!bid., pp. 44-46. 
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qualities belonging to the physical body. Yet the Presence in the 
sacra.ment is the presence of the whole Christ, including both natures; 
this was do~tized at the Council of Constance, in 1415.106 
In Duns Scotus we fi.'1d the so-called 11added transubstantiation" 
as opposed to Thomas I s ''produced transubstantiation." 107 Duns held 
that the bread-substance was annihilated, while others held it retained 
its substance, that is, the so-called consubstantiation theory. 
\t/cliffe, be:ing a realist, cri·ticised strongly the transubsta."'ltia-
ti~n, and paired with his tropological interpretation, ended up with 
the so-called remanence-theory, that is, that the bread rema:ins nothing 
but bread. He does not however give up the Real Presence, although 
this becomes a mystical presence, an effectual sign of Christ. Sasse 
labels him a medieval theologian, rather than of the Reformation, as he 
also does with Huss and his followers. 108 Huss himself did not follow 
Wycliffe on the sacrament, never denying the transubstantiation; this 
happened however with many of the later Hussites, as the Taborites and 
the Unitas Fratrum of 1467. 
As for Luther, Sasse holds that 11there was never a time in Luther's 
life when he did not believe the Real Presence of the true body and 
blood of Christ in the sacrament.·1109 Up to 1519 the Real Presence was 
l06Ibid., pp. 49-50, the so-called concomitantia as basis for the 
dogr.,atizrngof sub ..ma. 
107Ibid., p. 55, Scotu::; used transubstantiatio adductiYa, while 
'Ihomas hacfijroductiva. 
-·---
l08Ibid., pp. 56-59 on ~-.ycliffe; pp. 70-75 on Huss. 
109Toid., p. 100, compared to the uncertainty on the sub una, which 
was firm!yc'riticized only after 1530; c.f. Srnalcald Articles III, 6, 
BS 451. 
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understood as transubstantiation. His first criticism of speculations 
concerning the miracle is found in the Treatise on the Blessed Sacrament 
o: the Holy and I'rue 3ody of Christ, of 15i 9, where the mode of change 
is left ope~, and all discussions rejected. 
Sasse holds that transubstantiation, according to Lut.>ier, was an 
urmecessary philosophical theory, explaining the miracle of the Real 
Presence, which defies such explanation. It is not to be labeled to-
gether with the concept of sacrifice, the main Roman heresy, neither with 
distribution of only one element. These destroy the sacrament. 110 In 
his Smalcald Articles (III, 6) Luther only states the fact of the presence 
of Christ 1 s body and blood, without any elabora t.ion on the 11how." 'fne 
nhow11 is undogmatized in the Lutheran Church, because Scripture does not 
answer it. The Lutheran rejection of transubstantiation is thus aimed 
primarily at its mixture of reason and mystery, its synthesis of faith 
and Aristotelian philosophy. These philosophical subtleties contradi c t 
Paul 1 s testimony in 1 Cor. 10:16 and 11:28. 
Helanchthon reacted more and more to Luther 1 s concrete languaee, and 
developed already in Augustana Variata of 15hO the functional view, thus 
in fact leaving Luther's sacramental union. The practical result was 
giving up the manducatio indignorum, although never frankly admitting it. 
Sasse expresses surprise that Helanchthon could subscribe to the Smalcald 
11 0
r::iid., p. 103; cf. HA :a, h17-h56. "Vom Anbeten des Sakrrunents 11 
of 1523,""w'Fiere his critique-rs lenient ~'lroughout the writine. Cf. The 
Eucharist as Sacrifice, Lutherans and Catholics in Dialogue III, ( 19?57Y, 
p. 196, little significant difference between the two. 
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Articles of 1537, and :iolds that the reason why Luther did not openly 
reject him can only be explained from a human point of view •111 
The expressions of the Fo-:mula of Concord, '1i..'1, wit.h, and under 
the bread, ·r 11 2 are merely attempts to e:>..1>ress the ''is. ·1 T'ne Capernai tic 
misunderstnadings of Luther• s teaching were rejected :i..r1 ?orr.rula of 
Concord. 'lhe phraseology refers specifically to that of Luther, t.riat is, 
that ·•the true body of Christ is crushed with the teeth •. ,i 13 The oral 
eati..11g is rather referred to as supernatural, thus the Capernaitic i..11t er-
pretation of the sacramental union is not that of the Confessions. One 
may note, however, that 11Any doctrine that implied the Real Presence of 
the true body and. blood in, with, and under the elements was for Zw:ingli 
fundal'!len tally Catholi c and papist." 11.4 
Bucer, and with him also Calvin, meant to propose a via media 
between Luther and Zwingli, by stressing that the difference lay merely 
in the mode of presence. Yet, when the content of the sacramental union 
was to be specified they could never accept t he manducatio oralis a11d the 
111 Ibid., pp. 315-31 9, the characteristic Philippistic expression 
was 11conununio corporis et sanguinis Christi.'' 
11 2Ibid., p. 16i, cf. Sol. Deel. VII, 32, 35, BS 1027-1028, based on 
materiall'rom the Small Catechism, Augustana X, andespecially Large 
Coni'ession, 1.-lA XXVI, 506: "ym brod und wein. 11 
113Ibid., p. 162; Ep. VII, 42, BS 803: 11sein Fl.eisch mit Zahnen 
zereisse~ Cf. WA :r.xvr., 442: ·rzureibe mit se~enzenen. d~n fl:isc~. 11 
~-le may take Lu the FT s crass expressions as reacting to spiri tualiza t1.:m 
and as an attempt to protect the Real Presence, cf. WA XVIII, 206. 
114Ibid., o. 286. Cf. Brunner, p. 190, o~posing any pne1;1Matologi-
cal aoproaches·· H Gollwitzer Coena D0mi.11i (H'unchen: Chr. Kaiser Verlag, 
1937) · ch' • · · z; ... "' 1u' +fier, s oosi tion as •1dinglich, :r cf. p. 37. , p. x , aract.eri ., ... 5 v • 
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manducatio indignorum. 11 5 'llle crucial issue is thus not whether Christ 
is present or not, but whether the entire Christ is present, that is, 
also his body. 
As to the question of consubstantiation, Sasse affirms that Luther 
taught it in his earlier years, but primarily to show that also other 
attempts were made in the Church to solve the problem. Yet, this philo-
sophical construction is not the teach:ing of the Church. The 11in, with, 
and under" of the Formula of Concord is not to be understood as inclusio 
or consubstantio, as shm-m by Nicolaus Selneccer. 116 Sasse also hold s 
that Luther never used the term itself, but that among the scholas tic 
theories, it was perhaps closest to him. He referred t o Pierre d I Ailly 
in De Captivi tate Babylonica to show that even this cardinal had douo ts 
about transubstantiation and would prefer neon-substantiati on • . ,l17 
If therefore the sacramental union, the manducatio oralis o.nd t he 
manducatio indignorum are conceded, the question of the 1•how11 could be 
11 5Ibid., p. 305. Bucer introduced the term manducatio indignorum 
at ~·Titt enberg in 1536, changing Luther's impiorum. hhile Bucer only 
implied those who had a historical faith, yet not saving faith, Luther 
implied always the godless and the hypocrites as well. Cf. pp. 322-
329, Calvin's sursum corda, undermines this realistic concept, as ex-
pressed in Ep. VII, 2, BS 796. 
116H. Sasse, 11 Zurn lutherischen Verst~dnis der Konsekration,'1 
Briefe No. 26 (Adelaide, 1952), referr:ing to N. Selneccer rrVom Heiligen 
Abendmahl des Herrn. '' 
11 7s rm. · • , 2 8 · 
, asse, .wis is, p. 0 , cf. Sol. Deel. VII, 37, BS 9 3 : ·•zwei 
~-.esen, '' or 11duas diversas substantias. 11 Comparing otheri:heologians 1 
judgment whether Luther can be said to teach consubstantiation: Positive 
answer by R. Seeberg, E. Seeberg, A. Haas, B. Hagglund, Th. Taopert, 
even if the last two have strong reservations on the dualism involved; 
Negative answer by G. Aulen, F. Pieper, who admits the content seems 
implied. 
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left open. This is the express content of the Formula of Concord.118 
;·here Scripture is silent so must also theology be. 
Aalen 
The question of the Real Presence is the key point in the doctrine 
of the Lord I s Supper, and the liturgy of the first century testifies to 
this; it is unequivocally realistic. 11 9 The liturgy of t.'1-ie Church was 
changed on this point only by the Reformed, with their symbolic 
interpretation. 
Luther rejects the scholastic transubstantiation simultaneously 
with the opposite spiritualism of 1.ycliffe. His thesis in turn is the 
praedicatio identica. If the transubstantiation becomes a misconstrued 
expression of the case, then the spiritualistic symbolism becones com-
pletely heretical because it eliminates the Real Presence itself, thus 
contradicting Church doctrine. Aalen shows the leniency of Luther toward 
transubstantiation, without himself holding t he misconception as unim-
port ar1t. He does not seem to give consideration to the legitimacy of t.ri.e 
term consubstantiation, but rejects clearly the notion of a materia 
coelestis as well as an inclusion of the heavenly body into the elements . 
Even though fornrulations of Orthodoxy may have been speculative at times, 
118sasse, Vom Sakrament, pp. 171-175, cf. Ep. VII, 2, BS 796: "mit 
dem ~und empfangen werde von alien denen, so sich dieses sa.1craments 
gebrauchen, sie sein wi.rdig oder unwirdig •. , 
11 9Aalen, Grunnriss, p. 100. 
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it ntUSt be stressed that, any 1•th.ingly concept of substance" is foreign 
to old Luth.eranism.120 
Having stressed an identity of bread and body on exegetical grounds, 
and with Luther rejected the transubstantiation as sophistI"J, Aalen re-
fers to the final formulation of the Fornrula of Concord as decisive for 
the doctrine of the sacramental union. Bread and body are both present 
untransforn.ed, and it thus follows that the reception of Christ's body 
is oral and sacramental. The eating of the body is qualified as sacra-
mental, or spiritual, to make it clear that a Capernaitic, fleshly eating 
is not implied. 121 
Aalen furthermore holds that the oral eating does not imply that 
Christ's body and blood is devoured and digested literally, as if a hyper-
physical heavenly matter. The body in the Supper is that of the glorified 
human nature of Christ, which is identical with the crucified and resur-
rected body. This concept has consequences for the unique gift of the 
sacra.ment.122 To designate this understanding as temporally determined 
by the ontological speculations of the Reformation, is a Reformed evalu-
ation and not a re-examination of Lutheran theology on its o}m premises. 
Referring to the Arnoldshain Theses of 1957, where the term from Augusta.rm 
1201eiv Aalen, 11Der Kampf um das Evangelium im Abendmahl, n 'llleologische 
Literaturzeitung XCI (1966), 95: ''jener 'dinghafte Substanzbegrilf' dem 
alten Luthertum fremd gewesen ist.11 
1 21 al . ,, A en, Grunnriss, p. 100, referring to Smalcald Articles III, o, 
BS 452, and Sol. Deel. VII, 37, BS 983. Cf. Sol. Deel. VII, 63, BS 993: 
7tmUnd1ich und sa.kramentlich ''; ana section 105, BS 1009: nsolche Nies-
sung mi t dem Munde geschicht, die l;~ise aber geiruich ist. ·, 
122Ibid.; Aalen, Ord og Sa.krarnent, p. 257; cf. Ep. VII, 42, BS 803. 
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Varia ta ·•with bread and wine,'' is adopted, Aalen denounces this position 
as an artificial compromise. 1 23 The commentary on the theses of 1961 
stresses the gift of the body and blood of Christ given by the word in 
the distribution, yet at the same time refuses to give a more precise 
definition of the relationship between the elements and the body and 
blood of Christ. 
Melanchthon related the Real Presence to the action, and not to the 
elements, thus opening for the crypto-Calvinistic tendency which article 
VII of the Formula of Concord combats. There is no room for Helanchthon' s 
position in the Confessions. This seems irrelevant for the Arnoldshain 
Theses. Aalen points to the striking number of prepositional expres-
sions, trying to satisfy the members of the connnittee. The only sensible 
meaning one can get out of it is the symbolic eating and reception, and 
thus, with Gollwitzer, to leave the 11 substantial 11 Real Presence. 12L. 
The manducatio indignorum seems best taken care of, in Arnoldshain, 
from a Lutheran point of view. However, the commentaries from Gollwitzer 
and P. Brunner show how different the wording has been interpreted. 
Aalen asserts, in fact, that Brunner's and Gollwitzer's interpretations 
of the theses are just as irreconcilable as Luther's and Calvin's under-
standings have ever been. Gollwitzer speaks of nothing but a 11spiritualn 
presence, as Calvin did, and a symbolic eating, regarding the sacrament as 
a mere verbwn visibile. Aalen cannot follow Brunner' s assertion that the 
123Aalen, Grunnriss, p. 101. 
124zur Lehre, pp. 20-21. Cf'. Leuenber~er,K~nkordie section 19: 
nEin Interesse an der :\rt der Gegenwart Chr1.st1. L"ll Abendrnahl, das vom 
dieser Handlung absie.rit, lauft Gefahr den Sinn des Ahe."'ldrnahls zu 
ver:iunkeL"'l. 11 
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Real Presence is expressed in the Arnoldshain Theses. 125 Gollwitzer' s 
problem with t."ie 1•thingly-1 concept of Luther, shows clearly what the 
struggle is all about, namely, the Real Presence its elf. 
T'ne compromise of the unionistic efforts is further brought out by 
the criticism which Arnoldshain as well as Leuenberg raises against 
both Calvm and Luther. The classical Calvinistic parallelism is rejected 
as also any direct formulation on the mode of Christ's presence. 
Leuenberg has left the mterrelation of Christology to the SUpper, as we 
have it in the Formula of Concord. The oral eating which is basic for 
the Lutheran understanding of the Real Presence is abandoned. T'ne 
equally important manducatio indignorurn seems also here retained, at 
least out of evangelical concern for the 11troubled1• faith.126 
1>.hile Gollwitzer i.'1. commentmg on Arnoldshain openly holds the 
ontological presuppositions of the Reformation to be unte.'1.able, Leuenberg 
reduces the differences between Reformed and :.utheran to be a 11style of 
theological thmkmg. 11 Leuenberg has subsumed the !..utheran doctrme of 
the sacrament \lllder the over3.ll hermeneutical principle of justification, 
'Which methodologically is untenable.127 
125Aalen, Ord og Sa.krament, pp. 248-249, referrmg to August Kimme, 
"Der Inhal t der Arnoldsha:L--ier Abendmaltl the sen, 11 Lufaertum, XXIII ( 1960) , 
34, 77-80. The compromise-character is supported by the fact that E. 
Sorrunerlath left in protest. Cf. p. 251 on Gollwitzer• s Calvinistic 
approach, claimi,.--ig the difference is only de modo praesentia. 
126cf. Arnoldshainer .Abendmahlthesen, sections 4, 8, and Leuenberger 
Konkordie, Sect.ion 18. Cf. Gollwitzer•s rejection Ll'J. Coe.'1.a DoTT1J.J11, p. x., 
oi' the unworthy• s eating; cf. also pp. 309-31 O. 
127:.eiv Aalen, ••Luthersk teologi," Tidsskrift for Teologi og Kirke, 
Y_"C<IX (1968), 98, 102-103. 
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Marburg Revisited has, according to Aalen, also miSW1derstood both 
parties, in holding that modern scholarship would clear the crucial 
issues of the sixteenth century, and that the two Confessions agree that 
the same gift is offered in the preached word and in the administered 
sacrament. 128 
Aalen finds no reason to state with R. Prenter, that the presence of 
the body and blood is not primarily personal, but 11thingly ·" 'Ihis is for 
hi:n an unacceptable separation of the two parts. 1 29 With the phrase iJ1 
Luther I s Small Catechism: 11the true body and blood of our Lord Jesus 
Christ, under bread and wine," one can define Christ's presence as total, 
that is the whole undivided Christ is pre3ent in each part of the bread 
and in each mouthful of wine. 'Ihat is the viewpoint of the Trident:L·mm 
also, and can be accepted, even though one considers the transubstantia-
tion as "sophistry" and the doctrine of Ubiquity as a mere helping hYPo-
thesis. One must only see to it that the identity of the fr1carnate 
Jesus Christ with the bread and wine in the Supper is not given up. 130 
Hardt 
To clarify Luther I s concept of substance, Hardt gives a detailed 
historical treatment of that idea, showing 1mere Luther has inherited 
material and where not. Starting with Platonic philosophy, opening the 
l28roid., XXXIX, 94, 98. 
l29Aalen, Ord og Sakrament, p. 257, referring to R. Fronter, 11Die 
Realprasenz als die !·1itte der christlichen Gottesdienst, '' Gedenkschrift fur D. Herner Elert, edited by Fr. Hubner (Berlin: !..utherisches Verlags-
liaus, 1955), p. 308, claiming the orthodox tradition from e.g. J. Gerhard. 
130Ib .d 
__ i_.' pp. 257-258, referri..~g Sol. Deel. VII, 38, BS 984. 
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possibility to spiritualize those Biblical concepts which seemed harsh 
and abhorrent, he moves on to Augustine's symbolic view. Unlike later 
Augus t inianism, which distinguished between the heavenly and the Euchar-
istic Christ's body, Augustine himself did not deny the presence of Christ 
in the sacrament in the modern sense, although he used the term "sign." 
Christ's objective presence in the Supper was really first denied by 
Berengar of Tours. He held a concrete and visual presence of the Lord ,-ra:; 
necessary f or a doctrine of a real and true presence. Being forced to 
conform with church doctrine, he proposed the .:formulations of transfor.;ia-
tion of the substance, what he origL11ally had opposed. He thus introduced 
the terms "substance" and naccidentsn into the Eucharistic terminology . l 3l 
'lhe position of T'no-:nas also needs clari.:ficati on. He opposed any 
theo::-y of coexistence between body and host, as well as any local mo7ement 
from Christ's place in heaven to the sacrament. Therefore an illocal 
change of substance, that would not imply physical absurdities, was neces-
sa:ry. Thomas' concept of substance is t hus illocal and non-phys ical. He 
only refers to the presence as fomae et spirituales substantiae: lea·ring 
no spatial definition of Chris t's body secundum se, Thomas is therefore 
not at all materialistic in his thinking. 132 ~·hile Bonaventura alGo 
rejected a coexistence, he, as later Duns Scotus, did not hold the tra.~-
substantiation to be logically necessary. He rather spoke of a presence 
sa.cramentali ter, which was miraculous. 
i Jl Hardt 
' 
Venerabili s, pp. 10-12. 
1J2~ ·~ 11. ~ 
~·, P• i.., re ... err:i.ng to Sununa 'lheologiae I I I, q . 76, a . 1, 
ad J : "per modum substant iae et non per modur.i. quant i t atis ," ref utinB 
~"le ?la tonic 11per modu.171 ideae . ,, 
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:·lilliam of Ockham, on the contrary, expanded the concept of move-
ment, m.thout dissolving locality, and held to the physical coeXistence 
of Christ I s body and the host. The presence was not to be relegated to 
an indefinite omnipresence, and although it could not be measured by 
quantity, the two, substance and quantity , could not be separated. For 
Thomistic thinking, Ockham must have seemed abhorrently massive. Yet, 
he is not completely consequent. He defines substance as material, and 
quantity as expressing something spatial. The substance is then present 
in the sacrament in such a manner that its material side, supernaturally, 
is totally present in the host. Quantity is for Ockham not an ontological 
entity.133 
Hardt points to Luther I s strong indebtedness to Ockham' s term:inolog,J 
on substance and movement, both in De Captivitate Babylonica and later 
against Carlstadt in Hider die hilnrnlischen Propheten. His arguments 
would imply that "'Ihe omnipresence of Christ• s concret e body in the 
round oblate is a miracle to be received by the same faith as believers 
in the many miracles of e:dstence.11134 Luther thus ends up in p.'1-iiloscph :.c ;:u 
disharmony, compelled by his Scriptural and Cristological stand. !"ie held 
to full identity between the "3\lcharistic and t he heavenly body of Christ . 
"Christ is a physical r eality both in heaven after the resurrection and 
ascension, in the sacrament and in the hearts of the believers. 11135 
Signi.ficant is T.,uther, s concret e concept as expressed in his phrase "the 
133Ibid., PP• 17-20 , 79; on nomi.~alistic background , supra, pp. 19-20. 
13JL "d 
""'Tb __ i_. ' p • 
l J.5Ibid., P• 27. 
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large bones are to be hi ·iden there 11; l36 yet Christ is not bound to visu-
ality. iie may choose his form of revelation, without losing the present 
physical reality. Chri st• s body thus stands in a supernat ural relation to 
the material world, also in the sacrament. 
Hardt divides the scholars, view:ing Luther • s stand on the tr ansub-
stan tia tion, into three groups:137 
1. Luther regarded it as a theologoumenon, non really com-
batting it (R. Holte, J. Diestelmann, E. Sommerlath ); 
2. More critical view, because of Biblical evidence, 
especially 1 Cor. 10:16, yet not regarding it as heresy , 
rather a wrong explanation (H. Sasse, C. Fr. 1:·lisl~f f); 
3. Luther regarded it as an ungodly heresy and crune t o a 
total break with it (for example, V. Vajta). 
Hardt first observes that the term transformation, ;.mi ch wa s used 
throughout Luther I s life, did not specifically express t he t ransubstan-
tiation. In his Sermon on the Sacrament of 1519, Luther criticized the 
scholastic subtleties, but not, as Sasse holds, the transubstantiation 
itself. 138 First in the wri ting to the German Nobility in 1520, he 
attacked it to a certain degree, by defending the Bohemian posit ion . Ye t 
he did not himsel.f reject it, but rather presented a broad attack on the 
Aristotelian philosophy and upheld the Bohemian's right to criticism. T'nus 
it had at least ceased to be a binding dogma for him. 
In De Captivitate Babylonica Luther proceded to a cont extual critique, 
by the impulse of Pierre d 1 .f\illy I s nominalis tic consub stantiation. 
l 36Ibid., p. 37. 
l37Ib i d., p. 117 . 
iJ8.,-... -d •• Q ·1 0 J..u l. ., pp. 1 1-.J - ; ._, , onl:,· a c::.'it i que of the wo, but r.ot of t he ob . 
Luther maint ained the expression:, verwandlen and waooeL11. 
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However, also here it is no more than an occasion for thought, an 
intellectual stimulant. 
Luther still considers both his o~m opinion and that 
of his opponents as within the possible theologoumena 
of the same church • • • [andJ holds to the possi-
bility of peaceful coexistence of both conceptions 
of the reality of the bread-substance ai'ter the con-
secration. 139 
Luther always held open the option that God could work the miracle of 
transubstantiation, but that he actually does so is something we car,..'1ot 
be forced to believe. In his answer to King Henry VIII1 s attack on him, 
Luther rules out the transubstantiation as a possible explanation, be-
cause of Paul's testimony. He also labels it a "mistake,11140 neverthe-
less regards it as an expression of the faith in the Real Presence. 
Henry VIII had rie}ltly observed the implication of Luther's teaching 
that Christ I s body not only is in the bread, but that the bread in fact 
is Christ's body.141 A unity had been created, one of hypostatical 
character. 
In his great Confession of 1528, Luther denies the legitimacy of the 
"identity of predicates,11142 and does not regard the transubstantiation as 
principally a theologoumenon. "This writing stresses, however, that 
transubstantiation must be evaluated positively in contrast to the 
139To·d 122 
_i_.' p. • 
l40ibid., p. 124; cf. WA XI, 441: 11yrthum, 11 and WA ar IX, 3629, 
A .58 : ••yr'rig. ,, 
141 
Th id., p. 132. 
142Toid., p. 133, 1:JA X:XVI, 439 ••praedicatio ide.11tica de diversis 
naturis ·•~imoossible.-Cf. WA X:XVI, 4h5 qn expressions as leibsbrod. 
(or fleischbrod) and Blutswien'; to express the hypostatical union. 
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Enthusiasts, denial of the Real Presence. 111 43 In spite of the lack of 
Biblical. support, it is not at all abhorrent to hL'l'll. This is not to say, 
as Vajta does, that Luther's teach:ing is a via media between Roman 
materialism and Enthusiastic spiritualism.144 
Helanchthon criticizes the transubstantiation as materialistic, and 
thus does not strike the Thomistic doctr:ine. He also stands in opposition 
to the nom:inalistic stress of a unique existence of Christ I s body, which 
is really a more materialistic understand:ing. This separates him from 
Luther.145 
Hardt• s stress is that when taken as an article of faith, Luther 
rejects the transubstantiation, but is otherwise very cautious so as not 
to be considered a denier of the Real Presence. Luther's concern for the 
lay people led him to present it at times as a praiseworthy attempt to 
explain the miracle. It is worth noticing that he never in hi:3 serr.ions, 
which otherwise are rich on doctr:inal decisions about controversial 
topics, attacks the transformation of the substance. He was :in fact 
happy to observe the folk-piety surroundi."lg the miracle of the Prese:ice. ~ h6 
:iardt thus holds that Sasse I s and Wis]$ff' s evaluation of Luther on t hi s 
topic to have the best support :in the sources. 
l 43roid., p. 124, WA XXVI, 462: "Und ehe ich mit den schwermern 
wol:, eyteJ. we:in haben, so ~l t ich ehe mi t dem Papsts eytel blut hal ten." 
1 hh~ "d 125 
-, p. • 
l45roid., p. 145. Melanchthon's fear of nbread-worship" is not that 
of Luther, infra, pp. 131-1)3. 
i46roid., pp. 126-128. According to his last remarks L'1 1545, Lut her 
principa.:r:ry-rejected the transubstantiation as theologourrenon, because of 
its un-Scriptural character, and therefore regarded it as heresy, as far 
as it ~as considered a dogma; cf. ~-TA ;rv, 425-426, 430-431. 
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The bread is not only a shape, a substance or an accident, 
under which Christ• s humanity is hidden: it is Christ's 
body through ·•Einbrodtunge, ., siTllilar to that of the 
·•incarnation ·, • • • The host has in a complettly new mall.-
ner become the bearer of a divine predicate. 1 7 
The Christological parall.el ·,ras to his opponents at Sorbonne, to J. Eck 
and to nenry VIII nothing short of blasphemeous. This was the ultimate 
consequence of the nis, 11 as well as the "this.n 
The other party of critics, Honius and Oecolampadius, characterized 
Luther I s doctrine as conrrnbstantiation and impanation, and considered 
him more absurd than t..'-1.e Romanists. 148 Hardt claims Bucer is +.,o blame 
for the notion that Lutherans taught consubstantiation, at least when 
understood as a local inclusion. For him the papistic ungodliness was 
seen in ( 1 ) a union of bread and Christ' s body, which was locally under-
stood; (2) a coarse Capernaitic eating of Christ's body, which was 
physically consumed; and (3) an automat ic salvatory eff ect of the sacra-
ment merely through its consumption. 149 Although Bucer exempt s Luther 
from Rome's positio~, implying that he sought a more spiritual under -
standing, he neverthel ess accused i..uther fa ':Jittenberg LYl 1536 of coordi-
nating t ransubstantiation and local L11clusion. 'l'nis i s a crude 
misunderstanding, accordmg to Hardt. The first two points strike 
Lut..'-1.er more than the :Roman Church, he was the more concrete of t he two. 
Thus Lutherans were accused of tea.ching consubstantiati on, nol: b y ·=,2 
Roman Cat holics, but by t he Reformed. 





pp. 1Si -1.5J. 
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~-Ti thin tJ1e Lutheran groups also there were those who followed 
:-!elancht.-ion 1 s attitude rather than Lut.11er 1s. Most emphatically is 
this rejection of the transubstantiation refound in Brenz. Also he 
rejects de facto Luther's concrete sacramental belief. He struggles 
against the materialism in all forms knotm to him. No state of union 
between the two entities in the sacrament therefore seems to exist in 
Brenz I theology. 
Chemnitz on the other hand, admits a real transformation in the 
sacrament. The mutatio nconsists in the fact that what previously was 
only bread and w:ine after the consecration really is Christ's body and 
blood.'' He does not adhere to the scholastic transubstantiation, but 
refrains from disputing it as well. nChemni tz thus explicitly and 
consciously goes back to Luther I s moderate ·1iew on this point," uphold-
:uig Luther I s hoc as well as the est. 150 
Hardt obse--r-ves that Luther, in fact, disliked the use of preposi-
tions such as in, with and under, hold:ing that they ea.sily could give an 
unrealistic con."lotation. 151 The Lut.-ieran Sonfessions also stress that 
this is a secondary terminology, and must be related to the 11is. 11 
In the Apology to the Formula of Concord, the local inclusion .:lild 
the unification to one essence or substance are placed toget.-ier. This 
coincides with the term consubsta.'ltiation, yet there is a terminological 
problem here, when one implies a union merely accord:ing to physical laws. 
150Ibid., pp. 1 u8-149, Chemn:i.tz I critical attitude toward nBerengar 1 s 
Coni'ession,n opposite to Luther's attitude, implies a historically dif-
ferent judgment, but not necessarily a dogmatic one. 
15\ardt, Om Altarets, p. u5, referr:ing to :·IA XXVI, 447. 
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L. Petri, for example, used extremely concrete language to express t.l-ie 
union. ~ardt's conclusion is that 
Tne term consubstantiation lacks a fixed content, since 
no theologia.'1 has ever positively developed it. Accord-
ing to what definition one then decides to give the term, 
one can say that Luther taught~ respectively, did not 
teach, the consubstantiation.1~2 
?-Tevertheless there is, according to Hardt a positive aspect: 
when the term consubstantiation is exoerienced as related 
to a concrete realistic notion of presence ••• [then] 
Luther's doctrL"le on the Supper both can and ought to be 
named 11consubstantiation, '' and the disputing of this ex-
pression is rejected as dictated by false and spiritual-
istic detinitions of the mode of sacra.&~ental presence in 
Luther. 1 :;,J 
Luther's position to the concomitance-doctrine is also debated at 
great length. To Hardt it proposes no more tha.'1 the fa.ct that Christ 
exists as totus Christi in heaven, and that an indissoluble ide.'ltity 
exists between the heavenly Christ and the substance of the E\lcharis-
tic Christ• s body, so that the latter is found in the former. Hardt 
disagrees ;-;ith those scholars who hold. that Luther principally 
accepted the totus Christi concept and therefore criticized the con-
comitance only because of its scholastic speculations used in defense 
of sub una. 154 Admittedly Luther did hold that the sacrament, given 
sub una, gives the im.ole Christ, and yet he agreed with the criticism 
of the Bohemians who rejected the concomitance. 
152.1 d"-
r ar "' Venerabilis, pp. 149-150. 
,53Toid., p. 156. 
l54roid., pp. 198-201, opposing scholars such as Sasse, Vajta, 
':liGl,6ff ,"aru! A. ?eters, although differing. 
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The important observation is t."lat Luther objected to stating that 
Chri:3t., s divinity is contained in the sacrament. The godhead cannot 
be conjured into the bread and wine. In his polemic against the Bis.1.op 
of :-:eissen, Luther deduced from the concomitantia naturalis, that is 
t..'-1e full presence of the godhead in the natural elements, that when 
pa.i:ed with the concept of Christ I s omnipresence, the ultimate result 
would be that the Bishop of Meissen, with all his vestments would also 
be eaten at every celebration.155 This polemical statement strL~es at 
the very heart of tJ1e Thomistic attempt to present its doctrine a:, a 
meaning.ful., separate dogma, implying something beyond the basic Christo-
logical data. 
Hardt holds that there is no principal connection between concomitan-
tia and sub una. The concomitance implies a concrete gra5?ing of the 
godhead, which goes beyond the doctrine of Ll'lcarnation . Thu::; i t i~ to :.>e 
rejected. 156 
~e presence iJ1 the sacrament is .•. :10t repletive, bu:. 
definitive and encloses only those t hLl'lgs that i1gve taken 
this £'0::-r.t of presence t h~oagh t he consecration . l ';)7 
All three contributors, Sasse, Aalen , and Hardt, stress the Christo-
logical basis for the Lutheran Ileal Presence. Likewise, the Cyrilian 
Christology and Chalcedon are pointed to as decisive. They all stress 
l 55Toid., pp. 206-207, referring to HA :cm, 6o5. Tne Ockhar.iistic 
school rejects the Thomistic notion of local.izL~g the godhead, and as-
cribes to the term merely the personal u.~ity, inscrutable for human 
mind, ci. p. 200. 
156,;.,,..d... 0 .,t ... 
, • ......, ", m ,u. are vS , p • 64. 
i57r.ardt, Vene2:abilis, p. 207. 
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the parallel of the incarnation to the "miracle 11 of the Supper. Hardt 
takes ~11e full consequence and seems almost to identify the two oc-
curences, not stressing as much as Sasse, the supernatural mode of 
presence. Iet, when discussing the Ockhamistic terms of presence, 
Hardt stresses the repletive almost to the exclusion of the definitive/ 
circumscriptive. The repletive presence is ex.actly what makes possible 
the concrete presence. Thus he makes the omnipresence compelling for 
the Real Presence to a greater degree than tJ1e other two, who both regard 
the ubiquity merely as a theory, a helping-hypothesis. Aalen concludes 
that the Lutheran Church does not teach omnipresence beyond that· of fae 
multi-(or ubi-)volopresence of the Formula of Concord. 
Concerning the 1:iords of Instit'J.tion, all agree on the fundament nl 
character of them, and that the Lutheran exegesis still has validity. 
Aalen points to the dogmatically crucial consideration that if modern 
exegesis can undermine the previous literal understand:i.n~ of the apos-
tolic tradition, then the Church has arrived at an identity crisis . ':'he 
integrity of the Christian Church is dependant on the literal interpre t a-
tion. Hardt's emphasis is primarily on the effect of ·the Hords. T:1ey 
not only qualify in a vague sense, but actually effect a cha.~ge, a !:ri.racle , 
they are consecratory, that is their primary function. Sasse and Aalen 
would not reject this, but would rat her stress the Gospel-content in the 
words as intended for the people, rather U1an for the elements. Hardt 
stresses t he dogmatic consequences of the word "this, n to a greater extent 
than the others, who merely touch on it. Sasse would a~ee that t.11e 
Lutheran accent is on the meaning of the words, and not on t.11e r.iere 
recitation of them. But he stresses the inferiority of tJ1e eler.:ent as 
materia over against the word as forr.i.a. 
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The •1howi1 of the Real Presence brings out further divergencies. 
Hardt stands out as the more ·•materialistic·• of the three. He asserts 
t.~at criticism of the Roman transubstantiation-doctrine as materialistic, 
in fact, strikes Luther more than Rome. 'Ihe Thomistic thinking is not 
materialistic, as the Ockhamistic could be designated. Luther follows 
the latter, criticizing the Aristotelian metaphysical structure of Thom-
ism, but not the miracle effected in the Supper. 
Aalen and Sasse regard the transubstantiation as un-Scriptural and there-
fore to be rejected, but they do not treat it seriously as heresy, 
rather as an unsuitable philosophical structure. All three stress 
Luther's leniency toward this doctrine, holding the Enthusiasts' sym-
bolism to be the real heresy. Yet, Hardt maintains that Protestant 
critics who have regarded it as materialistic, in general have not under-
stood the Lutheran conception. He also opens for the term consubstan-
tiation, as suitable for Luther's teaching, when not limiting the two 
11 substances 11 to a union merely according to physical laws. 
11lhile Aalen holds Luther to teach identity of predicates, and no t 
of matter, Hardt stresses the opposite aspect. Admitting that Christ's 
presence is sacramental and not physical, he holds that the identity of 
predicates is used out of fear of too materialistic notions. Luther had 
no such fear. The fault of the concomitance, however, was that it trans-
ferred the totus Christus in heaven to ear~h. 1.hat is limiting the 
godhead. 
Hardt seems to canonize Luther very strongly, at the expense of 
Melanchtilon. However, he disagrees with most other scholars in linking 
Chemnitz to the latter. He holds that Bre.l"lz and Andreae are 
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l·!elanchthonians, while no one carried Luther I s teaching on as did 
·':hemnitz. The Fornru.la of Concord follows him. Aalen and Sasse differ 
on this, and hold to the some'l·m.at more complex structure of that 
Confession. 
CHAPTER III 
RECEPTION OF SALVATION 
The Sacrament is the Gospel 
Sasse 
The sacraments, both Baptism and Lord's supper, are not only symbols 
of what God does to us and in us, but C-od actually deals with us in and 
through them. They are not only illustrations of the Gospel, or a guar-
antee, but special modes of God's working, his word using earthl y clement s 
in order to present redemption to our whole person, body and soul. This 
is entirely incomprehensible t o the world, and will always remair. a 
mystery. 1 
Hermann Sasse claims that the ~rew Testament does not have a s acra-
mental concept of a ·1sign," He challenges t he Eeidelberg Catechism' s 
e;...'})ressions Pfa11d and 1:Iahrzeichen, contendLrig t hat they are used in r e -
ject ing the Real Presence. Zeiche."1. must relate t o Sache; onl;y then i ~ 
... h ... · f'ul 2 v e verm meaning_ • 
Augustine formulated a universal concept of sacrament , as visible 
sign. Thomas created the t erm signum efficax. Melanchthon, in his ~~ 
1 
~!ermann Sasse, ·rnas heilige Abendmahl ir.t Leben der Kirche," 
!Circhlich e Zeitschrift, LXIII (1939) , 5i 6-517. 
2
~. Sasse, In Statu Confessionis (3erlj n: ~utherisches Verlagshaus, 
c. 1966) , pp. 77-78. Cf. r,uther's Large Ca t echism I V, 7, Die 3ekennt.-
nissctri ften der evangelisch-Lu therischen ~(irche ( 19 30 ednion; 
CY.5ttinge~: Vandenhoeck ~ rruprecht, 1967 ) , 692-b9u, on ausserlich Ding. 
~ereafter referred to as 3S. 
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treated the sacraments under the heading De signi, yet the term signum 
is dropped in his last edition of the Loci. J. Gerhard characterized 
the sacrar.ient not in genere signi, but rather in genere actionis .3 
The Augustinian "sign" or 11 symbol," as carried on by the African 
Church, however, is not a mere sign, but filled with reality. Augustine 
placed all the emphasis on the invisible reality which underlies the 
visible sign, holding that nnot outward signs, but solely the Spirit of 
God in His direct influence on man can bring salvation. 114 
Luther also uses this terminology: 
this holy sacrament is naught else than a divine sign, :in 
which Christ and all saints are pledged, granted and im-
parted, with all their works, sufferings, merits, and 
poss~ssions, for the comfort and strengthening of all who 
are in anxiety and sorrow, and are persecuted by the deYil, 
sin, the world, the flesh and ever-J evil; and that to re-
ceive the sacrament is nothing else than to desire all this 
and firmly believe that it shall be done • .5 
Luther designates the sacrament as seal and sign, but never as limited 
to exter:ial bread or action. His stand is that one cannot believe the 
second part of the words of institution, "given and shed for you, for the 
remission of sins,'' without believing the first part , 11'1his is my body, " 
and "'lnis is 11\Y blood." Ii' the question were asked: i·hy not? his 
3H. Sasse, This is JTzy" Body (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing Eouse, 
c.19.59), PP• 2.5-26. 
4Ibid., p. 29 
.: 
-'Ibid., p. 112, quoting D. Hartin !.uthers ' ·.·erke. i{ritische 
Gesa.'Tu";ltausgabe ( 1·7eimar: :-Iermann ui3hlau, 168J), I I, 749. Hereafter 
re.!erred t o as :·~A. C:' . s. ~chl:ink Theology ':if the Lufaernn ·'::~m.fess i oas 
(Philadelphia: : ortress :Tess , c.196~), P?· i67 , i86, referring to 
Confessio Augustana, XIII, 1, BS 68; and Apol. XIII, 20, BS 295, on the 
sacrament as sign and testimony of God I s mJ.l toward men.-
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answer would be: 11I do not knoil'. Christ said so. That must be 
sufficient •. ,6 
:·hat distinguishes Luther from later theologians is his 
reluctance to put forward any theory about the necessity 
of the sacrament and how God works through it. The 
question why Christ instituted the sacr~ents in addi-
ti:::m to His Gospel cannot be answered. • • • ~·hy God 
has so many ways to give us forgiveness of sins, no man 
can know. 7 
In the Zwinglian controversy, Lut.lier changed emphasis somewhat . 
There he tended to connect the forgiveness with the body and blood 
directly, instead of regarding these as mere signs and seals attached 
to the ,1ord. He claims that he 1-m.o drinks the cup, thereby drinks the 
true blood, of Christ and all the gifts included in it, that is the 
Spirit of Christ and the forgiveness of si.,..1s. "Here not a mere figure 
or sign of the New Testament or of the blood of Christ is received, as 
it would befit the Jews in the Old Testament. n8 
However, Luther gives in somewhat in the fourth session of the 
. Marburg Colloquy: 
I admit the sacraments are sacred symbols and that as such 
they signii'y something imich is beyond them and which tran-
scends our intellect •••• But to speak of a mere sign, 
that I cannot bear. There is a difference between natural 
signs and signs instituted by God.9 
6Ibid., p. 115, cf. ~-lA VI, 359. Cf. Sasse, In Statu, p. 84. 
7~., p. 181. 
8Ibid., quoting 1·JA :cm, 468. 
9roid., p. 263; cf. p. 113 on distinction between philosophical 
and theological sign, ~-IA 'I?. 5106. 
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Sasse notes that Augustana has labeled the sacraments "instruments" 
for the Spirit in his justifying work. 10 T1:hile Luther could not live 
~·ri thout the sacrament, }1elanchthon would have been able to do without it, 
like all hu.inanists, had it not been for the ordinance of Christ. ftl-
though Helanchthon considered them as effectual signs, they nevertheless 
remained primarily as signs, their efficacy resting upon the will of God 
to accompany the signs with His grace. 11 
For Calvin, Sasse asserts, 11the sacrament is not a means, but a 
sign, of grace, 11 admitting that t.11.e body is offered to all, but holding 
that the unbeliever only receives bread and wine. 12 Calvin does not deny 
that the external sign affirms the divine promise, but he cannot admit 
that it actually gives this assurance. 
After 1520 , it is clear that Luther considered forgiveness of sins 
a real gift and fruit of the Lord's Supper. He opposed Thomas• distinc-
tion of mortal and venial sins, only granting forgivenes~ for the latter 
in the Supper. Tne New Testament of Christ is for LutJ1er the Sacrament of 
the /11 t ar; his discovery of the Gospel led to the discovery of t.1i.e 
Supper. 13 
Sasse holds that even in the Church of Rome, where the Gospel has 
been forgotten or adulterated, a remnant remains in the "given and shed 
lO~oid., p. 283; cf. CA V, BS 58; cf. p. 318 on Augustana Variata, 
where tllerelationship between tne means and the gifts are described by 
~, i.e. independent. 
1 1 To id • , p. 31 5; :·!elanch th on uses the term pac tum, for tJ1e efficacy 
of the sacrament; cf. Corpus Refor:natorrn, ?hilippi l·!elanchthoni~ Oper-1 
qua.e supersunt omnia, edi~oy-C. G • .9retschneider (Ealis Sa.xomun: c. A. 
Schwetschke et filiur.i., 1834), II, 315. Hereafter referred to as CR. 
12~ ·ct 
~·, p. 328 . 
1.3_ . d 
..!.O l. •' p. i 14; cf. p • 108 . 
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for you for the forgiveness of sins.'' The mistake of the Roman Church 
:ias been that it has separated the Supper from the preaching of the 
Gospel. ·q-Ji thout the preaching, the Supper remains an unintelligible 
rite. ·1 The sacrificial character of the Ror.ian mass compromises the 
Gospel; it becomes a. synergistic act. 11It violates the solus Christus. 1114 
Yet, the terms repraesentatio, memoria, and applicati::>, of Tride.'1tinum, 
may be used ~men one does not ascribe to them other Roman doctrinal de-
cisions. The ~~pper is the representation of Christ's sacrifice and 
t.t-ie real turning back to what is acquired by this sacrifice. Sasse 
claims that whenever the Supper is celebrated, man is given part L'1 the 
salvation of this sacrifice. Tnerefore it is an actualization of the 
salvation, not only a promise. It is the fulfillment of salvation 
history. 15 
The Gospel-character co1nes from the words themselves. They are 
words of lti'e and salvation. :·hen the 11for you 11 is t.'1.e center of 
atte.'1tion, there is no problem of relating ':lord to Sacrament. The first 
becomes a sacrarnentum audiliile, i-mile the latter becomes a verbum visi-
bile. Tne same grace is given in different for;,is. God comes not as 
Deus nudus, but covered by his ''means. 11 i 6 Sasse further holds that 
1 
~i. Sasse, 11 Zum lutherischen Verst0a...'1dnis der Konsekration," 
Briefe XXVI (1952) (Xerox copy), p. 6: nDas Abendmahl ist eL"l Besta11d-
teil des Evangeliams, das ~vangeliu.-rn der L"lhalt des Abendmahls." Cf. 
p. 10; cf. Sasse, ·•Das heilige Abendmah:::. Kirchliche Zeitschrift, LXIII, 
522. 
1 5 . 1-1.. S V kr 1 • •• • 
, asse, om Sa ament des Altars , :..eipz1.g: 1!erlag Dorffl:i..ng & 
Fr a."lke , 1 9 u 1 ) , pp -:-or;=7r;--
16 ~ 3asse, ?his is, p. 374; cf. Apol. :nII, :::,, BS 292-293, rreL--i 
sichtlich ·.-:ort. ·• Cf. Sasse, In Statu, p. 83. 
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the doctri.."les of justification and of the Real Presence 
a.re the two foci of the elipse that S'Jmbolizes the 
teaching and the life of the Church of the Augsburg 
Confession •••• the whole comfort and consolation 
which the Gospel can give to us poor miserable sirmers 
is inseparably bound up in both • • • in the Holy 
Comrrrunion we receive the very means through which Our 
Lord secured for us t.'1-ie salvation that our justifyi.."lg 
faith embraces.17 
The matter at stake for Luther, was the root of our communion with 
God, which cannot be separated from the Lord's supper and its gift. The 
participation of the elements give koinonia with his body and blood. 
'lhe controversy was a real contentio de ficb. 18 Hith the words of iJl-
stitution the prophetical ministry of Jesus was completed, and the 
highpriestly ministry bega.'1. The fruit of this mL~istry is distributed 
i..'11 the Supper; there it becomes a reality. This is to a Reformed mi nd 
unthinkable, as it would be looking behind the veil of God 1 s predestina-
tion. Therefore faith in the Real Presence is related to justificati on~ 
to faith in the Gospe1.19 
Sasse claims that the New Testament testifies to the unity of the 
Gospel and the Lord I s Supper. The proclamation of the message should oe 
accompanied by the celebration of the Lord's death. The Gospel is more 
that a religious message, and the sacrament is more than a religious 
ceremony, both giving the same gift, namely the forgi veness of sins . 
17H. Sasse, 11LiturgyandLutheransim,1 lma SanctaYIII, Ho. 3 (1948) , 
14-15. 
18H. Sasse, ''A Lutheran Contribution to the ?resent Discussion on 
the Lord I s Supper, ·1 Concordia Theological ~·lonthly, :cc< ( 1959 ), 28; cf . 
Sasse, ~~ment-;-p:--52. -- ---
l 9sa~se, Vom Sakra.~ent, p. 191; Sasse, This is, p. 109 referri.."lg t o 
HA n, 432: ·1Denn sie die Summa sind des ganzen Zva.~gelii, n and ~:A :(I, 
'u42: "denn d ies Sakrament i s t das Evangelitun. ·1 
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Each misunderstanding of the Gospel must lead to a misunderstanding of 
the s acrament , and where the sacrament is misunderstood, a wrong concept 
of the Gospel results. ·•Every disease of the Church becomes manifest at 
the !..ord 1 s Tahle •. ,20 
Lu~er' s concept is clearly contrast ed with t hat of Zwingli, whose 
understa..'1ding of the Gospel was not unrelated to the Supper. The sacra-
men t s are for Zwingli mere ordinances of Christ t hat we perform a s 
Christia.'!'ls. They only signify the grace given outside of t hem. 21 His 
figurative interpretation of the words of ins titut ion, endangers the 
Gospel-words as well, that is the "given and shed for you." If these 
words also are figuratively interpreted, the proprium of the Supper is 
lost . 22 
The uni queness of the sacrament is closely related t o the hist orical 
sett ing , t he institution. The consecration i s ali:;o unique, as the bap-
tismal water is not consecrated. The presence of Ghr i st is di.:f cr cn -:- , 
an:i the v alidity of Baptism a.'"ld t he Lord I s Supper differ , the fir s t be:iJ1g 
recognized among :nost churches, wh i le the l a t ter is church- divisive . 
Sasse also cl a i ms t hat the preached Hord f u.J..l s :-rhcn t he Gospel in the 
sacrament is underm:ined oy denying the objective basis of t he true, bodily 
presence of Christ. In the sacrament Christ is also present in his hu-
manity, and w"hat was sacrificed once is now given to be eaten. That is 
20
sasse, This is, p. J; cf. pp. 1-2, HA VIII, 524, on the defL'l'lition 
of the Gospel as forgiveness of sins. 
21
~., p. 282. 
22
- . d 329 . ~ h . . 101. • , p. , propriu.>n: that ~mic 1.s unique and dist i.."lguishcs 
the Supper from the other mea'!'ls of grace . 
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the :;ecret of the Real Presence. Christ makes us contemporaneous with 
hi:n.sel.f; ho;.ever, any term such as ·•representation·• endangers the ·•once 
and :or all ·1 of the atonement. 23 Opposing the Roman contention of an 
unolood;r repetition, Sasse holds that the presence is not t.'1.at of an 
eve~t or action, but of a person, of Christ's body and blood.24 
3asse holds that the decay of confession and absolution has always 
been accompanied by the decay of the Sacra'Tlent 01" the Altar. The Church 
expe:::-iences a world without sense of sin and guilt, and the comfort of' 
modern Protestantism is that there is no hell, no condemnation, no wrat...11. 
oi" God.. In this situation it is necessary to stress that to seek God 
is always to seek a gracious God, and not to engage in some p.riilosophical, 
metaphysical quest.25 
T:le bodily aspect of the sacrament needs to be stressed: 
The idea t hat the sacrament is meant for the whole ma.11, 
body and soul, is rather one of the fundumental element s 
of Luther's doctrine on the sacra"llent. • • • It is 
closel;:,r connec "'.:ed with the doctrine on incarnat ion. 26 
T'nere is also an e schatological aspect of the Supper. At every 
celebrati on there i s an ant icipation of what one day will come; a miracle 
relat ing a coming miracle, including the bodily dimension. Sasse 
stresses, with E. Sommer l a t h and W. El.ert, this concept of Hholeness 
23roid., pp. 371-372, 380; Sasse, In Statu, pp. 80-81, 88; cf. Sasse, 
•rAbendmanlkonsensus rilit nom?," I.utherische Bl'&tter, X ..'<II, J o. 100 (1970) , 58 . 
24Ibid., p. J81; cf. Catechisrm1s Romanus, Pars. II, cap.4, q. 6i 




26To id. , p. 1 84, ':!A XXIII, 244. 
cal char~--er of Jesus Tneali.igs, as 
of Christ," a11d 11temples of t he Holy 
Cf. pp. 389 , 186, on the eschat ologi-
a parallel to our bodies as "me?:1Ders 
Spirit. 11 
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of conum.t.."lion, and the anticipating character of a complete union with 
r:hrist. This eschatological character is not limited to a hope, but 
the celebration of Christ's Real Presence L11cludes a fulfillment of the 
e:-..-pectation. TLrne-barriers are 1::ro :cen; heaven and earth are united. 27 
There is also a close connection bet1-1een the sacrament and the 
resur::-ection. ~-le partake of the "vivifY-:....ng flesh of our glorified and 
resurrected Lord. 11 Thus the aspect of nremernbrance" always points forward, 
as exemplified in the greeting :rMarana tha. ,,28 
Sasse holds t.-iat Luther's understanding of the 1'rew Testament is an 
evangelical translation of the Catholic idea of the Eucharis t as nouri~~-
ment, refreshment and means of strengt hening the inner life in its fight 
against sin. The idea of the sacrament as medicine is retained, as Gl:::o 
the Formula of Concord characterizes the body and blood of Christ as 
vivificus cibus.29 One may assert that the i-Jord and Sacraments, as 
marks of the true Church, give assurance that it is the true Church, tne 
body of Christ, because it gives the body of Christ t o the celebra11ts. 
n'I"nis sacra.rnent is cibus viatorum, food for the wayfarers, as our medieiral 
fathers called it. 1130 
27 Sasse, Vom Sakrament, p. 7J. 
28sasse, This is, p. 399, cf. 1 Cor. 16:22, Didache 10:11; cf. p. J85. 
29Toid., pp. 182-H33, Sol. Deel. VIII, 59, BS 1035; cf. Large Cat. V, 
23, 33 7T'2";" and V, 69, BS 7 21 • 
JOToid., p. 401; Sasse, Here ~-e Sta.11d 0Tew York: Harper & Brothers, 
c. 19 38) , pp. 1 26-1 28; Sasse, iDas neuige i\bendmah:, ·r Kirchliche 7;ei tschrii't 
:.XIII, 519; Sasse, Vom Sala-ament, p. 74, comparL'1g t.~e ''!·!nnna·1 to Israel 
with the food of the sacrament; cf. Smale. Art. III, 8, 10, !3S 455-h56. 
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The New Covenant, celebrated by the disciples, constituted the new 
people of God; they were the foundation of the Church. Participation 
in the meal is an expression of the Church as a member of Christ, as his 
body. Sasse observes that Paul has a double usage of the term "body of 
Christ, n speaking both of the Church and the I.ord I s Supper. Both are 
real. This one bread binds the Church to Christ I s body .31 The Church 
not only resembles the body, but is the body of Ghrist. The Supper in 
fact constitutes the Corpus Christi Hysticum. Sasse stresses the influence 
of the meal. Hi.thout the Eucharist, the Church ~·muld have ceased to be a 
church. nt,here the true body of our Lord is received in the Sacrament, 
it does not remain without impact on the world. :,.32 
Luther I s idea of the reality of the corpus Christi mysticu.a 
is inseparably connected with his understandine of the 
reality of the corpus Christi sacranentale.33 
Sasse ma1<:es an interesting comparison between the expressions Corpus 
Christi sacramentale and Corpus Christi mysticum. They must be dist:Ll'l[P.lished, 
the one being Christ I s body m the Supper, and the other his body, the ChurcL 
T"nerefore, as we have corn.-nunion with his blood, so we also have communion 
with his other members. 'fnis realistic under:::.tanding is unic_ue for :Suthe:r-





Vom Sakrament, pp. 75-76. 
p. 77; cf. pp. 68, 137. 
3JSasse, This is, p. 112. 
34rhid., pp. 390-391, cf. passages Rom. 12:5, 1 Cor. 6:15, 10:16. 
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As we are baptized into one body, so we are kept in that unity 
through the participation of the sacramental body and blood. There-
fore, the understanding of the Sacrament of t he Altar is constitutive 
for the understanding of the Church. 35 
Aalen 
Aalen strongly stresses that evangelical Lutheranism is distinguished 
from both Roman sacramentalism and Reformed spiritualism, by its 11im-
manent11 theology. Both the other two seek a unification of man's spirit 
with the transcendent God. Lutheranism stresses the incarnation, and the 
immanent instruments which the Spirit works through. He rejects K. Barth I s 
relegation of the :ilnmanent means to a secondary place, transcendent alizi."lg 
God almost beyond reach. 36 
The reality of Jesus I appearance on earth is continued in the preached 
Gospel and the sacramental actions in which he is present as the 11head 11 
01· his Church. In both cases, Christ is present L'l'l a real form in and by 
the administration of the means of grace. The theological significa...'1.ce 
of the sanctorum comm:unio of Apostolicum III, is not primarily the human 
relationships, but that of man with God through the given means.37 
J5Ibid., p. 392, cf. Eph. 4:4-5; cf. p. 394, Sasse suggests that the 
ta hagia'(communio sanctorum) signii'"J the holy things, thereby the belief 
in the Real Presence. 
361eiv Aalen, ·1Supplement til Leiv Aalen: Dogmatisk Grunnriss 11 
mimeographed unpublished lectures (Oslo: Menighetsfakultetet, 1967), 
pp. 67-68 
371eiv Aalen, Dogmatisk Grunnriss (Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1965) , 
p. 81, Aalen refers to :,;. Elert 1 s t.'i.esis that sancta primarily stands for 
the Eucharistic elements. ~-hether he is correct or not, the theological 
significance is wort.ri stressing. 
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In accordance with Augustana VII, Aalen stresses the administration 
of the meanG of grace as the foundation of the Church. The content of 
this is not a mere repetitious act of Biblical words and actions, but 
the application of the apostolic Gospel; the forgiveness of sins acquired 
by Christ is distributed through 1-k:,rd and Sacrament. Therefore the 
reception of salvation stands and falls by this veriJ applicatim1 of God Is 
grace. The proclamation is fundamental, but the entrance to the state 
of grace occurs through Baptism, and the Supper is a continuous affirma-
tion of this state.JS The proclaimed Gospel appears as a personal 
application in the sacrament. 
Speaking generally of the sacrament, Aalen confirms the duality of 
sign and word, as Luther's Large Catechism treats the sacrament.39 30th 
have the function of arousing and strengthening the faith. In his com-
prehensive dogmatic thesis on the content of the Supper, Aalen sczys that 
the hidden fellowship with the crucified and risen Christ, which is given 
by the eating and drinking, serves the faith by ever new mediation of the 
forgiving grace, and to a specially intimate life in the new humanity as 
his corpus mysticum.40 The repetitious character of the Supper, serves 
this intimate fellowship, and is not only vertically oriented but also 
J8Ibid., p. 94, referring to Large Cat. V, 23-24, BS 712; cf. :·JA 
XVIII,~ 
J9Ibid., p. 97, referring to Large Cat. IV, 29, BS 696; Apol. XIII, 
5, BS 2V2"';CA XIII: ·1signa et testimonia voluntatis Tiei erga nos, ad 
excrEandam et confirmandam fidem in his, qui utuntur, proposita. ·1 
4oibid., p. 99; cf. '·:. Elert, Der Christliche Glaube (P.amburg: ?urche-
Verlag,--r9'50), pp. 355, 380, on the-siipper as giving 1.nnnediate contact witt 
the exalted, as well as the sacrificed, Christ I s body. 
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r.orizontally, in the service of love for your neighbor. Jesus' example 
:-r:i. th fae feet-washing, John 13, illustrates this. The disputes between 
~utheran and ~eformed have been onesided, only paying attention to the 
vertical aspect. The ~eformed denial of the :l.eal Presence made t.r1is 
inevitable. 
T'ne intimate relationship with Christ is expressed in John 6, which 
today, says Aalen, is recognized as having sacramental content of anti-
gnostic character. T"ne realism of the fellowship is expressed in the 
locus classicus of 1 Cor. 10:16, by the word koinonia~ that is, communion 
i-r:i.th Christ• s body and blood, mediated by bread and wi.l'le. Ey the par-
taking of Christ himsel.f, his new glorified hu.-nanity is transmitted to us 
in a secret ma"'ll1er. Thus, it is legitimate to speak of a corpus 
mysticum. 4·1 
The gift of the sacra~ent as ~eing Christ himself, as it is pre-
sented i.--i the Arnolds..~ain Theses, is no si..'1.cere expression for t.'le real 
mediation of Christ, but, judged from the various :interpret.:i.tions, a 
mere mean:L.'"lgless conprorrc.se. Aalen, in fact, holds Gollw:Ltzer's position 
to be based on the t\ugustinian verbum visibile, as the quintessence of 
the sacrament, and that he really operates merely with a spiritual pre-
sence as that of Cal vi..'l. 1.i.2 
The Lord's Supper t.'"1erefore has a place .in the life of a Christian as 
his covenant- and fellowship-meal. ;·hile the preached Gospel pri..-narily is 
the ·•calling grace,'' the sacramental meal i s the direct application of t..'-1.e 
h1roi:i., p. 100, cf. Eph. 1 :22, l.i.:15; Sol. 1 :18. 
42r:Jid., p. 1 Oi; "::..eiv Aalen, ''Der :<ampf um das "Svangeliu.rn im Abend-
ma.ril, 11 '5i:eo'l ogische Literat,ur~eitu.l'lg: I CI ( 1966), 88; cf.~ pp. 45, 
50, on Gol2:;.1i tzer 1 s position. 
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grace on the individual. Aalen here stresses the place and function 
also of t he absolution. The Supper is a cibus viatorum, a help in 
temptat.bn and desperation over sL,s. In a sense one may, with E. Schli.,k, 
label t he whole life of a Christia.11 as a nlife between the sacraments,'' 
a dai.2.y 11hastening back to Baptism'' and a ''hastening forward to t.'1e 
Supper. :,43 
'I'he diversity of the means is only to be referred to God's richness, 
giving out the same grace in various ways. Yet, Aalen holds that no 
general sacramental concept is suitable to bring out the significance of 
each one. One has to treat them independently in their mm historical 
setti..,g, and in their function in the Christian's life. Each sacrament 
has its own proprium. However, Aalen almost consistently treats ~,e 
sacra~ents as the presuppositions for acquiring faith, as the objective 
basis of mediating the grace. He distinguishes between a "seeki.11g faith " 
and an uacquired faith," the first effected by the preached Gospel, the 
latter by the sacrame.11.t.4h 
Aalen I s characteristic vocabulary on this point is clearest see!1 in 
his treatment of Baptism and justification. 
Justification and regeneration can be said 11objectively11 
t o be attached to Baptism, and 11 subjectively11 to the faith, 
but the state of grace thus constituted through Baptism 
43~.,; cf. Schlink, pp. 180-181. 
44Ibid., p. 113, cf. CA V; cf. B. T. Oftest.ad, ·1Nad.emidlet cJ;J troen,'' 
Ung Teoiogi No. 2 (1 969), 41, to critique of Aalen' s proprimn-concept 
in gen er ai--: 
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by faith, must constantly b~ renewed by the continuous 
use of :·.ord and Sacrament. 4!:> 
He takes pains to stress the basis of extra nos for the faith, also in 
its struggle for survival. That liberates it from synergistic specula-
tions. Therefore the repetitious character of t he Supper and absolution 
is a sign of the Christian's need for new forgiveness and grace, which 
is mediated through these means. OUr state of grace is therefore not 
dependant on our spiritual ntemperature, 11 but on the constant movement 
from Baptism to t."le Supper in daily repentance. This constant renewal 
and nourishment through the Supper, is given by the secret contact with 
Christ's holy body and blood. As the forgiveness is, in a sum, the co:1-
tent of justification, one readily will have to admit the consti tutive 
factor of the means transmitting it.46 
As the mediation of the salvatory gifts are attached to the objec-
tive means of grace, it is possible and proper to use the classical 
thesis: extra ecclesia"ll nulla salus. The Chris tian fellowship has its 
center in the Holy Communion, as the highest expression of the personal 
relationship with God and fellow believers, and as an inspiration t o a 
life in service.47 
45Ibid., p. 116; cf . p. 97 on Barth's evaluation of Baptism as 
cognitive, as opposed to 1utheranism's causative. 
46
roid., p. 117, the state of awakening is a subjective descriptio~, 
teniing~compromise the objective character of the sacraments. Aalen 
compliments the Missouri Synod for holding to a strict monergistic under-
standing of the sacramental gilt, without taking up the sacrificial aspect 
as R. Prenter does; cf. Aalen, ''Supplement," pp. 65-66; cf. Leiv Aalen, 
·1Evangeliet of NA.d.emidlene ,' Tidsskrift for Teol·::>gi og Kirke, X 'TIII ( 1 ?47), 50. -
47Aalen, 11Supplement," pp. 73, 73b; cf. Elert, p. 388, on ko:Lrionia. 
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3y relating the Spirit's work to the outward means, Lutheranism 
refutes subjectivism. 48 The ,•where and when it pleases Godn of 
~1_:gustana V, is not an uncertain, relative phrase, but asserts that the 
Spirit always accompanies the means, working either faith or unbelief, 
,rorking only where and when God's means are used. 49 
In his effort to def:L11e the propriurn of the Supper, Aalen claims 
that t.11e only difference from the Word, is that Christ ! s body is mediatcc.l 
bodily, his glorified body coming to us under bread and w:L11e. To negate 
this fact is to deny the miracle of the incarnation. 'Ihe Supper has, 
therefore, the same function of strengthening and creating faith as the 
absolution. The :•truly present and distributed to the com.'1lu..11icants11 
of Augustana X, is therefore the content of the propri'..l.'?l. It is a bodily 
transmission of the sa"ile presence which exists in the ~-Tard. In essence 
there should be no contradiction betwee.'1. spiritual and J.eal Presc:-.ce . 
The ·3lement i::i a help for the believer, 2.!l additional means of presence.50 
T:-ius only the out,-rard ~or:.: seems :,tresse:i o..s the propri.1..!.";l. 
'hen t reating the .Sacrament of the Jl tar as .1 mea."'ls o:: grace, it is 
importa11t to s tress the Lut.11era.11 understanding of 6race as that of ::::;"i:" -
givene0s and not transformation, as held by both Roman and Reformed theo:.-
ogy. Luther distinguished between favor and donum, the first being the 
48Leiv Aalen, Ord og Sakrrunent(Oslo: Universitetetsforlaget, c.1966), 
p. 71, CA V: ••ubi et quando visum est Deo·•; t he refor:ned position is 
actually determined by Augustine I s spiritualism rather than Calvin's 
predestination. 
u9roid., p. 76; cf. supra p. 18. 
50Aalen, 11Der Kampf, '' Theologische -=.iteraturzeitung, XCI, 93; cf. 
Leiv Aalen, "Nyprotestantisk ~h.l.ll'llenisme, ·, Tidsskrift for 'i'eologi og Kirke, 
:CLIII (1972), 94, con.ienting on ?·1arburg ?.evisi~ed. 
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fundamental attitucle of God in his justifying work. Grace in its proper 
sense is God's forg;iving mercy, his favor and ~iseri~~rdia toward the 
sinner. As this is the main gift of the Lord's Supper and connected to 
the real mediation of his body, Aalen expresses his discontentment with 
the :\rnoldshain Theses, where "in reality the question of the proprium 
of t.'1e Lord I s Suppe:r is left open. 1151 
Genuine evangelical faith holds on to the fact that in the Lord's 
Supper we encounter that body which was "put to death for our trespasses 
and raised for our justification.'' By the power of Christ's institution 
this is a constant new occurrence, and serves as the most real, not 
material, pledge of the one great gift of the Gospel, the forgiveness of 
sins.52 
Thus the Lutheran concept of justification, as the application on 
the individual of the gifts of the Gospel, is really at stake in modern 
Pro~estantism. Justification is not a mere message, but the application 
01· it. Aalen sees this aspect highly endangered in unionistic attempts 
suer: as that of Leuenberg, where the objective structure of justification 
is diminished, and not distinguished from the message as sucn .53 
51Aalen, Ord og Sakrament, pp. 13J-13u, HA VIII, 106; cf. c. Fr . 
1,Jisli;fff , The Gift ot' Communion (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 
c.196u), p. lJu, fioLding that Luther considered the body on the altar 
donum not hostia, c:f'. Aalen, Ord og Sakrament, p. 247. 
52Ibid., p. 256, Rom. 4:25; cf. R. Prenter, Skabelse og Genlisning 
(Copenhagen: G. E. C. Gads Forlag, 1971), p. 551, the forgiveness of 
Golgotha now present. 
5JLeiv Aalen, ·•unionistisk kirke- og teologipolitikk. '' Tidsskrift 
for Teologi og Kirke, XLIV ( 1973, 252-253, cf . Gal. 3: 26-27, CA IV, V, IX, 
on justification as the effect of the message by the means. 
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'Ihe proprium of the Supper may therefore be summed up as 
"llrist here present, giving himself as true God and 
true man, so that the mere eating and drinking ,;:,f the 
consecrated elements (cf. Formula of Concord, Sol. 
Deel. VII, 79ff) give a real participation in the 
•
1substancen of the body and blood of Jesus, eve?} though 
we cannot define more precisely how it happens.::>4 
The koinonia with Christ's body is the source of faith and strength for 
the believer in his daily struggle. 
Hardt 
1:le made it plain in our introduction that the topic of our present 
chapter has so far not been a major issue for Hardt. Yet, we may e:ctract 
some relevant tendenci9s from his treatment of the Gnristology a.~d the 
function in the Church. 
Hardt observes that the frequent reference t o ~-Tard and Sacrament 
often cont ains a danger, because one does not know how to use then. tie 
challenges the satisfaction of t hose who urge rit ual f orr.is as an end in 
themselves. "Sacramental religion enthuses far too many, 11 and the con-
tent as means of grace is often lost.55 In a comment on the effort~ ~f 
a woman minister :in a high-church movement, he sarcastically remarks that 
Over a t heology, which denies essential parts of the 
Christian revelation, and a preaching of a Father-
Hother-God, the red sanctuary-lamp spreacis its warm 
ra~s, and
5
-g:ie frequency cf the i:oly Connnunion is high 
ana. good. 
54_~.alen, Q::d og ~akrament, p. 257. 
55Tom i~ardt, nm Altarets Sakrament (Uppsala: 3okforlaget ?ro iler i tat ,3 , 
c.1973 ) , pp. 8 2-83. 
56Ii . d 
.J?..:_.' p. 83 • 
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::ardt points to the gnostic, colorful and impressive cul ts as a paral-
!.el, ::t.T'ld ;-1arns against the dangers of syncretisr,i. 
=.1.:.c.her broke with the oaoal churc:1 on th is point, where it pre-
sented 7-he means of grace i.-r1 an outwa:d f ramewor k of beauty and mysticism. 
The medieval theology presented t he monstrum incertitudL~is, that is an 
uncerta:LY1ty whether forgiveness actually wa s achieved . Luther's outward-
liness is therefore a critique against all human act ivity , a.11<.i assuranco 
based on one's m·m contrition and penance . Hith Luther , Hardt ther efore 
stresses that 
Forgiveness is now given and becomes our oi-m only anci merely 
t.rirough the words 1•given and shed for you. 11 Because L'1 them 
you have two thi.l'lgs, namely that it is Chr ist• s body and 
blood, and that it is your 01-m as a treasure given to you . 57 
One may therefore hold that the food transforms him ,mo eats it unto 
itself , and makes him like itself, spiritual, living, and eterna1 . 5S 
The result of the Tieformation is an invitation to frequent us.1ge . 
The sacrament is 
an al together heal thy ond t rustworthy remedy , :·mich helps 
::,•ou and gives you life, both for oody and soul. Because 
where the soul has been healed, there t.he body has also 
received help. :·.1hy do we then consider it as if it ~·1as a 
poisonous thing , by which one would eat oneself to dea.t:-i . 59 
As to the outward character of the sacrament, Eardt clai:ns that f or 
Luther the unique mode of sacramental presence, its physical extemity, 
had a meaning, namel:,' that of being a sign and seal of the r eality of 
57 Ibid., p. 86, cf . pp. 83-85. 
58Ib .. 86, referring to ~·:/\. XXIII, 203 . 
.::....2:!.. ' p. 
-
59- · · 
~-, p. 87 , quot:Ll'lg :;A xx:<, i , 230 . 
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forgiveness of sine, applied individually on the communicant. The 
proprium is therefore connected to the outward form, the direct indi-
vidual application of the same grace as given in the Gospel, the 
forgiveness of sins.60 
L11 his endeavor to clear up his standpoint, Helanchthon used t.rie 
term ncovena.11t, ,,61 Reacting against a Creator-word concept, Melanchthon 
rather saw in the words of institution the basis for the sacra.,nental 
concretion of the onmipresence, with the aim of comfcrting the believer. 
''The words here have a real impact, identical with that of the Gospel," 
thereby not excluding the objective element, of the sacramental presence, 
in t his subjective definition. 
For Luther, the Eucharistic presence stands out as unique. It 
cannot, as 3apticrn be described as effective, rather it is said to be 
metaphysice and materialiter, a static, resting and removable presence, 
bound by a physical medium of revelation, which is a seal of a real 
unique exis tence. ''The Sacrament of the Al tar i s t he sacrament of 
presence more than the other means of grace. !,62 Thereby is not implied 
any special grace or quality, but merely indicated t he unique mode of 
mediation. 
60Tom Hardt, Venerabilis & Adorabilis Eucharistia ( Uppsala: Acta 
Universitatis Upsaliensis, c.1971), p. 146 
61Ib'd l. • ' p. 
on t hispoint in 
62- ·a 
~·, p. 
179, pactum, rielanchthon bei..11g provoked by Gecolampari~us 
1 .528. 
218, cf. pp. 216-217, 222 . 
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The Role of Faith 
Sasse 
The first sign of Luther's new understanding of the Sacrament of 
the .Utar appears in his Ser:non on. Penitence of 1518. He there rejects 
that the sacrament is efficacious ex opere operato, that is, that it 
produces the effect unless the col111TIU!licant obviates this efi'ect. 63 
Luther here also refers to the Aug;ustinian phrase: nr-Jot the sacra.111ent, 
but the faith in the sacrament, ju.stifies.1164 Faith is thus to precede 
the sacrament, not only accompany it. This is a heritage from 'f.nomas, 
stressing that faith is required b- efore any sacrament, that grace always 
precedes the sacrament.65 
Sasse rejects the ,.ray :nodern Protestantism has been interpreting 
the 11young Luther," as L11 fact den:ying the objectivity of the means of 
grace. 11 The sacraments do not create faith, they are rather accepted 
by faith and serve as acts of God, to assure the faithful of God's 
grace. ·1 This notion "e:...-prcsses something which for Luther always r e-
:nained a most important aspect .116& T'nis fundamental understanding nrust 
not be compromised by later expressions, where the objectivity is stressed. 
Luther's co:nbat-situation determin.ed his mode of expression. 
63
.sas:,e, !"nis is, p. 83 , obic em ponere. 
64roid., ·rtron sacr.>.mentu..-n, sed fides sacramenti iust ificat, ., '.-.1/1. I , 
32h. 
65- .d 
~·, referrL'1g to ':'A I , 286. 
66Toid., p . 84, cf. ~' p. 65, 
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Sasse concedes that t.~e early Luther stressed the spiritual com-
ntu."'li:m with God to such an extent that the sub una would not destroy it. 
:·.here the reception of both species could not be practiced, God would 
still bestou his full blessing of the sacrament. He claimed that ''faith 
in t:1e spiritual is more needful than fai t.h. in the natural. For tile 
natural without the spiritual profiteth us nothing in the sacrament.1167 
Luther never denied the spiritual eating, as for example, related in 
John 6, but rejected that this excluded the bodily eating. 'The first is 
another expression for faith, and always has to accompany the latter. 68 
Luther's concept of faith was not like that of 'fnomas, namely the 
virtue of assent, holding as true an incomprehensible doctrine. Luther 
perceived of faith only a:; an attitude to,·rard the Gospel itself, not 
toward a dogmatical statement that :ias to be accepted. He later stressed 
the forgiveness of sins as an actual gift and fruit of the sacramental 
eating. The Holy Communion thus becomes a gift for sinners only, and no-:. 
for the righteous , because Christ came and gave his body for sinners. 
The si..rmer may therefore recei vc Christ's body with all the gifts it 
implies. 69 
Luther would not accept zw-~....ngli ' s stal'ld at Harburg, that 11en.tini:; 
takes place, not where the words are spoken, bu:. ·,mere they are believed,'' 




p. 113 , quoting WA II, 75i; p. 
pp. 233, 236. 
99 , cf. '.-IA :a.in , 49 5. 
69Toi::i., p. 114; cf. Elert , p. 386, promise and recept.ion work i..l'l 
the Supper that which pror.ri.se and faith effect by the !'i:erygr.ia. 
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The eating of the body of Christ can be profitable because 
the promise of forgive.11.ess of sins is connected with it. 
:ioweYer, sir1ce every promise requires faith, and faith is 
a spiritual knowledge, therefore that bodily eating too, 
if it is done in faith, should be regarded as something 
spiritual. 70 
'E'le objectivity of the sacra17le.'t'lt's gift is therefore unconditional, but 
the reception of it is not automatic and unrelated to faith. Tne 
ma11.ducatio indignorum does not automatically imply an ad salutem.71 
Sasse points to the extremely realistic language of Calvin in his 
Small Treatise on the Holy Supper of 154i : 
~·Te a.J,.l confess, then, with one mouth that in rece iving the 
sacrament in faith, according to the ordinance of t he Lord, 
we are tr.uly made partakers of the real substance of t he 
body and blood of Jesus Christ. • • • on the one hand we 
r.rust, to shut out all carnal fancies, raise our heart s on 
high to heaven, not thi.l'lking that our Lord Jesus Christ is 
so abased as to be enclosed under any corruptible elements . 
On the other hand, not to dim.i.11.ish the efficacy of this 
sacred mystery, we must hold t hat it is accomplished by 
the secret and miraculous virtue of C~d, and that the 
spirit of God is the bond of partici~at ion, for which 
reason it is called ::;pirituai.72 
Calvi.~ 1 s deviation is clear. His sursun corda : and s tress on t he Sp:.ri~ 
as vehicle of the gift, disconnects, in fact, the sacrmnental gift from 
the concrete sacra~ent itself. The sacrament becones a s i 8n, not a mea.'1.s, 
of grace. 
In spite of ::..uther I s s trong s tres s on ::w.nducatio i..ndi..g:1oru.:1: :ie 
den:.ed that :.he t rue body and blood were present where the comnrunic~.nt s 
7'J- . ~ 
I ~·, P• 253 , p . 24i • 
71Ii ' rl 
0 J. ...... ' 
·) e .,_ • T,, er, --:r::;-D; .; 
. :.., ,·.., .. ~
p. 309, on Lu ther• s di.. ::ic uzs i..:m wi t .1 3uc er on the d is:.L:::: -:::..'.)~ 
and indign:. • 
72I1 . d 
....::2:,_. ' p • 324, referri ng to CR (Calv111 ) V, 460 • 
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did :.o~ wish to receive it. 73 That doctrine is a Christological pr:inci-
ple, and its salvatory consequence is qualified by the assertion that 
only the wortny receive the body and blood of Christ unto salvation, the 
unworthy unto damnation. 74 From this follows the practice of the early 
Church, where only baptized members were given the !.ord' s Supper. Here 
we notice, however, that Sasse makes no distinction or qualification of 
the baptized, as t o whether they have faith or not. 
Luther's rejection of the ~erorr.ied celebration as legitimate accord-
ing to Christ's institut ion, had far-reaching consequences. Sasse claims 
the question whether a Lutheran, in danger of death, could receive the 
sacrament from a neformed minist er was denied by Luther a"ld all dogmati-
cians. Ee affirms that the reception unto salvation is a ~atter of 
faith, rightly understood, and crumot be lL"lderstood :L"ltellectu.::!l.ly or 
esthe tically. It requires cor.iplet e self-nur.liliation and s.ibmission t o 
the uords of Christ. 75 The humble faith '.:hat takes the :-nrds as they 
stand, receive s the gi ft . Forgiveness is received as a reality by the 
::ielieYer . 
The confes:.ional "::.utheran posi tio:i :m t.11e distinction b e tween spiri-
tual and bodily eating , as ,·rell as f ai ~"L-i I s in.:luence ::m '.:..~e reception o.i' 
the sacramental gifts, is, a.ccordin5 to Sasse, in adheral'lce :-ri th Luther:::; 
position. 
73roid., p. 371, cf . the similar t h:L"lking behiJid the o::iicem pone_ e: 
supra, p.""lJ4. 
:er. i 1 : 29. 
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':'1e careful exegesis is followed by statements on the 
:;piri:.ual eating of the flesh of C'nrist which is noth i..11.g 
e2.se tnan faith, and the oral or sacramental eating, 
··~·men the true, essential oody and blood 01· Chri::;t a.re 
c2.:::o orally received and partaken of in the Holy Supper, 
oy a11 ,,ho eat and cl.rink the consecrated bread and wine 
L, the Supper--by the believi..11.g as a certain pledge and 
as::urance that their sins are surely forgiven t.1.em and that 
r.;'nr::..st dwells and is efficacious i..11. them, but 2Y the unbe-
lieving for their judgment and conder:mation. ·,7° 
A parallel to this importa.,ce of faith, is Luther's stress on faith 
as ~ne of the constitutive elements of the Church, a subjective nota 
ecclesiae. 77 As the communion with Christ I s body a.i.,d blood is an artic2.e 
of faith, so also t.'le Church. It is not a ?latonic idea of an invisible 
enti t::;r. Sasse af.f'irr.is that the signs of the Church are visible s igns . 
3ut the satis est of Augustana VII includes also a necesse est~ focus-
i.."l"lg on the content, the belief in the Real ?re~nce. 78 
Concerning liturgical re.11.ewal, Sasse refutes religious esthctici::;m , 
and holds that nQnly faith in the Sacramental Gift • • • can renovate 
our celebrations and Holy Commu.11.ion and therewith our services. 1179 
Christ i..11. his earthly da:rs was recognized as God, on2.;:,r by the believaYs . 
~is d::..sg-uise under the sacramental element is also recognized only by 
believers. 
76Ibid., pp. 337-338, quoting Sol. Deel. VII, 6J, BS 993; Sasse, 
Vom Sakrament, pp. 173-175, refe!'ring to Ep. VII, 42, BS803; Ep. VII, 5, 
BS 797; Sol. Deel. VII, 37, BS 983; Sol. Deel. VII, 61;-ss 993. 
77 Sasse, Here ~-!e .Stand! p. 1 .30 . 
78,....., "'~e 
• .)u.,u...) ' In Statu, pp. 60-61; cf. pp. 5h-55, ,23 • 
79sacise, "Liturgy and :.utherani~ir., '' Una Sanc t a, VIII, lio. 3, i6; 
cf. Sa::;::;e, In Stn.tu, pp. 83-l3h. 
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Sasse clains t hat the early Church almost exclusively adhered to 
?aul• s corporal conception and that the Reformation brought back John's 
genuine underst anding t r.at the sacramental meai. ~-ms to evoke life, or 
as Luther put i:.: "Glaubst du, so hast du. 1130 
Fai t h is t herefore not irrelevant for practice and salvation, hm·r-
ever strongly one emphasizes the object ibity o.f t he Presence. 
Aalen 
In his definition of the Church, Aalen stresses the character of 
r. 1 faith-fellowship , 0 as well as the objective administration of t:ie mea..11s 
of grace. Tha t does not invoke the notion cf an invisible churc~! . Just 
as Jesus I appearance on earth ~-ras concrete and vi sibl e, so is h e re3.ll;y 
present in his sacramental ac t ions. 30th Christ and his Church are c o:1-
crete and real entities, yet coth arc perceivable only b y faith . 
Aalen' s more extensive treatment of Baptism is also illustra.ting for 
our context . Ei s dogmat ic thesis is: 
As a sac:-ame:it al one-t :LT1e ':lYent , 3apt i sm i s the entran.c e to 
that 3t:J.te of er::i.ce where in fait:i lives its nei-T life i n 
fel loi-;sr,ip with God in C:lrist. I t mediate s in a .fundamen-
tal way t he r egenerating and justif;r ..... l'lg grace for t he whole 
lifetime, :)Ut in such a nanner t hat it works personal :::al-
vat ion onl ;y where it is received in faith and where the 
baptismal gr3.ce is retaL"led and r e.'1e,-1ed in daily repent ance 
by the other m.eans of grace~ otherwise i t :-rorks judgment 
over un~el i ef and apostasy . 02 
50:,e.,..,.....,,......, c:;a s se " '·'arum ,....ussen wir an der lutr.erischen Abendr:iahi _ 
. , .,u~ ..... ....., ',, '''"' • -
slehre f esthal t en?11 AJ..lger.teir:e Evangeli sch- T,utherische Kirchen.:;eit ung , 
:,.:-:xr ( ~938) , 93.' 





-:':'1e ::..ord I s Supper stands in this renewi.."'lg minis try, and thus is eff ic a-
c:.ous ~:ml:,- :-mer. received in faith. 
·.-:it:i. ,\ugustine, :.uther clairned the principle of faith: 11man is 
just:U'fod no t because he works, but because he believes. 1183 In opposi-
tion ":o AugustL"le, and wi t.11 him Calvin, Luther !'leld that the sacra.'ilent 
L11 itse::i.f h as saving po~·Ter. Yet, this ob j ective ::,aving power works per-
sonal salvation only when it is received in faith or nhen it i·rork::; 
.,. .... h 8h 
.!. ail., , . Faith is no t only referred to the word of promise in t he sacra-
ment, but also to the sacramental word of action. For the Supper, Aalcn 
contends, this distinction is not explicitly as clear as for Baptism, 
but is nevert.~eless to be presupposed. 
Aalen combats vigorously any form of ordo saluti::. theology, clain-
ing that i t detracts from t he objectivity of the mean::; of erace. L'1 
i:is pursuit of correct terminology on issues such as awakening, rev:.Ya.1., 
and neu birth, he stresses that faith a s saving faith only rece ives i t ::; 
full mear.:.ng as a gift fro r.i the Spirit, ~-ihicn excludes all subjectiv:.ty . 
':.'hereby the objective aspec t. is maL11tained at the e:-:pense of the per:on:J.2. 
faith, oJ. 'd1ough that is obvi.ously not Aalen I s inte:ition. T'ne ac t ive 
cooperation of faith is a result of the passive com:.r.g-to-oe t hrough 
the activity of the Spil'it, through his means. 85 
11iustif:.cat, non quia fit, sed quia crediturn; cf. supr.:., p. Sh. 
84
°1"1 • d f' L if G c ~ · A ... ( c enh G , d dal 
... oi .; c_. e rane, on.:essio augusvana op .agen: Y- en · , 
1972), pp. 121-126, ~tressing the func~ion of the sacrame.~t as that of 
arousing and strengthening faith, rather than creating it; their sign-
c:iarac ter of God's will to·..rard men, is dependa11 t on faith, CA :<III. 
85, .... ;,-1 oo 1CJ lOo'· ~ ,.. t. 1 • 1• 175 11"' • ' h · 
_.., __ ., . . • , , c.1.. .:>ci. .... in:., p. : iai t. is pure recep-
tionn; ~ a7, desperate fait:i clin"'!> t:) the ~acrament. 
0 
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3ince it is the administration of the !:'leans of grace that br:L11gs 
a per~on ~o faith, it is only right to say that one is justified. by 
fait~, suojectively ; Augustana V testifies ~o the subjective acceptance 
of ~-ma;:, ob j ec t ively is distributed through word and sacrament. There-
fore the notion of the Orthodoxy, especially Johann Gerhard, that for-
giveness of sL~s is an effect of faith,86 makes faith a human condition 
for grace. Aalen claims the gift itself, that is, the forgiveness of 
sins, is available in the means, and intended to be received cy faith. 
Faith is therefore a fides salvifica not by its 01-m func-
tion or the contrition and repentance connected with it 
• • • but alone by Christ I s atoning work (munus sacerdotale ) 
and the forgiveness of sins, ;,hich is the fruit of the 
atonement, being offered by the mea11s of grace.87 
Aalen continuously combats making the grace in Christ conditionei 
by man I s f a ith. The crucial question i s al~-rays how the atonement con -
cretely becomes forgiveness of sins for t he individual. In t h is sense , 
Lut.i'1erani sm stresses it as a re::mlt of the :nea11s of grace, while the 
neformed do not speak of a direct act throu~~ t hese means. I n tre ~ting 
mandilcatio indignorum and oralis, Aalen theref ore holis that LutherM-
ism does not disregard .faith, and does not speak of personal salvat b n 
apart from f aith. Nevertheless, f aith i s not faith, unless it is pure 
reception of God's grace in Christ, unless forgiveness as such is pre-
sent and offered L11 the sacrament before f aith , and L"'l a sense indepen-
de:1t of .fai t h or unbelief. Tni1:; i s the c :m:.ent of :::..uther' s a sserti on ::..:1 
86roid., p. 113, effectu~ fidei, cf . 
eyJ:foen~et ostenduntur. '' 
87
~., o. 117. 
,.. . 
.,11.. XIII: "qua per sacrament a 
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his Small Catechism that forgiveness, life, and salvation is given us 
L'1 -r.he Supper, not only when faith is added, but already by the fact 
~hat -:hrist1s body and blood, which has acquired the forg~veness, is 
gi,,en to all participants. 88 
The unconditional character of the promise cannot be stressed enough, 
according to AaJ.en. It is, in essence, the difference between Law and 
Gcspel 1~nich here is exempl; f'ied, rejecting any form of synergism. Thus 
the gift of faith is a result of the favor o.f the Gospel. The radical 
ch~acter of both sin and grace is only then taken care of, as well a s 
the indissoluble inner relationship bet~-1een ~ and donun. 69 No media-
tio:'l of this faith occurs outside of the mearis of grace, t hey thereby 
constitute it, as Augustm1a il makes clear. 
Aalen proposes t o be a strict defendant of the evangelical view 0:1 
':!ord and Sacrament as Lristrumenta Spirit.us Sane ti. ?O He admits, however, 
that there is a gap in the Lutheran concept ion of the relationship bet~·ree!"! 
the two ::ieans. The undecided factor is clearest seen in t he relatiom;hi p 
beb:een justifi cation and t he doctrine of the sacraments as media for 
.forgiveness of sins. One must presuppose, he says , when justification 
by faith is spoken of in t.°i1e Confessions, that the forgiveness, ~·1hich is 
t!1e content of justii'ication, is mediated to fait!1 b:,r the sacraments. 
-::'.'et , the stress that faith alone makes a person worthy for salvation, 
88 
,".alen, :)rd og Saha..-:i.ent, pp. 76-77. 
89Toid., p. 138, :·mat AaJ.en call:; a ·rpractical-Christologic::u.11 
solution, cf. ?? • 1 J.S-1Li1 , s trongly opposinc t!'le Catholic thesis : :1grn.tia 
nor. 1:,olli t , sed perfici t n:ituram. 11 
90 .~tle!1, :1-svangeliet oe :J~der:tiilcr.e, :, ':'id~crif ~, X 7III, h9 . 
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sho·,,s the wtl'inished character of this question in the Confessions .91 
Already in the Orthodox;:; the isolation of justification fro.n the sacra-
.nent s U.'1der~:L'1ed the basic thesis of the means of grace as causa instru-
mentalis to justification. Thus the sacrament is not merely an offer of 
grace, but a real act of grace, not L'1 nobis, but extra 11'.)s.9 2 
Aalen 1 s .nost con tr'.)versial point is perhaps his contention t~at the 
sacr.unents are more efficacious than the ~-.rord, as to t::.e personal appli-
cation of the grace. 
Through the Hord as means of grace, God offers salvati'.)n 
to all, in Baptism he gives it to those :·mo receive it, 
and in ·:.he Supper he strengthens faith in those who :1avc 
received the salvation.9J 
L"l his ecumenic al analysis with regru·d to t he Lord ' s SU pp er, Aaler. 
co:1cludes that faith as fides salv'~ica is only reta:LT1ed :-mere its cl ose 
connection to Christology is ma:L'1tai:ied. Only the!'! can thare ":)e 3. r eal 
gift , a creat ed faith oy aoa.94 
91roid., :CVIII, 50-51, CA XIII; cf. p. 69, 'Saq;e Ca t . I7, 33, 3:, 69"': . 
92roi::l.., X7III, 67, he ·~ding that neither :2::ri k :?ontoppida.'1. nor ? . 
?ieper cio""'Iully just ice t o t he proprium of Baptism; cf. pp. 72, 70 : :r t..~e 
sacrament mediates the t ra.'1.sition rrom atoneme."lt t o justification. 11 
93Aalen, Ord og Sakrament, p. 20u, taken from his early publicat ion 
Dapen og "oarnet (Oslo: 1947), :-/here he distinguisnes between a sal,;ati :m-
seeking faith and a salvation-acquired faith, the last evoked only by 
Baptism, and renewed t.hrough Hord and the Supper; cf. p. 2i 4, footnote 
39. Olav Valen-Senstad , who was the ch ief opponent of Aalen !'ror.. 19h7 
on denounced his book J.s crypt o-romanist. 
94Aalen, :•Der Kampf ,·• 1heolog::.sche Literaturzeitung; : :er, 90; (;f . 
a. Valen-2enstad, The ,·.ord That Can Never Jie ( St. Louis: Concordia. 
Publish:L"l.g Souse, 1966), pp. 121-125, criticizing the ·•naturalistic" 
concept of an effect of the sacrament, irrespect ive of faith. 
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::ardt 
.:a.rd r, :-ejects t.'iat faith sets an;:,r other prerequisite for an 
article o.: faith, than simply accepting it as God I s comma."ld and will, 
~-;i t.hcut as}::.r1g its bene.fit. 9S .\ servant has no business prying into 
the af.:airs of his master. The :rtake and eat!" confers upon all Chris-
tia11s a nmust," that is, an obedience towards God's inscrutabl e wi.2.1 . 
:·Ji t.°flout in any '.Tay denying the gift of the sacra.11ent, Luther 
stresses this obedience to God I s prescriptions wit...r10ut pious consiiera.-
tions about personal comfort and need of salvation. Tnese conside:-ations 
should :iot effect the L'1terpretation of the i::1.stitution of the sac.!'ament. 
Gveryt:.:bg r.tust be done in faith , and :·mere faith is lackL11g ever--J-
thing is distorted. Hardt claims that 11faith 11 for Luther t ends '.:.o 
include an element of wor:.hip; nfaifa is the right worship , namely thar. 
I believe faat his flesh a..d blood are there, given and shed .for :-'e . :,96 
This :-:ardt claims is an identification of fai t.°11 and ~-rorshi:i) , :yet :io t i.'1g 
a distinction ,·men the outward phys i cal act ic; said t o presuppose a.'1 
. ... ~ inner ac 1. 01 faith.97 
It is a common nisunderstanding of the ] efornation 1s stress of 
faith, that t.'1e individual faith is t o replace ooth priest and r.ie a.'15 of 
grace. ::..uther' s critique of medieval t heology was on this point 
Om Altarets~ pp. 12-13. 
96roid., p. 71, quoting :·iA :3r II, S55 11Der Glaube ist das rechte 
Ar.beten," not discussing whether the inpli c ation is t hat .faith as :;.ich 
is ~he true and real ad.oration. 
97::ard::., llenernbilis, p. 219 , ·::A :.1. , 446. 
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pri:nar:.ly air..ed at it:; u:-icerta:L"1ty, because the human activity became 
a part of t he requ::.re::i.e."'1t3 for salvation, -:1amely confession, contri-
tion , and s atisfac t i on . This undermines the fait."1, and results in feax-
a.,::i desp3.ir. Qn the contrary, the faith that is demanded before the 
use of the means of grace is trust in the Gospel, contained in the words 
of institution; here the :·rnole worl:i is bebg ca.:i.led t o righteousness. 
Faith directs itself toward the ".'lord, as also the powerful ford directs 
itself toward the faith, creates, :-1a.1<es up, and supports it.90 
?orgiveness is imparted to the participant only through t he words 
"given and shed fo:- y,m." By this :-eception -:me receives Christ's body 
a,d blood, and it becomes oner s o:·m treasure. 11!'!ow Christ's body can-
~ot be someth:Lri.g unfru::..tful and unusefuJ... n99 'Ihe power of the r.,ea."ls ':)f 
grace seems -~1challenged , and the t ra.ri.sformation of the individual see8S 
to occur by way of necessity. 
As it is characterized as a re:nedy for 'oot:l body ~d soul, so the 
partaki ng of it ·,n th:rnt faith and trust, is t o oppose the 11doctor' s 
prescription." 3uch action is :...."ldeed poisor.ous .md gives no benefit 
and strength to t he individual. iOO 
Eardt rejects the noti(m of 11nagic, 11 yet allows it, :,ri th the Gnesi:::-
Lut:iera..l"l Zr-hard Sper:Jer of the si.:ct.eenth centu.r-J , to be designated as 
11holy a.l"ld commanded magic . n i 'Jl So-called 11whi te magic" comforts the 
Orn Altare ts! pp. 84-36. 
79,-: •,:i +· .,,. •,• y y ~ ?2~ 
~·, quo.,ing..::; ., ., .. , -, - .,, . 
l COr:,i::l. ., p. 87 , referri.Tlg ::o ~·.',\ :,:(:•: , :;. , 231 . 
10i 'Ibid ., p. 88 , ~agi~ 3a,c~~ ~ :.~3sa. 
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creation, and comes from God, who does not ask for advice, but has 
c::-eated us :n.thout our :1elp, and has saved us, also without our help. 
In the :,acramen t, :~e wants us to believe L11 nim as such a God. 
·.-:hen the sacra.11ental presence, and thereby also the gift of the 
sac::-a-:ient, is made dependent on faith, P.ardt claims the C'nristological 
t . u11 · ~. d " . , hall V V · t • · t · 102 aspec is n :u 1.e • :-1e ser1.ous..1.y c enges • aJ a s posi ion, 
where ';lord a11d :ai th are presen~ed as constitutive factors for the 
sacra."11ental action. Hardt :10:i..ds that Luther distinguished bet ween those 
words of Christ that presuppose faith to be realized and t hose that work 
"Hit.ri.out regarding its use in faith.11103 The latter group includes the 
words o:f institution. 
P.ard t also rejects the position af :3renz, for whom t:1e presence i s 
factual o:1ly for the faith, since faith is the means by :-1hich one can 
grasp the presence. Bre!'lz does not, howevar , deny the li t et':.11 meanine; 
of the institution-words, but distinguishes bet ween the 'oodily presence 
effected by the words , and the presence rece i ·.red by .:ai '.:.:-: . ':1ris-'-, 1 ::; 
of forgivenes s, not merely a s i gn of :.. '.:. . :::: :. is ab,ed :?.!;, ':.::c l>3::..ic,;-2:· . 
::i.i n i3 r a.-:.he:- :o pr ovoke : .::i.i tr. ::..."! the ~re~; 
1J2Hardt, Venerabilis, pp. 86- 87, rc.fer!'ing to V. Vaj ta , Die 'Y:·.ca::.o;i~ 
des Got t e sdienstes oei Luther (Stockholm : Svenska Kyrka..,s Diakonistyrel eses 
Bokf6'rlag, 1952), pp. 159, 17i , 187 . 
10\ iardt, Om Altarets, p. 87, nabgesehen vora glaubend.en Gebrauch 11 ; 
cf. :!A :crvr, 287 , where ffie ::,o-called ''i·ieisselwort" and "'l:'lettelwort11 are 
distingui::,hed. Hardt claims this points to an adductive transformation, 
and not a productive. 
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7estament in the blood of Christ.104 Faith therefore should be pre-
occ:.ipied :-;ith the .forgiveness of sins given in the sacrament . 
:;a:-:i t :-iolds that 
The passive "sacramental" act of faith, includes also an 
element of active 11sacrificial 11 nature • ••• T'ne work 
of salvation is acquired by contemplating on the pot·Ter 
of God's blood. 105 
'r:'lis creates an outer response in t.c'1.e worshippbg attitude of th~ 
believer . 
Cher:mi tz distinguished between Christ I s presence in creation a."d. L-1 
his means of grace . 7r.e first is not the form of presence one stresses 
for faith t o grasp. Faith is always to be referred t o the latter ;ire -
se:-ice . C:'1emni tz here treats the Chri::;tological question in i ts re.fer -
ence t o faith, and according to Eardt, he her e places hinseli' :.n foe 
tradi tior. of Cyril, John Dn.-rnascene and Luther . 106 
Hardt' s conclusion is, t hen, that .faith i:::. the re::;pon:;e t o t!':.e gi.:t 
bei.~g presented, given :m d imparted on ~he communicant. TI1ere is : ~t~:e 
reflection on faith as necessary or conditional in ::i.rq :-ray fo:- recei vb: 
the bene:~t ~f the sacrament. 107 
lOu d V ' . 1 . 1 '-' " . .... . . 'TI 5?1 .,. :-!a r t , enera::n._1.s, p . ub, re1.err:i..-r1g _,o :u\ • , -:..; .i.or 
this has defini~e liturgical consequences, as the""elevat ion; cf . 
103 , 220. 
105I1 "d 
~·, p. 222, :·IA u , 758 . 
106T: .d 
~ -, P• 11 3. 
pp . 1J1 -






'The diverse treat':7lent of our t opic is evident. ·:!ni1 e the material 
is ::;.uc:1 the sa'le, the accent differs. 3asse has the greatest spectrmn 
of issues in-:olved in the Gospel-character of the S,..:.pper. T'r.e sign-
function is stressed implyL'1g the gift .for t.rie whole man; likewise t..he 
eschatological character of the meal, understood not only as a hope , 
but as an a.-iticipation of the coming world. 'fne forgiveness ir.:parted 
is a strengt.'fiening of the wayfarers. The U."1.iqueness of t.rie Supper is 
related to its historical setting, and unique institution, but also to 
the fact that a bodily eating has Christological implications, namely 
that :-re receive the humanity of Christ , which \·ras sacrificed, resur::-ected 
a.'t'J.d glorified for r.i.an 1 s salvation. ':'his does not imply a special grace 
L't'J. the sacramer.t. Sasse claims that only the literal interpretation 
guards the proprium also of the 11given and shed for you . 11 
Sasse ~tresses the faith-aspect of the young Luther , holding that 
it :-;as never abandoned, even though Luther later :.elc! .forth "':..11e objec-
tivity of the sacramer.:.. Faith is not created by the ::mcrament, rather 
it is the sacrament "\·lhich is accepted by faitr: , and which assures the 
faithful of God's gruce. Faith and spiritual eating is the same thing , 
therefore wnen faith is present, the bodily eating.is in fact 5?iritual, 
and thus ~eneficial. 
Aal,~n is constantly comattine subjectivity. Ee stresses the 
creative function of the sacrament. T'ne Christological implication ·rns 
objective value i·ihether one "oelieves or not. Aalen does, however, re-
pe3.tedl;:,· ;;rge that wit:1ot~t :ait."l -::.here is :10 .:.."1divid.ua.l benefit . The 
:-:iediation of Chri::::t 1 s gift s :..".-iroug:-1 :-,he 3upper ::;ee!:!S : o ;10.ve s-..:.perior:i.t:,· 
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o·;er ':.he procla:nation of the Gospel. The individual application and 
the ur:co~ditional character is more explicit in the sacramental action. 
:· 0:- ;;1::~ness of sins is therefore primarily a result of t.'fle mea.11s of 
crace , ~ecause the ':Jody given to the commmicant is that body which 
acqui:"ed the forgi veness through the atonement. The prcpriu.~ of the 
Supper is its bodily t ransmission of the same ?resence as i..11 the Word. 
This results in the nzystical union with Christ • s humanity. Aalen 
depl ores t hat the Lutheran Confessions iave not fully considered the 
relationship between the sacramental gift , as objectively given, an:! 
the doctrine of justification oy faith alone. The former is undul:,• 
compromised by the latter . 
2ardt stresses :,he o~jective character of the Gospel-applicatiou 
L~ t he Supper, t hus also im~lyi..~g its superiority ove~ ~he mere prc-
clama+,ion. !-:e consider s the reception itself an act cf faith, and :..."le 
func:,ia:. of t he s acra.ment i s ;;rirr.arily to provoke, creat e and awaken 
f ai:.h, rather 't.har. pre0uppo:::e i t . ?orgiveness is imparted. through fa:; 
·.,or(:. ::; ''given and si1cd f or yo-.:.. ." 'fne power of these words seems unchal-
lenged, and works, b:,,- neces si:.:,, a transfo~mat ion. Admittedly, :iardt 
hold:, t hat asi..11g t he Supper :·ri thout faith is using it contrary to its 
!Jrescriptive use: resulti..>'1g :..n no benefit. :iouever, the objective 
2resence and the gift impart ed to the co:n.rin.1.,icant, is not dependant or: 
hin :'~it h. That ~.;ould be t o :rnllify t he ·::'U'istological basis . i-ia.rd.t 
doe ::: :1ot rei':::..ec t on ~e da.~ger of regartlL"'lg :.he sacrament as a guar.mtae 
of salvat ion . 1.'1e dar,ger :::eems exclu.sivel;:,· :.o ::,e the oppos:.te , na.1T1el;-/ 
t hat :.he .:;ub,jective .:aith ;.:: ::iade the con:ii:.ion for tile o':Jjectivel::,· 
:i.pplied gr:ic e . ::e ,:!oes na t ::~cm t o :ear ..:. ':.::io objective or ;.1ateriali:Ji.. :.::: 
::ot :.:,!"'. :.."'. :-,he L-ld i-r::.dt:.o...l ~pp.:..:.c:i.tion . 
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30:,:1 :',al~n and Hardt show an almost total disregard for the young 
:::.:u ther, with :~ is stress on faith as a presupposition for the reception 
o: sal-ration, :-mile Sasse urges this aspect str::mgly. None of them 
denie:3 .fa.i:.h as necessary for personal salvation, but Hhe.>1 the objec-
tive reali7..y of the gift of Christ's body is claimed by Aalen and i:Iard:., 
.faith is reduced to a secondary, and often u.,cer tain, place. 1he link 
be:,ween the two seems extremely difficult t o clarify. 
CHAPTER IV 
:O:CCLESIASTICAL ?UNCTIOH 
?unctionaJ. Real Presence 
Sasse 
:·hat implications for C'nurch- pr actice do tna pri:lciples of C'nris-
tology and saJ.vation nave? Are there implementc.tions t hat r:r..ist fJlloH, 
or are the previ.ously treated subjects reall y i:-r~levant for the prc.c-
tic al functions in and related to the Church? 
The sacra.-nental system of the Church ,·ras fr-:i r.i e2.rly t i:r.es cnl:; 
seriously att.acked by sectarians; 11the ideas of priesthood a'l'ld sacri.:'i~e 
as ::mch were never attacked by Christians ,mo wanted to ':Je fai t.'1.ful 
members of the Catholic Church . n 1 Traces in the ear2.y churc:: ':)f cor.1-
paring the sacramental liturgy with the sacrificial ,:u.l t of t:i.c c:c 
Testament go back t o the first ce.'1tury. Howev::r, 
',hile for the ?athers of the second centur;-; :.ne sacr:.fice 
is the prayer , or the whole celebration, or the gifts of 
bread and ~-rine put on the altar, the idea arises in the 
third century that the body and blood of the Lord .:ire tne 
sacrifice . 2 
Cyprian presents tne idea of a special priest.hood, ~ real sacerdc ~ 
1-mo offers in behalf of the people . 3ishops and ;resbyters oecame pr:.. : sts 
1 !:er:::a.r ... "1 Sasse, Th is is m;:r Body (Minneapolis: At:.g::burg ?ublis:...i."'lg 
Eouse, c . 1959), p. 19. 
2 .. Ib:.c. ., p . 20 . 
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in a special sense. nermann Sasse claiffis that the universal priesthood, 
however, was principally never given up. Ee further denies that there 
is an:: Hew Testament evidence in support of the concept that the Church 
as the "body" offers together with Christ, its 1•head. 11 Lrl the New Testa-
ment there is only one atoning sacrifice, that of Christ's highpriest.riood. 
The exegetical basis of the Catholic Church, that 1•t.riis do in remembrance 
of r.ie" designates a special priesthood, is completely untenaole. 
On the one ho.nd one has the syner gi::::; t ic t rend. , ur.derr.li.ni:lg tile ~ 
Christus and sola fide, and on the other hand one sees ti1e priest._::,• pe1·-
.:'ect ion , relegating t he laity to ~ gr oup 'Jl :3pccJ.:..ator r:; . ':"::::: :; t :-:.3"'." 'J 
::i. separn.ti'Jn of :.he personal piety among the laity : rom the cor-
i porate iiorsi1i? of the ~ro.fess:.on~ ::-.en of :-cliEion . -' ::r. t ::e .:u1c .l:J::": 
4
.i~es these i·mre i."1 h ari..on:; Hith each other . 
Sasse claims that no one can properly understand the s acro.i-nents a.rid 
the controversies over ther.1, unless he keeps in mind that 11 t h e sacrwnent 
is primarily somethi_r1.g to be celebrated, not to oe speculated on . 114 
HoweYer, one must always bear in mind that li t ure;y ~cl do£r.:a belong t.c -
gether, and that renewal in the fir:;t is impossible t·Tithou t r enewal or 
basis in the latter. Johann Gerhard, when di::;cussing the sacraments in 
h . - . th 1 . . "' t d th -1 • • "' • • ~ is ~oci eo ogici, urea e em no.:. as signs, ouv as ac~io~s.~ 
.3Ib id. , pp. 22, 6 .3; cf. C. Fr. ·:Jis1$'ff, T'ne Gift of Cor.-.r.nmion 
(Mi.'1..11eapolis: Aug!;;burg ?ublishing :~ouse , c.1964) , p. 142, stressi...'1g tha':. 
the office of adm.inisteri.rig the sacrament is to give the sacrament, no~ 
t o change it. 
1 
!!foid., p. lJ, cf. the principle set do1·m by SelestL'1e I: 11lex 
or:mdi lex credeni 11 ; cf. :! . Sasse, 11Li turgy and Lt:.t!1eranism," l;n::i. ~anc:.a, 
VII!, :fo. .3 ( 1 j48 ) , 1 3. 
5roid., p. 26, cf. cupra, p . 65. 
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stre::ise::; that the Tieal Presence is primarily t o be understood in con-
:1ectb:: ·.-rit.1 :.he celcbrc!tion of t."1.e sacrament and not as an isolated 
i10ly elc;;ient on t-he al tar. Later orthodo,;: theologia'l"ls as Aee;idiu::i and 
:iici~ol.1s i:urmius held that 11Christ 1 s body and ':)lood are present only at 
the 1 ::io?:1en:. 1 Hhcn they arc beL"'lg received. 116 
iio~rever, 3asse urges that as far as 1uther himself is concerned, 
there ca11..YJ.ot be the slightest doubt that he neYer dici l:iJ::i t the Real 
?re sence to the instant of di::;tribution and reception. He never aban-
doned t he view that, by the words of consecration, bread and wine "be-
C::t."71e ·, th8 'oody and blood of Christ. Other:·rise elevation and. adoration 
wot:ld be com?letely meaningless. Likelrise the revernnce and care prac-
: .iced oy Luther on the question of remrw_"'lt::i, or the ii".i:cing of con3ecrated 
a>1d ~con::;ecrnted, clearly indicate his concept of duration of the body 
an:l 1.Jbod. !:e rejected t he :nixi..r1i:; of the ·:wo ~ypes of hosts, and ::;tresse:i 
that :.he remnants should be consu.":led or bur:i.ed. 7 
I!1 a 2.etter to '. .'olferinu::i, Lut.11er i-rn.r:rn again::it n mi::iur.clersto..11dins 
of ::elnnchthon' s ?rinciple of ·rno sacramen:. out3ide ·Ji' sac:..'."":,e:-. t.:;..:. :.1:; .: • • , 
·~:;:? ·!:;.ction·r is ":.o '::>c defined from the Hards of L"'lstitution of the I.o:·d 
l<2st:;.ng u.'1:,il the '\·Thole celebration ::..s ovr.r, the people dismi.:rncd and 
' 
~Toi:l ., n. 173 ; this position referred to a."'ld o.lso held oy F. ?icper, 
Cl:r::..strai1Doewatics ( St . Souis: ~onco:rdi.'.l. ?uo2..ishL'l'lg :~ouse, i962), II::: , 
373. 
1 :-oi·l., pp. 1 '73-174, J. :·lartin ::ut..riers ·::erke, Kriti::iche Gresar.intau::;-
5abe . °"""'.Jr'Iei\ rec:1scl ~~.'einar: ::err.ial'l..'1 JQ:1~.:2.u, WtlJ ) , :<, Jooo. :!ercai'::.o2r 
re 1. errc-1 ::.o a::; ·"J'ifJr. Gf. ' ."11. 1rr., 52!.!; ·::A :·::, lJ.50-L.5i ; ~-.:A ~IV, 163. 
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t::e a_ t.ar clear~d . ?.'1e Forr.!Ula of Concord, likewise does not identify 
·.::e ·..;.s~s :-ri th sur.1pt io: but rather with the ,·mole ac tio. 8 
~~e co~sumption is t nen to be regarded as a part of the action. Re-
f er!"i;, g -l:to :Suther I s position, Sasse holds th.:it the bread is the body of 
':hr:.s t also when it 2.ies o:i :.he al tar or when t he pastor holds it in his 
:ia11:::.s. A specification o: the moment does no t follo,-1 .from the consecratio!l. 
:-Ia :::athematical poi':1t of t i.":le when the heavenly and earthly ~ are united 
::...r: t he sacrament can be defL'1ed, 
>:elanchthon 1s position was promoted by his fear of a mat erialistic 
11bread- worship.-11 He emphasized the celebration a'1.d the action, rather tha.'1 
t he ele~ents t.~emselves . Sasse claims, L'1 fact, that iis spiritualization 
d.es:.ro;; ed the reality of the incarnation. I e t , Sasse admits t hat one mus t 
also assume :.hat Helanchtho~ regarded th\3 expressions of Har'burg Article 
:0.r: nleiblich im Br ot und ';lein11 as representing his '.ll1derstanding , 9 ~!. 
C-ollwi tzer nolds Hela,'1cr. :."ion I s position t o be that nt he place of t he ?re-
sence is :iot really the element, rather t he ac t ion . " Thi s is co:=-rect, sa-;z 
3asse, only if nreall~· 11 is U.....""lderscored, becaus e :-1elar.cht i1on never den:.ed 
that tc,e '?resence ·1a1so 11 :·,a 3 con."lected >1ith :.he clements . 10 Yet , the 
0
::erman.l'l Sasse , 11 Zum lutherischen Yer standnis der Konsekrati:::m," 
:3riefe :lo . 26 (1 9.52) , pp . 13- 15 , ':IA 3r, X, 3894; Sol. Deel. VII , SJ-84, 
Jie 3ekennt~issc~rift en der ev.:1nge!Isc)1-Lut.~erischen Kircie (1930 edit ion; 
c-8tt::..."1gen: •landenhoeck & :tuprecht : 1967), ~coo. :1ereafter referred to as 
ss. 
7::assc , 7.'1is is , p. 31 6 ; cf . E. Sas::;e , Vom Sakrament des Altars 
(!.eipzig: ~.rerb.g D8ri'fli.TJ.g & r"ranke , 194i ) , pp . 140-145. 
·. 'J':a s sc: Vom Sakramcnt: p. 1.52, c.f . C:orpus :leforraatorum, fuilippi 
:·:ela."1c:: t.,c-nis Oper a c;,uae :Jupcrsunt omnia: ed.i ted by C. G. 3retsd:nei:ier 
~::al:.: Sa:-::o:.un: 8 . :\ . 3cmm tscr:ke e t .:iliu.r:i, 1334) , I :< , 962 . ] ereafter 
rcfer!"ed :.o as r;r. . 
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difference in emphasis is plain. HelanchtJ1on disregarded more a.l'ld :;iore 
the ele~ents the?:1Selves, because of misconceptions and ~isuses. ~e 
t h erefore 3tressed t he consumption itself as the decisive moment of 
Pre ,.,,,.,,..e ~ 1 ~ ............ 
'::'!e rule of the Lutheran TI.eformers ~·Tas that there is no sacra.11ent, 
and cons equen:.ly no presence oi' the body and ":)lood of Christ, "apart fro 'rTl 
the use instituted by C'nrist 11 or 11apart from the action :iivinely Ll'lsti-
tuted. 1• The consecration itself does not make the sacra."::ent. 1 2 :.'le :1".l~e11 
here is no:. t he mere sumption, but the whole action or celebration . 
Chris t is present in it all. A result of the 3esserer and :·iolferi.""lu s 
s t ruggles, :-rn.s that all specciation on time was abandoned, on:;.:,· s t res -
sir.g the Hhole -:1.c t ion as an er.ti t y . 
0:1e of t he results of the 3aliger disput e seems t o have been the 
d b:.inc:.ion between usus and actio on t he one nund a.l'ld. sunptio and 
manduc~tio on t he other. :·Tne:1 t:-ie ':!i;:;marer :lli sc;1ied , one of t :1e fore -
r1.11mer s t o the Fornrula of Concor d , maiz1.tains foat Chr ist i c present 
"before use," i t sinply means ·•befo::-e sumpt i o:1. 11 13 'i':1e ge!l.cr::..:;. t er:ni.:.,:::1-
ogy, however, identu·ie s :ruse" :-iit h the c omplet e ac t ion. 
11 iliid. ., p. 151.i, cf. en VIII, 660: 11extr3. surnptioncm paner.i. :ion 
~.lbere rationem sacra.~enti-,-sed in ipsa comr.n.t.l'lic~tione pign~s e sse, quo 
inserimur corpori Christ i." 
i 2roid ., p. 161.i, cf. Sol. Deel. ifII, 35, 3 3 :J01: 
rationer.isacramenti extr~ usurn a Chris to institut1..::m. '' 
i :3::. ::asim, 11consec!'at ion nnd rl.eal ?resence, 11 unpmli:,ned p .:i.pe::.· 
(Janu~y 1957 ) , p. 22, cf . Sol. Dec~. VII, 126 , JS :016 : ·•qtii :J:. coc."la 
sua, in 2.egitimo nir."'.ir:.:.T';l r; iu:; 'J.su, ·11·ere e t s:l:~ s:a":-ci alit er praes ens ~s t . 11 
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Aalen 
;,aler. gives extrerr.ely :!.i ttle at tent ion :.:J O'..lr prese.11t topic. :-le 
sta-:.es :.he general p!'inciple, according to the ,:::onfessions, that tr,e 
:'!!:ire:-. is not based on the sacraments as static entities, or the office 
of ad::::i.--1istering ther.i as a state or rank. It is only ~-lord and Sacra;ne::'!-: 
in ft!nction ~hat creates the foundation of tne Church . The only pre-
condition is that the administration is in accordance with the Gospel.: l.:. 
?he centrality of the Supper in the life of the congregation, does 
not ir.d.icate a spiriutaJ. motherhood in the office of t!1e mini stry. T:-:e 
minist ry takes place L'1 the midst of the congregation a.11d the office 
exists for t he sake of the universal prfosil".ood . The indi·riclucl ceare!'s 
of the of:.'ice are mere members of this priestr.ood . On the other hard., 
there i s a special shepard and teacher office , according to Q,rist ' = 
i.""ls-:.i-:".J.tion, and. :,mich acts on Chr ist 1 s behalf. 15 Atler. desi[;Uates ~ ... ~e 
office of the m:inistry as the munus prophet icum: :,mile the u..'1ivcrs.::2. 
pr:.esfaood .._.:, cru.led the TllU.."lU:3 sacerdo t iur... Tl:.:.:, implies that :1c :be_, 
n-Jt fo:lOi·l 1 . ?renter in his sacrificial concept of t he sacr.3.?aent . 
?renter refers t o the Lord I s Supper as a r,art of Christ 1 ::; sace!·:i::.~ 
we:-}:. 'i.'hat the office of administ ering the sacrament is placed in c1 
Chris:.ological perspective, Aa.len approves of. ::owever, the qucst::..or. 
1 L.~ . ' , .., . . ' G . ( 
..,e1.v !ta.Len , uogma~1.s.r:: •runnriss Oslo: Univer:::;itetsforlaget , 
1965: , p. 74; cf . Apol. VII, 20 , 26, 29 , 3S 238- 24i • 
• r:: 
I _, _ • d e fl") 0 
.LDl. ., pp. O, u.., , cf. ,'\pol. VII, 2u , BS 2hC. A.al.en stresses 
the ir:s~ted office, r.:i.ther than it::; ':)asis i.r. the gifts o.f e;ro.cc i:: :i. 
congr,3gation. 
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:, he :.her t :1at legitimizes the concept of a contiJ1ued sac-:-i:ficial service, 
1..'1i JJ1 ~o.r t h::..:: sacrificial prie::ithood, is denied . 16 
::!:.n f a irness t o Pre:1ter, it must be said that he dist LYJ.gu~shes be-
b ieen o.n atoning a.'1d a praisi:i.g sacrifice. The Supper is only of the 
second t ype . :-!owever , he wishes to present the administration of the 
s acrament as a nediation oet !·Teen Christ's priesthood and the universal 
priesthood . The minister carries Christ's justice to God on behalf of 
the congregat ion, as that by ·.mich we are justified. T'r.e reconcili.YJ.g 
:ninis try of 2 Cor . 5: 18 is a sacrif:..cial ministr:/, according to Pren:.er. 
!1e claims we offer Christ anew in our praise, as the onlj' perfect sacri-
fice of lcve . 17 
Beyond t his Aalen does not enter the questions under our topic . Ee 
coe s not consider t he problcrr,s of remnants, and the mi xi.'1f; of ur1conse -
crated and consecrated , as he neither stresses the consecrat i0n in 
particular . '::e may f rom t he ~ilence on these matter::i ini'e!' t hat Aalen 
does not cons icier them of dogmat ic importa.'1ce. ::is conclu!oi on is t here -
fore :::eemi.YJ.gly ~hat the eleme:1ts outside of use, that i s , outside ti:13ir 
connection with the Gospel in their distrfoution formula "BiYen a.11.::i shed 
.for ~/ou, '' have no vali.:.e, and that the 1eal Presence is not to be stretchet:. 
o eyond :,his dist ribution. Thus, factors ::mch as elevation, adoration and 
·,10rship ca!'.not be inteerru. parts of t he sacramental celebration • 
. /' 
1 0 ::,eiv :',alen , 11 Suppleme:1t til ~eiv Aalen : Dogmatisk GrtL·1n.riss, :i 
unpciJlished :.iimeograpilcd lectures (C'slo: i·!enighe7.sfah."Ul tetet , 1967) , 
PP· oi-cSu . 
17 r, . ..:i 
~-, p. 6h. 
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Hardt 
·.-r. ,en Luther used the phrase "no sacrament outside of the sacrarnen-
tu.l i..:se," he mearit to avoid the misuses adverse to the institution of 
the s acrament, but did not make any judgment on the moment of presence. 
Hard t c lair:1s further that Luther was mistaken v,hen he, in letters on the 
i-/olferir.us case, rejected that Melanchthon would have supported the 
thesis of t.°11at man, that when the action ends, the sacraraent e nds.
18 
Uolferinus thereby legitimized the mixing of unconsecrated with consc-
crated elements after the celebration. Hardt suggests that his thesis 
really v1as: 19 "when the effect ceases, the cause ceases." Luther him-
self had a somewhat similar structure, holding that "when the pr omi s e 
ceases, f aith also ceases. 1120 However, Luther i s there no t addressir.g 
himsel f t o the factuality of the Real Presence in the consecrated elements. 
riardt concludes t."-lat f or Wolf erinus the presence was conditioned by 
the action as its cause. In his counter-argumentu.tion, Luther reached 
back to G. Biel a'1d ot."-ler scholastics holding that the words are not t."-le 
forma . He wished to s how that the words have u. causntive eff ec t in 
originating u. resting reality, which otherwise is independent of the 
words or the action as such. \·Jolferinus' reasoning would lead to a 
limitation of t.1.e Presence to a mathematical point in the Mass. 
18T ' J ' -'- V .. l' & Ad .. l' . . ti ( al t om 11ara~, eneraoi i s · . o~nni is Eucnaris · a Upps a: Ac a 
Universita tis Upsaliensis, c. 1971), p . 230; cf. WA Br X, 3888: 
"cessante actione cessare sacramentum"; WA Br x, 3894: "Hoc certe non 
vul t D. Philippus. " 
1 9 _ · ., 
~.; :J..8. XXXI,;{' .:..i, 131; "cess antc effect'<.1 cessat c aus a. ~· 
20.,..., . ' ' I 
~·; :..fl. LVI , 45 : "Cessa.ntc ziromissione cessat et f i des." 
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Lu ther defines the sacramental ac t i on i.'1 such a way t hat it 
iz extended to include the consumption of all the elements 
• • • • Ther eby the sacra.ilen t i s not Su::)ordinate in relation 
to t he actio:i , ::mt the act i on i.'1 r e:i.a.:.ion to the sacrament. 21 
~uther alGo gave prescr iptions to consume :.c.e leftovers, the so-co..lled 
rclia_ua, which are , and should be treated as, a sacrament . Eardt clci.ins 
that !..uther considered the f ull consumpti:m a dogmatic necessity. 
:-!owever, it is true that Luther , like :1is Gnesio - Lutheran succes-
sors , did :10t cl.j,ir.t that a r emnant host a:'ter the mass still uas the 
b ody of Chr ist. In answer to :3esser er, a pastor :,mo had r eplaced an 
unconsecr ated host for a lost , consecrated one, Luther coined the class~-
cal phrase: '1nothL'1g is a sacr ament outside of use . " 
If that situation shoulc. arise that oj· .?. <logm.?.tic objec-
tionable action, a vci.li:ily c onsecr ated sacrament comes 
rrex:tr a usu.>r., " then the Real ?resence ca.'1 !10 longer be 
said to exist . On this watter the action becomes de-
cisive for the sacrament. 2~ 
:S . ? . Peter s clair:i.s that Luther is inconseque:it here, ":.e falls 
in:.o the Mel:mch thonia..'1 trap . :r2J :{ardt ref'J.t es ti1is , as well as the 
notion that the ?resence in t.:le r.1onstr311ce also must be tl:e conscqu~nc e 
of t.'1e ubiquity of Christ . Cnly the euo:antee of t::1e :·!ord can justi:'y 
any doctrine , ther efore t he t r ansubstantiation and t he sacr:i.1':i.ce of ::.l:e 
mass a.re also rejected . Lut:-.er regards all prolongations of t:rn mass 
beyond the ordinar; rr.e.:il as ·11ess Jiblical , ·, even if :'le does ;:iot deny :r-.e 
:teal ?resence when the el ements are car:-ied to the sick. 
21 T:Jid ., p . 2.31 ; cf. To:-: ::ardt, 1)m :\l:arets sa.:.:ra::-.ent (:Jpps:tl.::t: 
:;okf0::-l~ ?ro Veritat e , c . ~97J), p • .,, . 
?? 
--roid .' 0 2)~5 ,.,., :,_ ·, • ' . . n. :J.. . • ..:.. ' 
. ---
h lS6. 
23- •ct • ~ ro ~ ~ Je'-.:,, .,._ r 11::: ... :--.:.~_.:, ! T,...~,-, .. ~H , ,~,T:" l.01. • J vJ. • ... . . • . ..., .__ "-JO , - ,.., "-1. U .:)'-4., . • • -• . 
;:mbli:i.e'cJoct or ' : ~ e:::is , '.:::::ncord::.3. .::er.:.~rw.r:,· , .::~ . 
~i' . pp. 21 8- 221 . 
'.::acra:11ent~;1n (u..'1.-
:.o'..l~:::, ~ 963 ) , p . 2'.?~ , 
,. 
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In ~one of t.~ese cases does Luther approve of the sacra-
:-:1cnt , :-rhen the element s are treated :L.'1 a manner that is 
r.o longer a :::,a.r+, o: t:1e ea1;ing, taken in a iTici '::r se?1se . 
':'he .:..ost, or otherwise not consu1-:ied, oread, '.rnether it 
'::)e sec2..uded or bor~e ::...i: proces::;ion, lacks 7,he character-
::.:;tic of a :,acrar.ent a..,d the promise of the ·:.'ord.: 11a.11 
ir. gestate et incluso Gucra~ento sit corpus Christi, 
::i. '-1 il curemus. 1124 
;ut~er's great respec~ for t.~e Real ?resence ~3 al.30 reflected :.n 
his reaction to accidents during the celebration, for example, :-rine 
being spi 11 ed. He was nor:ri f'ied i·men he once sa;-; •,;ir.e being spilled 
on the coat of a woma.'1 and on the floor in the '.·Iit-':.<mberr:; cathedral. . 
Immediately he tried to lick up the remains o...'11.d later ordered the piece 
of cloth on which the wine ·.;as spilled to 'oe cut 'J:: ti:e coat, o.nd to 
be burned together ,-;it.'-1 :he ·,mod-shmring carved of: tne ~looi'. i:ar:::lt 
claims that Lut.~er 1 s ac~io~s 
do :10t descrfo~ emotional reflexes of a former nedicval 
priest, :-mose conservative nature :10lis on to the 'oond~ 
that no longer are jastified by his intallec t ual dcvelop-
:nent. T'ney are part of a harmoni::ms sacramcrr;:,a.l. per-
ception, the structures of which are cor.iolete:;_:r co:1erent, 
carefully thought through, and of7-en def~ndcct . "?5 
:-lelanchthon did i.nc.ee:1 e>..1)ress precisely t hat :1pi.'1ion ,·m:l.ch ~u-c:ic :.· 
rejected, that ,·men the -..1.se cea::;ed, the sacra."Tient ceased , md ·::.:1at t h G 
leftovers were not sac:-aments.26 This was ·.-blferinus 1 positi-::m. 
24roid., p. 236 ; :·fA 3r VII, 2273; cf. ·:.1J\ 3r IX, 3622 , wher8 11reser-
-.rationrroTsacrarnent i~ated parallel to t r3..i."lsu'osta.'1tiation. 
25:roid., p. 241 ; cf. :.:,. 240 on i,uther I s stric~'1ess 3.l'.lcl seriou::;ness 
in caseofaccidents. 
26To id. .; cf. CR VI:!:, S77: ncessante "J.SU sacramenti cesset quo~ue 
sacramemur.i," and me rennan.7,::, t!1at a.!'e not used 11non su.'1t sacra.i'le:1 ta 
quia acti0 tota ,3st :::acr~e."lt.rr.1." Cf . ioi:l., p. 21.!7 , Cil II, 31.!8, ;-mere 
:-lelanc:: tbm :;ritici.zes tne conduct :;orrespo:idinc ·3x~tly to that of 
:Suther. 
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:-:c~:::...,c:: :.:10:1 refers to God I s sovereignty a..Y1d t o his purpose wi ti t.-ie 
sac:-a.-:-,ent, 3.11d !1olds :.hat God does not :.ie r:i:nself meaninglessly t o 
:..r:e e.ie::1.-~n :., ·.mich is not distributed. :-!is :raction 11 definition aV)ids 
the probl e;1 of :inen the sacranental presence ceases to exist. 
thJ~g:1 t he sacranental action t!1erefore ~alls in the category of per-
sor:21 relationship to C:'1rist, ~-!elanchthon recommends full consu.":lpt~on 
of t ::e elements to avoid misundersta..-,dLY1gs , but also in respect of 
Christ's presence. 
:-:ardt treats at great length the disputes over elevatio:i and acbra-
t io:i , in 15501 s and 1560•s. 27 Suffice it to ,oint out the conclusion a~ 
t o t~e doc:,rinal content. The main point of controversy is , accor d:..::g 
t o :-:a:-d.t , t .:,.ken correc t ly by Gnesio-Luther~1 :3enedikt :-;0!'5enster:1 :.r.. 
de.:'ending t he cont r oversial Jo:-iann 3aliger. lforgen:=;tern dist:LYl(f...:.::..s~ad 
':)eb;een : uther ' s 11three part s of the sacra>nent, n as ( 1) elenent; 
( 2) :mrd ; a,.,d (3 ) God's command or LY1sti.t-..ition, ;·/hilc his oppone~:.s 
label ed ·:.he third. po::..., t as iiuse . ·1 :?o:- t he ::elanchthonian=. fac .:>.Ctior. 
:~ad ':Jeco,:-.e a cause .for the ?!'e sence . 1':'lerefore the lei'tover :-ra::; :io"t -:..:-.e 
':Jody any :n:Jre . The Gnesio-'...utherar.s ::;po!rn of relic_ua only in "i"!e :-;;.:::.ss , 
::ot after it , as they neither taught t."le .3ucramental character of 
l ef t ove!' . I t ma..y rightl:r oe coaceded, as already has been shown , :.::.J.t 
,..,. i;.-, 
:::.i...:.t:-.er did. r:ot hol::l to the ?!'esence ,·Then :.."le swnption could not occ::r • . ~o 
7-'le ~:ea::mn is obYiously that such an .:i.ct violates the inst itution. 
'>7 
~,~., pp. 24)- 269 ; c.:. ~, pp. 130-137, 




~ar1t ~ejects the contentions that these struggles, and the 3aliger 
:i:..:put.e ir:. ?3.I'ticular, were merely results ol.' u...~yielding stubbornness . 
::-:-.e con ten:. is highly dogmatic . Saliger was accused of ~eaching the 
?resence £1.:'1":-e asur::, :mile his opponents engaged in a for:nal logical 
argu.>nentation about the forma of the sacramen:. , necessitating the 
.L ' 29 su::ip ... 1.0. Th.e dispute in Ro stock: climaxad in ~hrist :nas 1568 , Wnile 
Saliger denied the accusations that he t aught absolut e a.~t e usum, the 
Helancht.rion:.ans fr~:n then on seerr.ed to ':Je showing a certab r e s t raint 
by :1ot identifying the consumption with t he use, but having the forrr.er 
qualify the latter . 
In cou=se Qf t.he following negotiations , where the el ev::1:tion, ,-:hich 
Salige::.· highly defended, was a n:aj or i ssue, t he :los tocl< cler g:, decided 
to abstain from a temporal defi.~ition of t he ?resence , ju8t a ~sertinc 
that the sumption :·ms necessar:j. '!'his 7iew ;·ias also :1eld by .-'...eBidius 
Hun."lius, and later defended oy Johann Gerhard, t he fo remost e:-:poncnt 
of Lutheran ~rthodoxy . T:'1e :·-!elanch:...'1onia.~ view had thus ov·~r t..::..1-:en lar r:;c 
parts of t i:e L"J.t.1-ie:.-:m body, and elevat ion was abolished, res i:::; t :il1B ai1~; 
specification of time and space . JO 
::ardt observes that also on this poh1t did Chemni tz foll ow Lut her 
more closel:,• tha"l most ot hers . :!e stressed t hat Christ's body was al~o 
29 r oid., p. 26i, "Ii'orma coenae dat ,3s se rei. Form~ coer:ae est tota 
:ic tio . ~o :.ota actio dat e sse rei. n 
30
r~id ., pp. 268-269; cf. Johann Gerhard , ~oci 'I':leologici ( Ed, ?re~ss 
ed:.tion , J erlir1: Gustav 3chlawitz, 1667 ) , p . 152: i:1.evation abolished 
"oec ause ·1':'1ristus non sinplici ter di:d t :-:oc est ccrpus ::.eum, ·, ':Jut sperucs 
of t :,e .-~ ole :neal . T'r.e ess e!'ltial par t s o:e t.11as: 11consecra:.i o, distir-
ou tio, sar:.ptio i!1. r:1anducat:.one £..: '::)foit :.one . ·• 
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present ante manducationem, nevertheless holdL~g that on:!..y the communion 
made the action coffi!)lete as a formal cause c.f the Presence. 
'.;:-he fbal for::rulat.ions of the Fornrula oi' Concord seem to :1ave oeen 
bterpreted quite differently. Tne 11use 11 is treated ver;1 briefly, and 
according to ~ardt, only in rejecting the Roma.~ private mass. ?.e poL~ts 
out, however, that the &hwabic-Sachsen Concord ·,ras edited by the !lostock-
faculty, so as t o leave room for their special thesis of Helanchth:mian-
ism that 11 the legitimacy of consecration is proved only by completing the 
actio through the su.1mtio. 1131 
Pointing to gains in the Formula of Concord for bot h Gnesio-; uthera..~s 
and !'ielanchthonia.~s, Hardt :1evertheless rejects t ha t it is a cor.ipron i se-
.:ormula , and that t he only elements rejected in the Confession were the 
:1.oman doc t rine of ~, and a veriJ narrow identification of ~ a.'ld 
sumptio .32 The L~decis:.veness 01' the ?orr.r..ila i s also du8 t o t he .:ac t 
t hat t he letters of :.uther beL~g referred t o, probably are t.:lose to 
·.-:olfer.L-.u s, and they ~-;~re interpre ted very differentlj' . T.1eref or e t.>ie 
dogmati c standpoint remained undec i ded, a s to :.he reli:;_ua, 0.-re:1 .. ..... .. _ .. __ _ . ..., - ...:.-. 
31 roid., p. 285. 
32r:J id., :.):) . 20:5- ~37 j c~ . 'Sol . :)e c::.. . ~.TI: , ~5 , :1S 7:;0 -t:> t::e '1::.J3::·.: -
:-..i.:.he!' '1..~ ~-:c; tio~ t:O.::..t the c:mse:;:::-ation create s the ~es ence: 11durc:: 
c.ie r::esorochen1 ··.brt , :ius :<r::i.ft der er::; ten "::ir:.::;e t::;ung/ :~oc:i. :i:..:..:.·c:: :::-:i.:: 
u • 
"·:o:::-::. , '.~~l (:;:s 8!' :l.::t '.·rill '.·riec.erholet haben,/!-<:ra.ftiE; i8t 11 ; cf. VI".!:, 83, !3S 
1000, t o t he :•!elanchthonian stress: 11Aber dieser Scgen wo nic:J.t die gan~e 
Acti::, ••• gehalten ;rird •.• macht alleine keine Sakra'llent." 1-:ar:it 
disag!'ees :-rith 3. F. ?et ers :-;ho holds t !'lat the c omplete :umption :-ras a 
genuine :.ut.'"leran practi ce, not :!elanch:.honian. :\lthough thc latter O!)ened , 
principally, .:or domest ic use of the leftover::;, :ie did not ad.Yi::ie to .:J.o so 
L~ p:::-acti ::e. 
....... 
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::1e C-ot:.L"1gen edition of fae Confessions refers to Kurtz 
3eker-"1t.::i!3 o:f 1571 i.'1 cor.unenting on the "use, n rejecting all specifi-
catio:::- of :l:e :..or..ent of p::-esence. Eardt clai.r:is the commentary is wrong, 
the :::-e.:erence L'1 the Formula being not to the Kurtze , Christliche und 
'Singel :.ige '·!idernoJ..ung der i3ekenntnis der Kirchen Gottes of 1571, :-1hich 
clear2.:;· was regar:ied as heretical by the circle around the :?ornula. T:-ie 
reference is rather to Kurtz Bekenntnis und Artickel vom heiligen Abend-
mahl des Leibes und 3luts Christi of 1574, better kno!·m as the Torgau 
/1.rticles. These articles are not genuir.e forcr'..:JUlers to the ?or7.nla of 
Concord; they reject the omnipresence of Christ I s oody, the real e;.:-
cha'1.ge of properties, and the adoration of the s.:i.crrunent . 
7"-:-!e mociern text-edit ions [ of r. C. J . . . re:nind. us of :.he 
fact that it ,,ras the 1,1ela.TJ.chthoni;J..TJ. school that ;-;as to brin£; 
iome :.he victory, as a new century appeared . The c:mcret e 
sac::-::unentaj_ belief of the older :iut hc!'ani::;m was thereby 
doomed t o be rejected as r:iedie-.ral nnd could no longer be 
defended or eYen ':>e tu1derstood . ·Toe cul tic use ceased . ':'he 
:::o!1cepJ:,ions ::ieh ::_"1d :. t :;:,rescmabl:;· ·:;ere relegated t o the .fol k-
?ie t.y , so as to sleep its :-rbter-sleep t herc. 33 
:."l :i i::; !)ractical adm::ini:.ions , ::ar :it ntresses ti1c mL'1ute cure t:,:i.t 
shoiD.:i ':>e e::-:ercised ::;o that :Jnl y t he rign t a.-nount of '3ler.ients ~e cc .. :::~-
crated, not lemri."1g anythL'1g aft er the :-:io.ss. 3houJ.d t he!'e ::iy a.ccide!1 ~~ 
be sone elements left over , they lose their Biblical content. ?owe·,er : 
because of the deep ny::; t aries inYolve~ , they ::;hocld not be t reated ::;erel :: 
for :fo:nestic purpose::,, but rather, as :Suther urged, be disposed of by, 
JJroid., pp. 268-289; cf. "!3S iJ1 6 , footnote 4. iiurdt obscr-..-e:, th .:i.-':-
3asse :md ooth fac-:.i.lties 0f '.:pringfielc! and 3t • . Louis se-:ninarics of t he 
;-lisso:iri 3:.r.,od appeal to this exp2..:i..11ution L11 rejec tinE all d.ei'L'1i tion:. 
or :.!1e n:nn.e."lt of ?i.'csence. 
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:::>r c :rn.r.:ple, 011-.""l'ling . Accidents that befall the elenents, i..71. fact , 
·.)efal:.. '.,:10 :.0ciy .:md ":)lood of Christ and rr.ust tls::> "::le treated seriousl:;.' 
... ,-- ·!"'l~"'·.4 3U t .J..- ,J ii,,4 ... . .. . -
Consecration 
'Jne of t he co:11non ?rotestant prejudices to:rard Cath:ilic doct:-:.r..e 
i s t.." at t he Por.ian r:iass is some kind of magical rit e, t he uord s o:: ::.r1-
sti tut i 0n oe:Llg a magical formula. Sasse rejects t..>ie UGe of t:1e t erm 
11me.g::..c , 11 n.s it gi·res a notion of man being able t o i r.,p::>se sor.1e:.:1ing u~~" 
~he dei :.y . Acco:·rlL11g to ~ omas, the ;-mrds are ef!.'ect ive as t:1e :;ord :: Jf 
C:1::-ist , ::md Chr i st i s t herefore t he real co;:isecra tor . 
::::>~;eve:·, Sasse i10lds mos t f ir:rJ.::,r that T:'1omn.s and t i1e Ro:n.'.l.."1 C::urc:: 
cid ~ot stic~ to thi z c::>nvict ion , ":)ut r a ther made the priest_ part.~c:-
oi' C1:ri3t :..n 7.,hc solern .. ~ act of the r.iass . Tiloilla.~ i~ clear or1 t :lis r:oi:"':t : 
~ :e c ::>nsecr :':.t ::>r y po:-rcr is not derived ::ml:/ .::-::>m the ,·mrd..:: 
-:::ens cl ~res , ·::> ut also f r om t he po•:,er gi ve!1 :.::> t.:1e ;iric s t 
:.:. ~1i s consecr ;:?.tion and ordi..-:;:?.t ion ~-men the ":) i::;nop s ays 
:.o :.i n , !1ecc i ve the power t o 0~:er in the Sr:urch t:1.e 
::;acri -=' ice i'0r the l ivinc ;:?.S • ..rel l as for the c!ead. 3.5 
Acc0r :::ing to '!:r..~r..a:, , the transli:) stantiation t ake s place i n:med. i c.:telj· :::>2..-
lo:ri:".g t."'l e :ror ds ·rT:,i:; i ::; in;:: b::;ciy" in t he !)rayer ''Qui pr::.d i e " o: :.i:e 
Cnno::1 : i::.::;sn.e. T.,us '.:'r..or.iist ic ::loc:.rine nas f i xed :-mat it call::; 11 :11e 
-:) , 
~-::,.r:l:. , Cm :\lt arc:.s , ~ · 76 . 
·-;;)-:u=.;::e , ~:1is is : p. 170 , T::.o:713.!:i !.a.1:i!::?.s, :3unrna ~ e~l:>giae ~II , 
32 , .:tr~~. ::., c: . q . ,·C. , :tr~ ~ . 3- LL. ::: . ~·, r,p . Ld.!- L!O . 
... ,. 
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:-;io:-:1ent :::f :::msecration." It also specifies the end of the ~eaJ. ?re:;ence , 
::::.:-:el:;, ·.,ne:1 all species are destroyed , eitr:er oy digestion or other:·ri5e. 
::>°:)serves that L11 the ~oman ::iass t:1.ere is !10 pra~0er for 
:~r:-:ati'::::: , :i.ike , for exam?le, in the Gallica11 liturg;y, but ra:.her a 
pr'J.yer -:;f sacrii"ice, asking C-Jd to accept the offering. 36 It is only 
r,er::ri.ssable to speak of a sacrifice, says Sasse, when o:1e t:1ereby ir.,plies 
our spiritual sac:-:Lf~ces and p~aises , or that Christ offers ~imself to 
us . 37 ~e a tonL"lg ephapax must be held up against any form of un'blood;;' 
repetition, :-rhich compromises ~he finality and sufficiency o: Chri~t 1 s 
sacrifice at C-olgatha. Therafore, ti1e Roman mass is a deep t :-.::.ged::,• , ':.)c-
cause t here ma.~ actually offers a propi tia.tory sacri.i'ice to C-0d iJ1 rui. 
effort to please h i m. One is , hoHever, r e::iir:ded of the one- time :;o.c:::·i... :__ :; 
L'l acc orda11ce :1ith the words : nwitnom:, the sheddL11g oi' blood ti1ere :.s :1:; 
forci vene s s of sins . ·, 38 
36- . , 
~ ·, pp. 27 - 28 . 
37- ·, " c '"'9 J.o 2.a • , ::>P • o.., - o ; 
~ .... t TT-:--r: 3r- ! - TA ' TTl ,u. .• .,__ , - , ~ :..i, ~ 'JJ_ ' 
cf. 1 
368. 
Pet. 2:5, ::eb . i 3:15- 16 , J.om. 
J8~ V ~ 1 • '9 '' · o ?2 f . , · ' 87 1· 
.:iasse, om .J,licramen;:.s , p. o , !1eo . ,. : ~ ; c · • 1.oia ., p . , : . 
S'nemnitz, :::Xamen Cone ilii Tridentini (Ed. ?reuss edition, 3erlin: Gust . 
Schla~·li. tz, i d6i ) , i..oc us ifI, Art. 1 , p. 38 3, wher e Chemni tz conf :i.rms t,he 
sacrificial aspect of the ~charist , but not Lrt t.ile atoning sense , neve:?.' 
prop1.1:.1.av1.ory. Cf. Sasse , This is, p . 380, Tre:1t Sessio :cur, cap . 1 
and 6. Cf . Sasse , ''Liturgy and Luthera.11isrn, ·• Una Sancta, ;-mere Sasse, 
nevertheless, see:ns to see a change Ll"l the attitude of Rome. .Ureo.dy i:1 
i 947 he :·1I'i tes L'l l:ignly appreciative terms of !loma.l"l preser\~ation of the 
?1.eal ?rese!1ce , claiming that an evangelical t rer.d is discernible. .'IJ. -
thougn the idea of sacrifice L11 connection ~·rith the mass :1.as not bee!"l 
aoo.rdoned, ''it has been so drastically reinterpreted that it comes very 
close to the evangcliccl :;olus Chr:i.stusJ sola ~ratia. :, 
i 17 
~1e Gospel- character of t:1e :..ord I s ':i.::pper destroys the Roman mass . 
As ::;u=-8 1.s :.:ie Go::pel re:i..ates a gi.:t, an act extra nos , so the sacra-
2a33e a3serts that in the :..:.faera..~ ':::1-..::c i ·.;,he word s of institutio:-i 
are :,;:)r :is of consecr2.tion, a"ld ~.at :L..:. :::..t~:.-:-,er~ liturgies , includi ng 
1u:.her 1 ::; Deutsche :,iesse, ti~eat . :r.e::1 as su.c:i . 'i.'o a :?.eformed mind , this 
see::1s u?ar>istic, 11 a relapse into J.o::ia:iis:n , and. ~:me of the classicd 
lit ur~ies of t he ~efor~ed chu:-c~es real: j· ~o~taL~s a consecration . 7I'-e 
words of L11stitution are r a ther ;;n::l.ers:.:;od .::.s a :1istoric narra t hre 
addressed to the people . 39 
:..uther 1 3 position i s clear ::.n Je ::'ap1:::..vitate 3abylonica: 
::::ir tr.e brearl ar.d ·.rine arc :,.:.:e :::-e:l ·:)e:o:.e- :rnnd f or bl essing 
ir. or der that they :na:y ":>e sc> .. --:cti.:icd :;y the word and b~r 
prayer, but after they :1ave ':)ee:1 ":)2..essed a."'ld cons ecrated 
t~ey are no longer offered, cu~ !'ece::..ve~ as a gift from 
'.}od . uo 
As the :-:.oman Church, :1e regar::.s t '.1e ·.;or::.s o~' Chr ist as t.li.e forma, Hi", ic:i 
m.:1kc s :.he ;;iateria . Eowever: .'3assB :~o.i. .::.:: :.:-Lat the d ifference is ::'e2.a7-ei 
to :.~e pr::..estly character. ':':°"e :'.or:a11 '::, ~rc:-, relates t he conscc::'at:::ir::, 
pm·ler partly to the pries t Md ;iar -:-.1~, : .:> :·!O!':lS, due to t~e conce?~ 
of t.:1e charac ter :L'1delebilis. ':, ::..s .:::.:.3 t "oe re,iected , as Johann Gerhard 
did, :in showi:1g that i t is a co0:)er :r:io:1 ~e:aeen Christ a.."'ld priest . 41 
~o 
.J ..-:asse, ':'his is , pp . i 6h- '.;;6 , 
2LD; 
r:r . i :>id . , p . i68 , ~:11 :,::·:r:vr.9I.:, 
r eferences . 
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One t.ribg is :he :;acrament, another th:ing is the remembrance. 
The Sacrament :-re should uractice and "do, 11 ~e sa:/s, and be-
:.ides remember :iim. that- means teach, believe, and give 
tha.'1~:s. ::.hil:;t the rer.1.embrance is to be thank-offer' the 
3acra.'lle.'1 r, itself is not an offering, but r ather a gift of C-od 
. . • . It was through a misunderstand:ing that later the 
sacrament i kelf only was called neucharist 1142 
Luther separated the words of institution fror.1 the ~cha.ri::;tic 
prayer to further emphasize t."r-iat they were not a part of a man-made per-
formance, but unique. T'ne ,-;ords were not to be ::,poken secretly but oro-
claimed loudly. !'ieither is Our Father a necessary part of the cele':Jratio~: 
and certainly not of the consecration. Sasse fi.r:;t observe:; ti":.at it had 
a close connection :.o the words of in::,titution already from the time of 
the early Church, in Rome from the time of Gregory the Great. ::o:·iever, 
Since jesu::; never prayed Our Father for iiirr.self and since 
it is not mentioned in the New Testament in connection wi t:1 
the institution of the sacrament, it does not belong to the 
L'1stitution of Chri:;t a'1d, therefore, is not essential to 
the celebration of the Lord's Supper. It belongs to t.~e 
11eucharistn in Luther 's sense just r.1.s the Sanctus, the 
3enedictus and the Agnus Dei. The words of con:;ecration 
are the words of institution only. 4 ..J 
The !loman consecration is an immolo.tio, and offering 0.f ~he :me:::·:...:·:...: -:· . 
The celebrant is consequently, the sacrificing priest. The ordL'1a ti0:-: :..s 
therefore b1plici 7. in the cor.m1and "This do. 11 "T'nus :L'1 the Iloi:lan ::w.~:; il 
human beL'1g step:, into :he place which bel0ngs to Christ alone •. ,J..d.;. 
42Sa.sse, 11consecration, 11 p. 16, cf. :·IA 7.XX, iii, 606. 
43roid., p. 17; In Deut::;che i:es::;e the i·rords of institutio!1 o.re s1..lr'.6, 
as also~ Gospel; the place of Cur !ta t her dif.!'ers in ?orr.rula ;;i::;sae :md 
in Deutsche :-!esse, respectively after a'1d. jefore the :-rords of i.'1St.it-iti::>:-:. 
Cr ~ 1 T'I , tr:-r 77 •) <:' :1~9 - f' .L 1f 11 J"' 7r,9 . "A •••'"'.rr '>0 2 .c • .::>O..L • ..1ec.L. v.L , , .::::l :,/ ; .:.,o.rge .,av. , , · ,.> J ; ·:1;~ .'.....-,1.. , "-o • 
20, 1? . 
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:\cc::>rd:i.n~ t o ... lne Lutheran C'nurc!'l the words o:f institut ion 
.:?.re c~nsecra very, i.e. ef1'ect:ing the real ~ '-h 
· · d bl d ~ nresence 0..1. :... e 
::>O'.l:/ c:..'1 ~ o~ o.r. C'nrist, solely because ti1ey are the 
·.rord::; ::1 Chrint which are today as powerful as · th 
... t · t·t · m e 
.: ::.:'3 1:'13 l. U"t.i::>n if spoken by the properly called min-
.:.. ::.ar ·.m::> ci:>ea~s them as the mouthpiece of Christ and 
::ot .:i.s a pries" endowed :·Ti :n a potestas offerendi pro 
·.,r::ris et defunctis.45 
In:,e rcst;.nlj· enough Sasse nolds to Luther• s strict juc!gr.i.ent over an adr;;in-
istration by a'1 impr::>per person as not givL'r1g the tr1:e sacrament. 46 T.'!.e 
:-rords of :L"l.stitutio:1 are thus c_ualified by this :factor i."1 a decisive ..rv:;; . 
L"l spite of the Thomistic definitions nentioned, the :":oman Ch~c::. 
ha.s never stated dog:natically :·rhen the consecration occurs; it 11.:i.s n ::> 
1efini:.e dogma en the "moment :>i' consecration." 
perhaps cle2rer on powt ~·rith its doc t ri.:."'le 
The ":::astern C'nurch 
of the e":J:i::l~sis as 
-.. _., 
the 
m::>ment :if c:iange . rioHever, nei tner L"1 this C'nur ch do fae :iogmatic st!:l.i:.e-
ment s of the trans.format.ion oi' the elements specify the exact racment. 
~,e typi,::al Greek YieH of the :-:ic.dle Ages , going baci-:: to Cyril a."1d 
Chr;/sostom, m~j' be sur:ned , ree:2rding the ~·;o::::i3 o.f L~sti:.ut::.on , as :rt;1e 
po~·rerful ~-mrds of God ;;h ich ;na}:e tJ1e miracle of the ~eal ?resence pc::;:;i':)::..:: , 
·m1.·1.·.,. c ;..,,.. ,.. 0 ,..,;,1" 0.1.-~ t :, .... ,., i.:.·,o,_,, Sp·_·r1.·+. ,_·"l res:i_onse ·:::.o the eo_icle::;is nake s :.. t. ,I • - vu~ ~ ,,._.,. U ·"'- J - -
real. :147 In t he eru-ly Ghurch this divi::iio::1 :lid not exist; the moment o:.' 
h6:: . Sasse, nva.riata semper Yarianda,ll :.utheris che 3latter, :c.;:rr , :;o . 
~C1 (1:?70) , 94-?5 ; cf. i: . Jasse , 11 !\n die =~irckliche Sam.'nl.ung,'' Xer::>x c Jpj·, 
( Ja"l.uar~,. 1971 ) , p. 1.3 , :1oldL'1£: t-.hat C:\ :,:-s_v is de facto set out of fur.:- ·~ io::. 
by :·10::-:en-ord:L-lation .:J.nd admmistr.:i.tion '.:Jy ::o::1-ordai.."1ed. 
47sasse, ·•Consec::·3.:.b!1,'' pp . 5-8, ::ippolyt 1 s C'::.urc:i ·J rder regart:. ':.!tC 
cpic2.esi~ an:l the i·rords of :.."l. ::; ·::.itution as a :mity, :-,hilc Irenet~s strc~, .--:eci 
:.he l 1tter. Cf . Sasse, 1.'lis i::;, p . 17i , ·,mere r.e obcerves that :.he :.:.JdC!":': 
'Sas ter.1 ~hurch regm-cls the !·mo::..c ::Uchari3-:.:.c pr.:?.Jer, :..11clu:ii.."1g t;1e ·.-:or'i.s o: 
in::;titati o:1, as con:::ec:·at or;',·. 
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consecration was connacted :-Tith the whole 2ucharistic prayer, includ:L:.g 
t ::c :iOr-:::; of L'lsti tuti-:m, as well as the epic le sis. Sasse affirms the 
co~c:asion of many Catholic theologians in ~odern time, who feel com-
nelled to determine the moment oi' consecration as related to the L::,r:i 1 c 
o,m :.;ords. One stresses also the lack of any epiclesis at the first 
Supper. 
Turning to the New Testa111ent, Sasse stresses the importanc e of 
distL'1guishfr1g between Hhat is divine order and ,·rhat is not. T:1.e 
liturgical freedom must be underscored. The Church of the Lut heran 
~e.formation combined this freedom from liturgical laws with the frecdo:.: 
to reta.L'l whatever could be retained of the old liturgy without cnda'1-
ger:L.'1g the Gospel. 48 The account of the L-r1stitution is the very :1eart 
of the Eucharistic liturgy. Sasse, in fact, claims that Paul 1 s reco.:'::!:...::;; 
of it was obtained from the Antiochian lit urgy. In this account , t :-:.c 
:-rords -::if Jesus himself i s ,-rherc the mystery of t he sacrament is to :~c 
f ound. So it i s reflected also in Luther nn l itu.rgy . 49 
Sasse :!.S not in r:loubt on the question of the 11afte!'-consec t·atio:: , ·, 
J otn for ;uther and for the Luther a11 C::rnrch , i'ollouing :ii.>:1., it w.:i.:::; a:..:-:a;-;·: 
certain that , 11in case a new supply of bread and ,·rine was nece ssary , the 
elements broue;ht to the altar had to be con::;ecrated befo!"e b e:L.-'1g 
1.is- · r1 11 1 "J 
~·' pp. ' .)• 
h9- · ·1 4 ,., 'T.,.I 8 3 S -ns " ·, . d 2 3 ct· 1 . . 
.:..::n.~ , , p. , :!.p. , .L , , 1 .1 ; c 1 • 1.0 :;... • , pp. - , 1. ::;c a1.r:-.J..!lG 
the ;\ngl:J..c3l1 Church as having no ctoctrine on the consecration, r.ot ex-
ceeding that of Confessio EelYetica. 
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dl.. a tri· buted ... 5o L"ther alwav.. t · d 
'~ ~- re aine a tremendous respect for the 
consecrated host, and would never concede to an indifference that 
treated consecrated and unconsecrated element alike. The ~ sacra-
mentalis was much too serious a doctrine for that kind of attitude. 
Luther did not give a doctrinal answer to the moment of consecra-
tion and duration of the Real Presence. The New Testament does not 
contain such a doctrine. His answer was therefore practical. Sasse 
observes that 
He was, and this may be a surprise to many, never quite 
sure about the moment when the consecrated bread ceases 
to be the body, the consecrated wine ceases to be the 
blood of Christ.51 
Therefore, for safety's sake, nothing should be left; the remnants should 
either be consumed or burned. The same deep respect is present in the 
Formula of Concord. which excludes all speculations and frivolous 
questions.52 
Hardt 
The consecration in the two medieval traditions may briefly be 
characterized as follows:53 (1) the Thomistic tradition claimed the 
words of institution were powerful instrumental words for the coming of 
the Presence; (2) The Nominalistic school held to a simultaneous 
50ibid .• p. 22, WA XII, 214, WA XIX, 99, cf. L~the':°'s misunderstand-
ing of Paul's and Luke's text. clairning bread-distribution before conse-






p, 24. Sol. Deel. VII. 128, ~ 1016. 
5~ardt, Venerabilis, p. 157. 
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parallelism, that a:, the words arc uttered, God fulfills his promise 
a,d lets the miracle happen. 
Hardt claims that Luther took an opposine positio., b both of these 
traditions, yet stressing primarily that the words of c-::msecra:.i-:,n are 
divine spirit-i'illed creator-words. The action imnlied by the miracle 
- ~ 
of the ?resence is beyond and contrary t:i 1-rhat is con:o ide1·ed natural ac-
cording to the orderliness of creation. 'Il1 is new relation of Chri::;t 1 3 
body and blood to space, is a miracle uorked throu~h the Spirit in the 
s:.-Jord. nin his great Coni'ession on foe Supper :::,uther develops tne doc-
trine of consecrati::m as a....-1 obvious and necessary part of hi::; doc t rine 
on the Supper. 1154 
The words of Christ in the Supper ru·e creative just as Goel I s uords 
in Gene!:.iis 1, and the c::msecratory power lies on the same 1·Lr1e a!:.i so-
called nature-miracles. However, there are two aspects that. Luther 
rejects, namely that the words as such have a.11 inherent power that w-:>rks 
the nira~le, and that the priest has an inherent creative pm·rer. 11Qnly 
Christ 's authorization fills the blessing of the human voice with the 
power that works the miracle. n55 As Jesus commanded to repeat the meal, 
he als-:, has the pOi·rer to transfer his 01-m rlght of dispositio!1 over his 
creati-:>n to whom he pleases. Therefore his authorization, and tlrnt only, 
fills the human V'J ice with the power to work the miracle. Ch::: is t i!:.i 





P• 164; cf. Hardt, Om Altarets, pp. 55-56. 
-
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If, therefore, Christi s institution is violated, as in the private 
:r.a::, s , :.he:1 i t is no loneer Christ who speaks , and the validity of t he 
con sec:,a.:. i on i s annulled . However, Hardt does not follow ~-lisl,Sff, wno 
nolcis :~at the communion also constitutes a criterion for a correct 
conse~:::- ;_,:: ion . \ 'isl;(ff claims that Luther shows an inconsequence b:;r 
di:3cl a i;.~ng the Reformed celebration as valid, when it i:::; performed 
accordL~g to the inst itution. Hardt claims the communion is not t o be 
included in die Ordnuhg C'nristi which is necessarJ for a valid conse-
cra t i on. 56 Hardt t herefore asserts with Luther, that a Lutheran cor.i!iluni-
ca~t ~art icipat ing in a Reformed Church does not receive the true 
sacr.1r.ient . The s acrament becomes an empty performance. "Luther, L'1 
fac t , per c eives of the Reformed reading of the ~-rords of institut ion as 
. ~7 meaningless, and propos es mockingly instead an Ave Han.a or a h:rmn . 11 ;;, 
Hardt · tilerefor e c l a i ms t hat Luther held only to one condition for "" 
valid sacrament, nar.:el y that God 1 s word and order not be ch anged. L'1 
t h e ?.efQr med Supper both are changed, as the consecration is negated. 
1his r e s"':.riction doe s not aboli sh the objectivity of the sacra.men ~, but 
merely points out t hat t he validity of a matter of 1ireligious realities, 
which places man under t.11e final decision," of faith or un-belief.53 
56~1 · ct 
·, p. 1 66; ~-Ji sl2fff, The Gift, pp. 1 .56-1 57 • 
57roid., p. 168; cf. p. 167, ~ XXX, iii., 559, HA X1.'VI, 389, ~ 
rv, 51 8~ 
5Broid., p. 169, Sol. Deel. VII, 32, BS 982; cf. Eardt, Om .!\ltarets, 
p. 58; ~-:A '.C0!I, 506, on Lut.~eris strong accusations against the enthu:::;i-




Luther does not display an inconsequence or uncertaL'1ty i.:: t:::ea t L'1g 
the Reforr..ed celebration and the Roman mass. Eardt , the:::-efore , d:..sa-
grees with both Wisl0'ff and A. Peters, ·1-1i10 hold that Luther never could 
free hirr.self from the thought that Christ really was present ir. t he 
private mass, yet unconditionally reject ine the Presence in t.'fie Reformed 
celebration.59 
Luther did not lmow this distinction of dogma and theologow.enon, 
as here indicated. hhat cannot be asserted by Scr ipture i s not t o be 
taug.lit. Hardt agrees with Sasse wh o holds that the Reformed Supper i s 
not a sacrament of Christ! 
For in those words Christ Himself spe aks , a'1tl the mini::;te r 
would not speak "ex persona Christi, 11 if h e d i d not :;peak 
the words of institution, as Christ unclerstood t hem and 
wanted them to be understood.60 · 
On the question of accidents bef<ll.ling the el ements, Hardt also 
ch<ll.le;1.ges l·Jisl.0'ff I s assertion that somebody having received a n on -
consecrated host, believfr1g it was consecrated, h a s nevertheles ::; r eceived 
the right sacrament. Luther I s position is that t he cor:t":l.u.11ica.'1t i:. fact 
has been betrayed and received only bread, however he has not lost 
blessing.61 Faith can never substitute consecration. 
Tn characterizing Helanchthon I s position, :Iardt s ays his sub jective 
emph asis on comfort, as the primary purpose of t he words , does no:. ex-
clude an objective element. Melanchthon did, Lri. fac t , U!'ge t:1at r.ei·: wine 
59Ibid., p. 170; 'i!isl21ff, The Gift, p. 172, .' •• ?eter::;, ~~c:1lp::·:.isc:2z 
(Berlin: Lutherisches Verlagshaus, c.1960), p. 1Ci . 
60Ibid.; Sasse, This is, p. 372. 
61Ibid~, p. 171; cf. 1·Ji.slrn'f, The Gift, p . i .56 , 1.·.rA :x:::,::~VIII, 1S7. 
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br:r.ight in to the al tar, dur:ing the celebration, should be consecrated. 
:--:oiieYer, :iardt concedes t h~t Helanchthon never could make a problem out 
of the use 0i a non-con~ecra ted host, r,lhen eaten L11 good faith. 62 'E'le 
ac~~on t herefore , constit uted a right consecration. 
:'\lso 3re:iz c onsidered. the divine will, as e:;.:pressed L11 the L11sti-
tut ion, as constitu:.ive for the sacrament. He was attacked by the 
'lie sio-Lutherans ..iho held he had deprived the liturgical consecration 
of its content. He had opposed a strict verbal notion, that the con-
secration was bound to certain syllables, insteac. stressing the functio:-, . 
'!"t:"J.3 he also held the after-consecration as unnecessa..7, but did not 
forbid it . 63 
Laurentius ?etri is an interesting e::Gl:"llple :...11 this connection . He 
had a very concrete concept of the :1eal Presence , and a hig.ri regard for 
the co:isecration, yet rejected the after-consecration. r.is argur.ientatio~ 
was t hat :.he consecr3.tion had uider li:ni.ts and applied also for t."lc host 
not ~.ret present on the tl tar. 64 
::::n su.·:ur.arizing , Hardi; claims that the idea of a consecratory 
divinely authorized act, filled by Christ's ot-m divine power, wa::, cor.tn-:,:: 
to ~~ther and to the north-Germc1I1 tradition, :including a capacity like 
Chemnitz . 
62~ ., pp. 179-180; cf. pp. 173-174. 
63roid., PP• 182-184; P• 184 quoting Brenz: 11die Kraf;-_des Sacra-
ments kornme nicht her van eLrier gleichsam magischen Incaritauion. unser 
· · · al Chri"'to so gethon u..."ld geooten .11 ?..ec i tation , ::,ondern weil es einm von • ., 





Tne p:::-iest at the al tar does not onl:y take the creator' 2 
body by his fL"lgars, but also speaks the creator ' s word:, 
ui th his lips. Heither the fletl Presence nor the mode 
of bringing it about demands t.11eological lirr.i ta tions as 
to the presence of the divine world in time and space 
beyond those limits that have to be set against misuse , 
contrary to t.~e institution historically given. Obviously 
then, the creative word has the same power over the ele-
ments as over men's hearts.65 
The significance of the consecration is that i t dist:lncuishes be-
tueen ,·mat may be worshipped and 1-mat may not. T'ne Horship is solely 
directed toward the consecrated sacrament , as it eY.ist:::; in a certain 
tirr.e period, on t!1e altar, in the hands of the priest, as it i :, ele-
vated, carried and distributed. The character of foe consecrat :::>ry :ro::.·ci :, 
are , cl~cording to Eard:., no t ~at of la:::t:i.nc; p::m,~r - ::o-::d:; , thu::; oIJ::>:):;L.'1.g 
:·:isl.rri'f and J. Diestelmann. The term thottelwort, ciesi:;nate s :po:iCr-
~-,:>rC.n t::at lose t.flei!" po1:er 011ce uttcr~C. . ' J.. S 
cor.m1an:1- ::o::.·:. , t he nt:iis is m;,· b ody" is hi :::: mm act -ion-worcl , ~ror king ..rnat 
it says. '!'"nus as soon as Christ :::;a.y!: his :;o::.·~:; of :~.n:::;tituti :m , ti1c:· 
eff ect :.:hat they say. Tnat is 1men t he C'Jnsecrated ele:nent comes L."lto 
being. 66 
Hardt discusses the moment of consecrat ion, and holds that Lu tner 
has p!':)()ably been underst ood somewhat erroneously . It may seem that he 
sees t he moment in the liturgy to be that of Gur Father . Yet, ar1al:1-::;ine 
the tern shows that the oratio dominicae signifies the wo:::sds af institution, 
65Ibid., pp. 194-195. 
66
roid., pp. 227-228; cf. Hardt, Om !J.tarets, p . 74: ~ :~ :(::-:, Ll?l , 
and p. "'5'4for definitions: 11t.riettelwort, " a.-i act.ion- word not der,-,mda.nt 
on man•s participation, and "heisselwort," o.. command-word ,-mi d: r ec;.uires 
obedient performance. Cf.~' p. 9b. 
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t r o..11.s lated :-.rort.er des iicrrn. 67 This seems verified by the fact t ha t 
Lu i.i1er ;)laced Our Fa .;her difi'eren tly in his t wo orders of the mass, 
once oe.:or e , antl once .:1.i' ter t he words of inst itution.68 Taken together 
~-;i tn "<.:1e t er::i t!1et teh10rt this is the only possible solution, says 
Hard t . 
":...,lv::.er regarded all indifference toward the consecration ~dt.'l 
gre.:it seriousne ss ; i t was t he rationalist ic mind, originating from 
~r asr.i.ia.'1 a11.d Roma11 mo·cternism, that event ually could only lead t o the 
n aked athe i sm. Ee urged church- discipline against those who disrespec ~cd 
t h e con3ecration , by t reatine the sacrament irreverent l y or by m~ing 
non - consecrated wit h consecrated. 69 
':'".::e ai'ter - c onsecrat ion was obYiousl y a necessity f or Lu ther . 
Hardt cla i ms that "i t i::, t he uphol d ing of such tnings , a s for an out-
side1' must b e c :msidered irrelevant , that the f a i t hfulnes s t oward t he 
Ch r ist ian r evelat ion is test ed and proved. n70 The r esistance agai.:.s t 
elevation and ador a tion i s also cr.aracterized a s an e scape from the Real 
Pre senc e , the pOi·:er of consecration , and the objec t ive basis, t o a piou!; 
human suo j ec ti v i t:y. 
67Ibid. , p. 234; cf. ibid. p . 228, ~ X, 3894: 11inc ipat ab init i o 
or ati onis Domi.n icae . " 
68roid . , p . 234, ~-iA XII, 213 (Formula Hi s sae 1523) , ~-:A XI:(, 95 
(Deu t sc~e ;-ie s se 1526) .~ 
69ira r dt, Om Altarets , p . 60 ; cf . ~ -, p. 57, :·TA :ca, i , 
LV::III , 69 , :-JA ,ra v, 5670. 
---







Adoration and ~-.brship 
Sasse 
tJ..l through the Hiddle Ages the sacrament had a centr al place in 
the worship. However, during the latt er part of t h at per i od , t."rle r.w.s s 
·::ieca"!le more and more an act of t he prie s t alcme , or the priest tocet :ier 
wi th a few ministrants or possibly a few l aymen . Th e sacra.ment developed 
fror.: a Commur1ion s ervice to a performance, Hh ere the congregation oec rune 
spe~tators. In the late twelfth ce:itury the elevation and adoration of 
the e l ements t c>ok t he pl ace of common partic i pation. One ma:,· de:-;i~ate 
i t a :rholy drama," or even 11communion wi th the eyes . n7 1 
The cor ... "lection with the Real Presence i s clear. It is pr ecisel y 
t h i s doctri.11.e that led to the adoration of the elements , a11d the r ever-
ence surrounding the preservation of them. TI1e t abernacle, the Corpus 
Christi f east, and t he doctrine of t he t ransubstantiati on were all i mpor-
t a-rit elements that added to the mystery of the mass duri ng the thirteenth 
c en t ury. 
Luther rejected tne adoration of the cons e:::rat ed host in the t aoer-
nacle or in the procession of the Corpus C"nristi f east. l-:eve:::·theless , 
Sasse points to Luther I s open attitude toward the adoration . ~ie Hc>uld use 
terms as "honor," 11bow, 11 and 11prostrate," basing t l1e:r. on the 01::l Testa-
ment terms for worshipping attitude. Tne open a spec t of the matter i s 
stressed by holding that neither those who practice t:le a.cbration :.or 
71 Sasse, This is, p. 67, Augen-communion, cf. Cor pus Christi ~~eas:. 
from 1264. 
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t:.ho::;e ,,mo :-efrain f r om it would '::le regarded as heretics. One must, how-
~,:<!r , ::-::.:::"ess t hat Lu:,:1cr 1 s concre te concept of the Real Presence is all 
tieci:::;i·;e for i1is att :.tude tOi·rard the question of' adorati on . 72 
3as::e mentions :.he rej ec tions in the l ast art icle of t he Formula of 
Concor:i. : including t he t ransubstantiation and adorati on of consecrated 
host.::; , i:e doe s not , however, el abora t e on t he content and consequencD 
cf s1.:.ci1 a r e j ection . Si :ailarly, :-;he.11 Lufaer refers to his pr ev ious 
11ic.0J..a t r ~-..i.s :1 ac t ions :i...11 the pri Yate mass, Sa s se does not , in the de!'lur:.c ia-
t b!: of tr1ose ac t s see a gener al negative attitude toward the adorat io:: , 
and :;er tai:11;,r no t t o·.·rard t he Real ?resence. Lu t.11.er I s later stress of 
consecru.tion as t he only legi t imate b asis for e l evation and ador ati on , 
sho:-rs ti1at :1e c ons i der ed t hese acts as appropriate . !!e held t~~e eleva-
tior:. to '::le a r ite i~citi ng t he faith . Luther never let go of his .::.r:::;t. 
ex~os i t.ion on t he adoration of i52J, and r epeated i t in h i::; las~ 
Confession of 1544, 73 
.;a:;se s t 1.'esses :.he awesome c:1aracter the miracle of tr,e R.ea.l ?rcser.ce 
had £'or :;J.1:h.er . The t!'uth t hat "The bles sed Br ead :..s tha -::3oJy :,f '.:!~ri::t 
also whe., it lies on the altar or when the ?astor hold::; it i.-i hi::, lrn:-.,:;,::: , ·: 
m.l<le -rer.e:::-at i on and. ~ cratior. a ,.atural and necessary part of ;-:is 
wor :::hip . 71.. 
72:roid . , p . 106 "."A :•:I , 445=450; cf . Sasse , Vom Salc-aments ~ p. 145. 
73Th · · 173 · ., r I V ''J · 1'A. VI r-21 ··A v·T 1oc- ,.. .~ i "o "d 1 l u. o , P• ' .': .'t '-' ' 1 Q ' ,/, .J. , ";) t.i, '.'IH 11..J., _, , '-- • - -'- • J :) , 
80 , :·JA IDVIII , 197. ~ . foid., l) , 1 23, on Eonius , holdil1r; t:rn i'bmai, 
con::ecratio~ :ed t o aiorati on , ~.nd t hus t o idolatry. 
74r.- - - ::. ,, .., .. m , u .,_.,.,,,-~ '"cl'en ! 1 P 1::: 
••C::.-l v ._ , .,WI - <J •• 1.:;;: ~ -w . .. ' .. • .; • 
·' 
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In his essay "Liturgy and Lutheranism" of 191..i; , 75 Sasse ::;ta t e s 
the i mportance and crucial untlersta.,ding o!: t he :1.eal ?resence a s t :1c 
cem;er of the liturgy. Tne communion of be l i ever s grows up arou.11::i 
the Holy Communion, a.'1d a Protestant liturgy uill i."leve t abl:,• d ie wher e 
the mediation of the whole Christ is ne5lec ted . Placing great emphasis 
on t:ie close connection between dogma and l i tUTg-J , Sasse , however , doe s 
', not treat adoration and elevation i.l'l t hat c onnection. !-!i s Dtr -Jnc; litur-
gical b asis does not necess itate advocati on of a ~-rorship of t he elements . 
n :..:.:: main er.iphasis seems t o be the i.ri-:.imate :!:'elat ion b etween the preached 
a.11d the ac t ed Gospel in sermon and s acra.-nen t . 
To Luther the elevati on was an adiapno:::-on as long a::; i t c ould be 
i."lterpreted evangelically . lie retaine d i t u p t o 1543 , bec ause he f el t 
it guarded t:ne Real Presence against Zwinglian spiritualism. How-3ver, 
he could also drop it, and did so, 1·ihen it t ended t o i mply Roman :ni s -
conc ep t ions. :Iis concern was always t o safegu.ard t he sacr amen-:. . ~uther 
::1eve r advocated an irreverent and indifferent position t oward t he ele-
ment::;. 76 He always retained the notion of a rny s ter ium tremend;;.n . 
Overall , Sasse does no t give much spac e and concer n f or t he aspect 
of adoration, i.~ his ma.,y presentat ions o~ the Real ?resence . 
Hardt 
~·Lriile medieval worship of the godhe ad in the sa.cramer.t was based on 
t he concomitance, the Lutheran reaffi rmation ~f t he Cyri l i a."l Chri::;toloe;;• 
75sasse, "1iturgy," Una Sanc t a, VIII , G- ie. 
76s asse, nconsecration," pp. 22-23. 
I :!11111111111 
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creat ad .:mother O(lsis . ru,sert ing that Chr ist's numan nature also had 
p'1r-t, in ~he divi.10 ~uo.l.ities, the b ody and blood of Christ in the :: ;acra -
u:'::l::-t. cot:ld be ;mr:::nippcd ·.-,i tJiout r e ser vati on . 
:,~th.er'::; pni tion is :wt seriously disputed a1:1ong schol .1:' s . ::e had. 
a :.igi ·,encr .1.tion :or the :leal Presence and .:'our.d it pr'Jper to ador e :;_:, 
ci so ::...,, an ou t,·rar'.i :nan .. ,er . Eis po s i tion is, i1owever, very often deplore:i 
o;y :..uther.:m schol ars . In his On the :·!orsni~ of t he Sacraments of 1523, 
~ut her t reats both i.n.'1er and outer ;,1or ship. Irmer :·mr~hip pre:mppo5cs 
::'v.i th , &,d is seen as the highest work toward 00d. ?.1.e outer worship is 
pr:i.!1c i pci2..j· an :i.di(lphoron, out "He t·1ho belicires , as ha::: o ee:1 -:Jroven ho:-r 
o~e si1oulrJ ~elieve, con surely not refuse his veneration f or C:1r ist 1 s 
b ody and blood. 1177 As .faith is decisive for all :2ctions , so .,,,so for t i:e 
ador;:?.tion , and .:'aith tends i.1 Luther to inc2.ude a.11 elen.,.m +, of ·.-rorshi p . 78 
T'nere are nurr.erous t esti monies t o :.,uther' s ,-;orshi pp::.."lg attitude . 
·::'1e :)!'0:.!1':!rc: or the :\n .. ~alt nobility t est;~~ied : 11 '. .'e ?:.1.ve 3eera =.uther 
~;it:. :,:L'1core ty an:.i ve:ier:J.t i'.:m t hrow h i r.isel f do,m '.)n tnc grau:::::. arid :-;or-
· · r :,- · ,...:. · .· - - .,_ . __ - ~~ ,...,- ... · s -1 .,•a"'"ed :,79 !J!1l.:') - ·".r.. l..i a, , . J!h .!!! ... u ~ ~C..\,,ra! .• ~nv l. •:; c ,., v · • 
that the ,·,ithdr~wtl of :..."ri.e elevation .from the servi ce::; in ~:it-:.en':)erg ir: 
i 5l.i2, :-ras no t ini t :!.ated ".:Jy Luther. It is true ti1at L"J. t.her neYer conside:·ed 
t he elevat::.on :ieces:::;a.!7 .:i.nd could under certain circunstances both accept 
77.. . '9 .. A -..·r 1.17 ~ . • .-1 · " • u · r'"" 
'.:ard ::. , Om Al t .:;.ret s, p . o , ,·, .\. , u;~ ; c1. r!ar'"':, ' venerao, 1.s, pp. ;;::: , 
214 , :·ihere the 10.L.LOW1..'1g scholars are mentioned in SUppo::-t 01 c.fil.S ::!...'1te2•pre-
tation 'Jf :...ufaer : :: . Grass , r. . Sasse , A. Peters, C. ? . '. :isl2':f . 
70_ . ~ · 1 ... ,.. I. 
.!.:na., p . 71 , .. :\ :.I , 449; c1 . supr a , p . 9u. 
. . ,-,.--) . t ~ . t ~ ""h --:.--' d . 
~:;_r.gu1.s.~1.ng :Je ween er:::-:ne ·en 1. or .., .e ouvwar ac "t , 
:;,roper ::or :.'.10 honor.1:r:,; gesture; yet , c~. ibid., !) • 
•
1x. t alle::1 eh,.'en a'1'.:Je ten sol. ·, 
79- . . 
~ -, p . 7 ; · .r~ Ii' I _, ' - ·-· ' - -~ ! 
C: . ::?..01.a ., p . 21 ?, i ::.=-
and ~ter. as less 








and defend its abolishment. Ye t , one h as t esti:r.o:iies :.:1a t :,u "'v!1e::.· co:1-
side red the abolishment of the elevation as l essenL'1[; t :1e au-:.:.10:::-i ty of 
the sacrament. 
'Ihe freedom on adiaphoral matt ers , a s the Confessions cl .:tim, also 
include the possibility for re-i.'1.s t a t ing the elevation, when heres:,: 
threate!'ls the Real Presence. ;laxdt f eels t h ii:; i s i n deed the c .1se today , 
when the illwill toward the elevat ion often reveals i tself as f l ie:1t 
f rom the Real !'resence and the power of t i1e consec:::-ation . 
In 1538, Helanchthon att acked the Cnristological parall el b the 
r.u.r acle of t he s acrament . Yet, thi s underst3nding did not nr even L h i m 
.fro:;i labeling those .. mo rejec t ed t he worship of C:'1r i s t I s body D.s 
Hest:::ir fons. 80 Ile felt the real Lutheran d i s t inction o et..;een the ':)read and 
t he body had no t been understood, thereby leadi ng t o t he so._callcci. 11bread-
worsh i p . 11 T'nis was a dist ort ion of t he p::::- ,'-5e : 1•panis est corp·..l.::; . :, '.:."::e 
:,o::.· ::~: i ::_J u n.s tl::;o , acc or f..iz1r; t o :;:,u-;:.i,.e :::· , to t.::.:·c place "non in panem, sed 
in Ch1·it um.11 Therefore, rightl y perceiv8i , t::,:; ~:..e-;,:i:t.::..::m c.i::  ::.J:, :.c:r~ ·:..::i 
be oi.':.\~nsive, but :~~lD-nchth on cl aim-Jd. th'3 :: imple oclie.f o:: pc'Jple :;::i-.11.C.:. 
easily lead to a localizati on of the ob .iect of Hors:'1l p . L~ con_i.)f:.:' ::..!1[; ".:.:i.e 
',:.: ~o ~'Jf'o:::-mer~, ::ard'.:. holds t h at 
ll.elanchthon and Luther percei ve of t he sacranental Horsh ip 
of t he un-cducated people quit e c.:i.ff er entl y . Luther i den -
tifi es h i mself without reservation with the medi e 'lal af -
f:L,i ty toward the Sav iour i.ri the host •••• 1-;e1a..,chthon 
views th~ same people as faJ..len i.'1.to a materialist ic :)rea<l-
worship. tll 
Oo.. dt V -l.il 4 rtar , enerd.U is, p. 1 1 • 
81 Toid., p. 145, Helanchthon also rejected ado:::-ation in I3apti s-:;; , 
which Lu-tner would open for. 
-
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:-:ard !:. ')oservas that 3re~z' s heavy attack on the transubstro1tiation, 
::;:,:r~:es the ou:.~1a=::l character of Luther I s adoration and ,·ror-
::l::.p :tG :·:e::..::. . 7o :1::.~.: thase vi1.ings were Aristotelian and abhorrent. 
-==~ e :·ror :,r.. i :;; i s :.:, a::ed , ::o t on a localization of the god.11.ead to t.'1.e 
:.~e ::.:~, :r.1t ::n ti:c e:-:n.:.:a~ion of this latter to the worthiness of Horship, 
sa:/s ::<'-..!':!:., .:..u"dl'3r I s :::ain ?,'Jint is the personal u.."'1.ion of Christ. The 
aj::,ra:.i"J:1. of Christ I s "::)oa.;r only a:firms this union, and does not allow 
.:'or !,o.:.ions :.hat tLe g:xl.haad ::..s confined to the body, 82 ila.rd.t clair.is 
thi::: : o ::ie a wain c::~arac ·~eristic of Luther, that he nowhere developed a 
C:-0d ::..."1 ::,is 0:n.'1ip'.:l:.e!1ce is the object of uorship. Luther points to 
th::..s in :1is S~:;1,8sis - c'.:>!1:::e:1t2:;:.· , :1olding that God chooses for himself the 
neans o~ r evelation . 03 ~:.if:::. and false worship is detc!':":lined 'by whether 
God :'!hs :::iose!'! the c::.er.er.t or place worshipped a:::; hi:::; plxe of revelation . 
Ir: :.. e 3uppe:- ::e :::::i.s i;::..vc:: ·..:.:, suc:1. a place. 
-:::e .:::i.c t tha:. :.·..1thcr reca:rded adoration as an adiaphoron docs not 
Z~o one may dogr:w.tic.:::illy dispute 
l e ~i t :.:-:w.c::: or' t :,a :,n.cr.'.!..-:e:r:.a::. :·rorship. This seem::; to be unconditi~nal. 
:::.1::-d-;:, en;z~~e :, i :1 a c.l::..::;s·..:.ssion with ·,-iis].gff on the relation bet,.;een 
::i.::.or!ltion .s, d fai :h ::..."1 :u:.1:cr. ~·fi.sl..'.ri.'f I s position seems refer::-ed to 
r. ') 
t.J '-Ti'; , ":r, :: ..,.,o·· • 
.L~_c., ., P?• ,_v.,,,, - """" ..J ' 
'etr i .:t::;;tt~,?ic.:::il e :·:.:t::i.p2.c 
leu~i::6 t~ ~d~~~tion . 
c:, supra, p. 60. Cf. ibid, p. 2i2, on :., , 
"):.' :::..uther I s position of'ule per:;on.:::il unio:1 
::, 




:::or:::-cc t ly. Ee "sees the ad.oration and i1,s most preg:-ia.--:.t expre ssi:ir: , 
t h e elevation, as an erratic block in Luther I s sacramentcl outlool: . 110h 
: :is1J.r.f.'i" maintains that Luther betrays himself and 1lis pr:L'1cipl o of 
justification by faith alone, by holding tha adoration to be nec~ssary. 
Eardt holds that Uislrllff here separates just ification "-:Jy faith fro7.: the 
r.ighest wo:::-k of faith, the adoration. :-le rej ects mn.!:ing ju.:;:.ific2.t.ion 
':>y fa.i th an ove:::-arching principle, and claims '::i s l.efff regards ti1is prL'1-
c i ple differently from Luthe!'. I t qualifies the C"r.ristiari ac tion , ':>u:. 
no syster.:atic , regulatine funct i on. 11·.;islzf f I s use of jus7,11ico.:,ion 
an d. f::>rgiveness of sin as the sacramental e;:Lft , in oppositi:i.: t'.) ::.~.s 
11'.)rship ••• belongs wi th the Nelanchthoni.m caJnp . "S5 :::...uther I s 
:'\r..fechtung over the fac t that he once Hor shipped an ::.nvalidl;y con:,ccrated 
sac:::-ament in the private mass , presupp'.)ses, that a right co~sccrated 
sacra.."ll.e::it car: be uors.ri ipped. 
In the act of elevation two concerns of Lufaer coincide , namely 
t:iat of worship and that of preaching the Real ?resence . /1~air..st 
~·!isl2i'f , Hardt holds that thi s is no contradiction. The '.)UT.:·ra.!'d act 
i s by Luther, in Deutsche Messe of 1526, r egarded as a re;-;;::.nder of C:!:::-ist I s 
l: eavenly sacrifice. 86 
o4~., p. 221, Hir:;lzi'f, The Gift, p. 182. 
S5Toid., p. 222; cf. p. 224, HA Xv1II , 191 : 
Cnristi"eren wyr ym brod"; cf. 1·IA XXXVIII , 197 . 
86
roid., p. 226 , "himmelska ofi'ergang , ., i:.1ply::.ng no"':. c..""! <--- _ • - i :'J~ven , 
but Christ coming from heaven to earth. Cf . pp • .32- 33 , s":.r:m5:.j· :-~"e:::.i.11g 
S. . ?renter's sacrificial notions , "dyn:un.ic ncr:::ention 11 of t:nc :::<2:: :-i..:'i:: s , 
as eter nally present, R. Prenter, Skabelse ; G GeP.lzsninG ( Cop~:-..:,:1[:..:?rt : 
G. E. c. Gads Forlag, 1971), pp. 536, 550. 
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LTJ. the early :·!elanchthon one can f:ind the elevation ascribed a 
: un~tion of the pr::iclamo.tion. However, it is not regarded as a sacra-
:-,cnta.l ac ~, and occurs 'oefore the consecration. From 1538 it is clearl;:,' 
rejected as a par t of the sacramental act, and toward the end of his 
li:e i:.e oec;:i.::.e extrer.1ely critical toward the Gnesio-Lutherons , desig-
natL~f; t.he::! as 11heathen" and "idolaters . " This was perhaps especiall;;r 
air..e:::l. at the lit,irgical addi tion initiated by A. Husculus , the so- called. 
11osten:.ation . '' 
~.ni:e the Gnesio- ; ut herans held to the Christia11 freedom, making 
pos si":Jle not ::inly the worship and elevation, but also otr.er it,cm::; i-11 ., vne 
cul-: , men like 13uge:rj1agen , who abolished the elevation in •:!ittcr..berg 
151.!2, 1:1ere conccr!'led a!:lout the crass forns of the cult . 08 
:1ardt clai r.cs it in not correct t o see Johann Ger:iarcl and the i 600-
Or th0d'Jxy as ~he culminat i0n of materialization of the ::;ac:-ament . They 
ra t i1er expr es::; the opposite view. 'Ihe evidence of ti:;m and space Has 
con::;ider ed. "?.o::w.n Go.t~oJ.ic, even though it ac tually existed a.loo i,.vi 
!..t:.t.'-1e2· o...rid in e3!'l i er Lut:1erG.nism. nardt holds that prob.:101::,.- no one 
guarc!ed t:1c Lutheran position as did Georg III of /\nhal t . Ei::; conce:rn 
f or tne questions of adoration and the extra usum is reflected L"1 his 
personal ]..etters t o ::.,tlt.'1-ier . ] is descriptions of the sacramental worship 
~d the m::::,tery of the Real Presence is , accordL11g to Hardt , ::anc t ioned 
by :r. Selneccer, T. ;(irchner <lrld 1(. Chemnitz L11 Histori dess 
38Ibid ., pp . 251, 2SG, items per~.itted: pictures, ca..11dles, bells , 










Sn.crnmentsstrei ts. 89 Georg 1 s defense for the sn.:rancntal imrship i·:as 
brou£nt out by Selneccer, two ye:i.rs after t:ie ?orr.rulc-t of Concor d , 
order to authorize the new Confession. The adorati-::m is a'1 accepted 
fact i..l'l both of the uritings, and the elevation, beinr; an adic:phoron , 
also permissible. 
In his Repetitio sanae doctrinae of 156~, C:'1e~.nitz profe:; :;e s t o 
Luther's word on the legitimacy of i·:orshippi..l'lg tnc D..ichari st, alt h '.J"J.Eh 
he rejects the papists 1 "bread-worsh ip !r ::mtsi<le t he use, The udoratio:i 
i 3 con::;iderec. in his Examen Concilii Trident ini of 1565 a s e):t::-a con-
troversariam, and the rejection in t he Formula of Concord , '.Jf ~ef or~ed 
accusations of "bread-worship" and Capernai tic prn.ctice::;, also see;":'is t o 
be bo.sed on Chemnitz.90 
3renz on the other hand posed a contradiction between i1or ea.d-:-;Q:::-s;1i?" 
a.'!d 11 Christ-worship," and J. Andreae distinguished bet 1·1een \·;Qr shippine 
Christ in the sacrament and wor::;hipping the sacrament itself. .'\ndreae 
held Luther 1 s position, as well as t:iat of t he Formula oi' C'.Jr:c':lrd , t,Q 
be one of veneration and reverence, but not adoration. He ni ~ ~a1~ <le-
nounced any p~ys ical act o:f uor::;1:ip t o:72.1.•C.: a p: ;:,-:::.ccl ob j ec:. . ..i.::; i ::ol atr ;:,· . 
claims :fervently that this is contrar~· to Luther I s i nte:1t ion . 
69,c,-l.·,'. np 20,. ::, ')7· 1·0-=-,,-,..; n - ·'·" - r:'J . · ,., .~ , .. ....,_ , . .. ... ~ .... • __ _ . .... . .. _ ••· •. _.~ 
..:..v ..... , l • ;' J:... ., -.!.:;. .. ___ '-' :,.., ~) . ;:,-~ · ., _ .. · - -· ---· '- · · · - - - · · 
15'?1 : ·1'.t.j .,., Hollen nici1t :; zu t hun :iab~n r.:i t donen, wolc::.e , , • cl.a:; i1oc:: -
:·nirdige Sacrament / ja Cl1!"'istum. i rn Sa:::.'o.1:ien7., ~-:~~:J c~e:: := : =.:: ~ :~c-.!:/:::·°'~~· 
i:tl-ten . 11 Sf. p. 273. 
90ibid., pn. 276, 278, Sol. Deel. VII, 126, :3::.; 1016 , Ep . -.'II , hO, 
BS 803 mere rejected: rrExterna vi:::foilis eleme:1~ panis e t. ·.r:..::i i:: 
sacrarnento adoral'ldo esse. n Cf. Chernnitz , p. 321 : "adorut::..o ::o:-, c :;:. 
dirigenda ad teri:ena elementa, pa11.era et i:inum, setl ad 8hr istl::'. deu."":: e t 
hominem. 11 
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:..u-:.:-.er .1J.wa73 spoke o:: an outward act t o be accompanied by an inner 
:·ror 2:-. ip , thus never isolating the outward worship, even though 
St,ressing it . J 1 
r ,.,._,...~ 
·- '-1..;..; ..... 
iU tar-fellowship 
3asse claims that all the Christological dogmas are close:i.y li:-J-::ed 
~oge~~er . Jenial of one is not an isolated heretical tendency, but l eads 
to a ·.) a.sic ::er esy, wher e denial of other articles of faith is inevi t.a:)lc . 
F'ur~1:.errr.ore , •rf or Luther the denial of the Tieal Presence :,ras a heresy 
destr::.c t ive t o the Churc:: . ·,92 This concept of heresy, and t.>ie c::msciou:o-
n~~s o: an a~ti- Christian force ever present, undermines all atte~pts of 
uni t ;:; :ri,ere t::is denicl is present. Fall en mankind is chact erized ".:J j1 
its :-e.:u::ic.l to accept t he external word and the e::...-ternal mea,s of grac2 , 
arid. '::l? c:.evelopL11g its o,·:-:: religion, :,1:hich places man ~-,here God alone ::~~ 
-:':lis :::;,r:i s i tion is also :,tres sed by the fact that Luther , wnen ,!r;cd t;:; 
go b ··1arou.r5 , :in order t o achieve a common ?rotestant oasis i.n the 2JO::. i -
tica.l a.l"ld ecc::..esiastical struggles, made it plain that h e :-m::1t as a 
con.:assor and not as a negot~ator. His position on the sacranental ~ e-
sence :-ras beyond discussion. Sasse observes that there was no common 
, . . 
... ic:1 
7 1 To i:l • , PP·• 
an'oet:en . :, 
280- 283; cf . ':TA XI, 449, Luther rejected a nur eus::;er -
n sasse, T.r.is is , p . 189 , cf . p. 191 . 
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cele::>ration of the sa.crar.i.ent in Harburg, tl bough the proole::: of a:. tar-
fellowship as we understand it did :10t e):ist, i:;mce all still were 
Catholic Christians.93 
Upon Bucer I s direct request to be accepted as orthodox, Luther 
could not but decline to do so: 
I am neither your Lord, nor your judge, nor your tc~her. 
Your spirit and our spirit cannot go tocether . Indeed, 
it is quite obvious that we do not have the same spir it . 
For there cannot be one and the same spirit where on one 
.:,ide the words of Christ are accepted :i.Jl s incere faith , 
and on t.11e other side this faith is criticized , attacked, 
denied, and spoken of with frivolous blasp:1emies . There-
i'o::.·e, as I have told you, we co:nmend you to the judgmcr.t 
of God. Teach as you think you cal'l defend i "t, in foe 
::;ight o.r Goct.94 
Lu~1er 1 s attitude may be summed up, as he did in a let ter 
Hife on t he last day of the Colloquy: 
Charity and peace we owe even to our enet:!ies . T'ney Here 
told, to be sure, that in cas e they should fail to come 
t o t heir senses concerning this article they mie;1t enjo;y 
our charity , but could IJOt be regarded by us a s brethren 
an:l members of Christ. 9., 
to .... ., ,.. 
·--.J 
Tr:e question separatLl'lg them is an article of faith , therefore it ca:.mot 
be t reated lightly. Luther refused the right lrnnd of fello:·rnhip to 
'.3,·:ingli, as well as the name of brother. 
Sasse claims the Reformed view ol" P:-ote::;tn...'1tism as a bloc opposed 
to the Roman Church is an overs implification . Tnere are two borcicrs . 
:·.r.at .for the Zwinglians was the difference of t~1e:il0Gi.Ca2. ~chools o: 
93roid., pp. 21 5, 218; cf. p. 229 ~uther present at l"·!aroure ')!1J.y 
in an effort to show his opponents their e.:-:-or. 
9hroid., pp. 265-266. 
95Ibid., p. 274, WA Br V, 1477. 
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-'-..i,o::.br.t , :·lhich r:ti.&'lt :)e to:;_9rat ed :ri.thin one nnd the s ame Church , ~-ras 
~or :.u ~l:cr the dii'.:'eren-::c between Church and heresy . 'lhere is t here-
.:or e ::1'.) do1.:.':Jt :..hat :.. .. aJ:er :'.'.'egarded de!'liers of the bodil;:,r presence of 
Ci1.:-ist i:: -:he brc<1d, as ~eretics wi th ;-lhor.1 there could be no fello1·is:1i; . 
::c ·~ven co::-:?ru·~: this :ieresy with Arianism. ,Utr.ough he ~-rould admit 
":.l..:t:. l'C;.'.,a:-.ts of t h8 t rue Church are t o oe fou."ld also in her etical 
r.ircles , that could ::ever justify a cor.ununicatio ~11 sacris . ':'hcrei'orc , 
~'1 ::.ccor:ia-:ce Hit:: -!:.iie Ancient Churc:1 , heretics and sch i:matics ;rer e 
cio-: t o oe adni t ted :.o "':.:1e Sacr:JJnent of the Al tar .16 
:.;tresses :..hat this concept of nclosed conununion" also i::; t:'-'lat 
oi' :::10 old ]eforned Churc·1 . Advocates of "open cor.imiL'1.ion" can therefore 
!1ot .:t!)peal :.o 3:·rinr;2.i , ':Jecause he did. not consider the Ilecl ?rcsence a."1 
-'3.!''t.icle ')f faith , ::ut c:.n opinion ti1at could be toler ated ~rithir: the :clr.'le 
ci:u.:'.'.'c:1 , :·ritJ10ut ::cais:i..11g the question of her es;-/ . 
C.):1ccrr:i.ng t he condcrnnati::ms in the :iut:-,eran Confessions , Ja1:; ::;e 
o'::>:;erve: ':-l:at ·t:he;;; ~:cep the sa.'ne principle as Luther , na.:"'nely distL-:ctic:! 
")etree:i :..~e irnresie!: t :~9n:;elves .::.nd the ::iembers of the churc:1es ·:.:1at 
t aug:1t t · .ese The condem.11a-r,ions are pri..'narily ai:ned at tl1e 
tenc:~br; a..:"'ld. preachlng positions , ::-ather than the simple oelievers. ibe 
rn:st :L11 cll ::;eriou:m8s:.; uphold 
96T ... i' d ,..,,.., ?O'> 2n1 • ,.r -:;"ler+ :::- ·char ... · st a11.d Churc!'l Fellowshi';) 1....-1 
_v . · •, !-"}' • - .; v - / , · ' • J..L. '>J J ::,u _ 
the ~~r~our Ce:ituries (3t . ~ouis: Concordia ?ublish:i..11.g House , c . 1966) , 
p . ~ ':)7. '.:f . !-: . 3asse, n(;o:."lfessional Churches :i..11 the Scumenk~ :ioYe-
me::it , 11 .::pr::...,r;fielder, :G.:<I (1967) , 8 . 
the principle that church and cl t ar-fcllow:::;::lr> can be 
practiced or.J.y ,·:here a consensus on tile tn::~.h o: t!1e 
Gos-oel and on the Sacro.."Tlents of Christ lrns bee!'! 
rea~hed.97 
Sasse holds that the Lutheran quest .for t rut:1 :tl.so i:::; a quest for w""lit ;y . 
T:ie t wo are inseparable. 
Q':)serving the tendency of rationalism ,·Ti thin churches to:i~;:r, Ja:::;::;e 
remarks that the Luthera"'l Chm·ch , in contr.:1st t o t,he i:.e.formed and :.he 
Pnglicu..."1 Church, have so far retai.."led its h istor::.cal Confessions . ~~o:·,-
ever, :ic questions the sincerety of adherence :md as!~::; \rl1ether it 
just n. matter of time, due to conserva.tismJ be~o:-e 'Sut heran~s::1 cl=11J 
drape the historical. Confessions. 98 Tic U..'1it::,, o.f t he ~hu:-cli l i es ~::> t 
in orga'rlization or structcre, but in the .faith. '!:1c right pr e ac::inr; c>.f 
the C-o:;pel and administration of the sacraments are t her efore r elated 
to the understanding implied, not merely the performo....rice of these rite:::; . 
Sasse questions the unity of Refc>rned ci.urches. : Iac the Con senr.us 
Tigur:L'1us a true expression of a u....ity in faith , doc t rL"'le and confession, 
or was it rather a church-political compror.1.is e ? Sasse seems to i r:ipl:y 
t he lat ter. Present Reformed consensus on the Supper is, o.s ir.. :2'1e 
s i:r.:teenth century, rather in the negative th3...'1 LYJ. the posit.i..ve , that i s , 
what the words of LYJ.stitution do not mean, rather t h a.'1 what they d'J meDT.. 
~-:nen therefore criticism today is raised against S'.J-called ;'.,"":.he:?.· nn 
97r::iid., p. 334; cf. H. Sasse, Here i·!e St a."'ld (: :ew :::--:,rk : ::o.rper .£: 
Brot..r1ers,"c'. 1938), p. 126, ':!!;_ XVIII, 652, 0:1 true bali eY~r::; 'Jt:.t:.ide 
lmm-m circles. 
98
-n "d 349 n H Sa ~ . . ~ ~ . t· 0 .. . 
_Ol. •, P• ; C.l o •• SSC, "1 , .J.'C .. e !':)!'.!.Cl. ll1g ur : !C!' :.. ::,.:lCC.: , ' I 
Christianity Today, X ( October 22, 1965), 1 J , :·ihere he sees 'tne i::-:U!·c:: 
of the Reformation perish in old Luthcro....r1 ~ountries , e:.:er.:pli.:ie:l o~· 
doctrinal :indifference on the theological faculties, ,·:cmen-::irdinn::,ion , 
moral relativism, existentialism, to mention the rnost aggrav-at ing one:,. 
''r.i:::...'1:.;e!':; t.a.."1ding rr of C.:u:,i.'1 1 :, sta."ldpoint, Sasse claims it is carr:.:a-
:-:red , ::..s :ml::. ;,.3 • - nc3l8c -;:,s to rlisti.-riguish between Cal\,-:i..11 1 s and 
?ur:.:,cr more it is r.iotivated by an ideal concept 
of '.):1-= ::...-:if::..cc. S-::u..rci1 , cr.:.on:i.sr.i oeing a. characteristic trait of t he 
-::..:; se doe::; , ::o-.. ,eve2·, co:npro:nise this absolute stand some1.f.r.at "-Jy 
3tatiJig t:1at '.),1e -::.ust not overloo~ the strange unity that ur1derlies all 
t:,e cc::-. : .::-adic to;_7 cc;1fcssions and binds together these coni'ession:: . 
"be::.;; :-e:Jl.:i.cetl by ·i:::iogna.t::..c Shristiru1ity, uhich in esse.-rice is non-
?:::e a?!"=a... to .:.ex orandi as lex credendi is only acceptable 
·i::o"!:.:i b g is correct in the liturg;; .cU1d tr.e 
:·T0!'3: ip of the C:-.urc:: , .:,h.:;.., :!.S not doctrinally correct. a100 
~asse .... , ... -,1-
~ -- rt.....i .J ti1e refus.:tl of Church :md Comnrun:.on-fell o:·:s~:~p 
:·:::.. t:: -:::.e ]e:'0:::Tiec! :-:::.:..:-.:, :1.ot oe underst ood as a violat ion of ChristiD..'1 
::.::ive ar:.l E-s -::::mfes:;i:m.:i.l oo::;t::..n.:i.c::,· . It must be seen as obedience :.o t:1e 
:ict .:;hare ti:e li ter?-l u.'1de1·:1tanding of t.'1e ,·rords of institution. :jnion-
i:J t ic •.;ff ort: Sasse, in most cases hurt both aei'or;;ied 
:;.n:i :.u t~1er.:i.n c;m:-c:ie:, ; the;/ iw.ve ·rrui."1ed legitimate a'1.d neccszar:r 
)) - ':" r."("" ,::) 
.·~.:.;.:>~ ..... ' 
:: . Gol2.:·:itz(!r 
C::ie :.:; tc.crci'orc t oday i'arther away from u."1i t~: tha:. t.he 
7o::i. ::ah:ro.;..ent ::;, ;_)p . i 85-186, 
~' :1:!.S ·:::oeiiu'""jomi."1i, 1937. 
referring specifico.lly to 
·r .',;-e ~-:e, ·r ·'.:::l' :.sti3.ni t y Today , X, 20-2i • 
;.;he :?roo:.e:~. of the ~elation Jetween the J.efor;.;ec. 
':'100::..0::;::..::al "."u.a::-terly, XLVI (1949) , 24:, 2J?. 
1 i!2 
,--. .J.." 11 -' d • , . • 1"' ... ' ' cl:i-_; ..... -.. · ~---·1t~ 1
.· n..,ners we!'e, 1-:no engage m po.!..er.u.::: s ,.., .:i:1 Cl.l or -.:. ~o -- . - -
Sasse 1 s strone; opposition to I3arth arid :1is 13armc::1-dec1 c:a.t io:: ~-me 
not motivated out of a conservative po:!..it iccl att itude or ::.n:::.:.:'.:e::-e:icc . 
:;e did not oppose an action among theologin.i.s a11d church lcn.-:1.e!':; :-o 
. ...h th" ' . - r, ,., .... ~uc!·1 c.nallcnge " e e ics of the l'fazi-regime. Or: the c on ::.rur:-,· , :1c '.1.... i.;·- ~, -
actio:i and took a firm stand himself. ·.-.hat h e deplored , :10·-mv-Jr, i!a:; 
ti'1e coni'essional character it developed. Tne sacramental theoloG::" ~ms 
j.eclared not to be of any :1.L"1dra.ncc to a. u...-iificcl ~roc::.D:.1ati:m, i·J::.: :, 
ti1cn was included in the ordina.tion confessions . Sa~se clain!J t!:a:~ t!"lc 
3arr:1en-decla.rati::m uas no different fro;-1 the :?reussi:m Uni:>!: a : e:::::J.r :; 
before. l lJ2 Sasse claims it h -i.s cre.:.ted conf usion a s to the c oncept o.: a!~ 
e7angelical Church. Heither Deutsche cnmCTelfoche i~ir'che, rei:n.!.1-::.nc fron 
i s a Cimrch in the proper sense of ti1e tcr ~a. 
c.:eclar~~ton - ~ ,., : ... -- · J- J--- ..  ... . ' . .... .. 
:..u ~1cro.n it i s inconcei·-rabl c 
a.::: ·.1..!csser.tial , an.cl not church-devisive. : r.is incll:.cles fae ~!"!rist o::.:,c:,· o.: 
I"ne :;:,ord I s Supper. The question of truth is recardei a::; se:::ond-ir:-' , U."1d.e:-
~he question of usefulness.103 
102n. Sasse, ID Statu Conf'essionis (3e!'2.i..~: ::..u:.ne~i:::::hes 1.rer:..aGs::au:: , 
c.1966), pp. 283-285; cf. Ii. Sasse, :r zur ?rage de::; J:!:)en<lr,::i::l::;GCS?~::i:; , :r 
Igreja L~tera.~a, XIX (i958), 143. 
l'.)JCf. Gerhard Hiemoller, Die erste 3ekerm:.nis - ::::,·y:ode cic :- Je:.:.:.::::~:1c:1 
Evangelischen Kirche zu Barmen ( OOtt i.."'lBcn: Vandcn~1.oec~: ~ ::upre'.:::-. "v , 11 i0:, 
pp. 171-176, to Sasse 1 s critique of the 3armen-tlecl::u·ation. 
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Sasse sees 3arth 1 s attempts in the 1930 1 s be:L~g carried on in the 
:ie:-r : ·1mgelisc:1e :.ir che in Deutschland of 1948, t·l'here the confessional 
con-e,~·a:iictions arc sought dissolved. Even in an organization like 
~uth e!''3..YJ. :·.'orld ?ederation, Sasse asserts that t he phrasing of the sacra -
men~al presc:ice is left open. 104 He can only, sadly, observe that the 
.J...l tar - i'ellm·rship between Lutherans and Reformed is a fai t accompli today, 
:vi t:1 :-he exception o.f a f ew churches. 
I:1e mos t serious· effor t toward inter-conununi:m is the Arnoldshai ;1 
T.'1eses . 7ne compromise-character of the result i-ras not to be hindered 
:Jy ~t:.:.:-,cra.'1 r epresen:.atives as P. oru.'1!ler and E. Schlin.k. Sasse depl::,r es 
the ::.at te r I s subjec t ion to ecumenical influence. Th.at ... !. Zl.e1·t and Sasse 
h i mself decl ined tho invitation to participate, and that "S . Som:.erlath 
re.£\:sed t o accept the result , are strong indications of the compromise. ,C:5 
~ :iis t r eat;nent oi' the theses , Sasse concludes that t!'le "~ut.'1.er .:ms 
l:av-2 ~i·,ren ;ip t ho doctrLrle t ho.t the consec!'ated bre<ld is t:ie body :>f 
:~hr :.s t a.rid the consecrat0d wine is the "::>lood of Christ. i1 l 06 3assc clai :.1::, 
::.::e;; :-: .. :r e i:1 confor:-:i.it;;, neither ,;.;g h ::.ut her 1s ~or :-Tith the r1ei::lelb31' g 
:::..ike,·rise , the Harbu:-g Revisited and later ecumenical dia.2..ogues in 
the Jr:.i ted Stat es cli:;play a new philosophy, alien t o that of the ~efor ::1er :; 
; '.)4Sasse , ·izu:- .Frage,:i I greja !..utera.11.a XI I , 146; cf. Sasse , :1con-
i'cssi'.):,al Chu!'ches ," Springfielder :d.xf, 2-34, for a general critique of 
~ ... :·l? 1 s ba.:,is and confessional character. 
~OSI: . '.;asse, 111:.ha-: is the Sacrar.ient of the iUtar?, 11 'l'he 3pri.i.g -
.i'ielder :c,:cr:r ( i 968) , 1 'J . 
i '.)o~o id . , XXXII, 11 , referring to the term of Augusta.ii.a Yaria. ta : 
11
·.·ri-:-h the jread" in th'3si:, 4; cf. Sasse, 11Variata, 11 Lut:i.e::-i sc:1e Jl::l.tt.er , 
:•:X:i: I , : : o • i C 1 , 18 . 
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on either side. One does not asl: any more: ":·,hat is trutli ? 11 T·:athe:-
the philosop.riy of dynamic categories replace Hh a·~ is r e r;~ded a:; s-:,2.tic ' 
substantial thinking. This philosophy produces a new theology • It h a.3 
freed man from the ontological slrn.ndalon of the ,:or d s 'Jf our :;:.ord , when 
11 substance11 or "matter" is perceived of , Sasse does r.o t tle:,y the use 
o:: philosophical systems, but he claims they have to be exarr.:..."1ed • 
Christian theology can make use of raa.riy different ph Ll.o-
sophical systems, using what truth is contained in each 
of them. But it should never be married to one syst em, 
i·lhich happen::, to be Lri fashion at. the time . 107 
rTT · t · -" ... h L th h l · ' t · i ' ...,,, , s+ -.....o. t~at lne posi 1.on 01 " e u eran c urc 1es t,O(ta;;: ·nere or e .. , ... _ .., .., _ 
of !..uther ir. his final offer at the r-~ar'::lui't: Collc;qu:y , t i1at t h e 1-;od.:: :Ji" 
Cl-:.!'ist must be accepted in simple faith , leaving t he 1(now11 to ~t:Jc. . 
does not have to be a Lutheran to believe L11 t h e ;1.eal ?resence , out 
r ,..,c, 
'-'··-
that doc:.rine nevertneless remains a cri teri o:1 f or common basis, 3asse 
strongly rejects t he policy of modern w1ion churches, as for e::-:a.mple , 
t hat of South India, where the requirement s for the liturgy a"1d f'Jr t he 
acceptance of the minister are stated , but leaving t:ne u.nders t a."1::l ing of 
the P:-e::;ence of Christ and the gi f't of the sacr ament to the ind::..vidual 
min i ster and commu.'1icmt. 108 
Sasse considers the many conferences and attempts to bring the 
confessional churches to a closer harmony , a s tota:..l:,• in vc.::...'1, :.J:12.~ss 
11 the only judge, rule, and norm, 11 that is, Ealy Scriptu:-c , i:::: r e::.is-
covered, faere is no solution a11ead. ~-hen :.he '.·Ie,: ~e:::; t ament n:) :..cnger 
1 O?roid., ):<XII, 19, cf. p. 20. 
1 08H. Sasse, 11A Lutheran Contribution to the ?re sent Discu::::sio:: :):1., 
the Lord 1 s Supper, 11 Concordia 'fneological !-:onthl:,· , y:,o: ( 1959) , 2~ , 24- 2;;, 
14.5 
, ., _ .;:1.J ·.:.."1i .:icd ·~e ac:: i., g or-. the sacrament, all discussions are bound 
....... ~ - : - ."':> 
-- ~ - -. 
, ,:1:;:;,3 ; 'J :.:: ·:.:: , ::::;·;~:- :.::e:..ess, to the ancient liturgical prac:.ices, 
..... _ 
'.·There the petition for the u.11.i ty and pcret y 
J :.." ::·,t; ~-. .. - .... . , __ -'J. p~:, :Jf t :le sacr~itental prayers. The symbol~s:n of 
• • ~ 4 • ..' 
:-- :, i V"'I ,::, 
..:>· - -· -
-,,,a:, :.~nJ:e up t he one loaf is likewise to illustrate t :ie 
sacramentum unitatis.1 09 Ti":.is 
pe~:. ·: :.:::i::: -.~i:..: r-.:.:.. :·;ay :3 ::>eloni; :.o t ne essence of true evangelical and di ·,i.l1e 
. ;:, ~· =~ .. :.p. 
: :,:- .assa , ·: :1-..ir-:::-: - fell:::i·.rship is also alt a!'-fellowship. 
::: e ::1e cannot be present without t he other. Th-..i .::; ; 
::s ::;cna.:.::~ .f.eE 'J·.;3:1i? is ?Os :;ible where people cannot gather around the 
::..:-: ~ o::-cr:i0n :.:..-:cl er sta.ndLr1g of what t his sacra.111ent ::..s . 11 0 ··.here 
, . .._..: -
'.·ih :.c:-. mus t be established on cor;,_,;-ion con!.'es-
.... : --- ..... , 
- ... v . . . :._ ~-.:..c::::...-:;; , or.,3 :nu:.t sinply abs tain fro:n a"l~T altar-
~:::J -:::..:.,:; -, '::'.)'; er ·..;.~ t he concept of heresy and sd:i:;n ::;y a 
....... :·: 
)2- J; • 
. . ~ 
1 
""' -:2.s:;0 , ~ '.:: '.';.tU: ? • l i.5 ; cf. pp 115-120 , Sass e 1 0 el even ':,h~.:;e :, o.:: 









'.Ihe poir.t -:>f departure for /\tle:: i ::: t i1c I..uthcra.:: po.:;it:..-:> :-: , .:.:: :::>rd-
ing to Augustana VI.I and X. Ee claims t h::..t i t exclude::: a.:. tar - fe::..1::»·n,hiF 
• t.h "h " • d th .;. h I' 1 1 . • • "_0 l1C"-,•• "'. ,-, .;.V 0J..0 ..... 1- f'! d.t~, i -;i- ot. er comezsions, an a v st:.c a .1.e __ -:,u:::;.::1.p J..3 ., .,_ ., -
ti1e concept of the u..-r1i ty of the Churc:1 . 11 1 
Aalen I s prL11cipal objection toi·~a.rd the orclo .:;ol--...it is t i1c-:>log:: , <4"1d 
pictism1 s unification of spirituali::m and -::,uthero . nism, i::: t !w:t they 
u:1dermine t.>ie r.:onergiz tic basis of just ifi cat i ::m ·:Jj ' fai t !1 . '::'::. i ::: ii. 3 -
s o::. v ::.ng of' the evangeli::: al Lu t hc!"n.n hcri t age i ::: :;ce:: t ocl::i.~· :1~"' t::~ 
i."1cli nati ons toward 11 evangelicaJ.11 .,,, i a,ce- Christianit.:: , nn:1 ~ti1e::· e :1-
t.husiast ic ecumenical efforts . 11 2 Aalen sees :.i1esc tencl::mcic::: a::; t:.."1de::- -
t:ining the confessional Lutheran pos iti on , aml the ecumeni c;ll r:10-..re-::ie.1t s 
of our century have accelerated t his t endency by their grow:L, b r ea!.is atim: 
of fr1terconfessional taolefellowship. 
Aalen greatl y applauds Sasse Is counter - e.:'f orb i.n the 1930 1 s by 
criticizh1g the Barmen-declaration and the unio:nistic e.:fort s . ~:8 ;JOL--its 
to the fact that the ~ rangelische IG.rche ill Deutscbland :;ees i t ::;c:...: as a 
prolongation of fae 1·:ittenberg Concord, a c?ntention Hh i(:h Aalen '.:,::>7-"; ly 
rejects . Tne ~·.'ittenberg Concord maintains the neal ?rese:~ce of C:-;.:-is~' s 
body and blood ill the Supper , and i s referred to in the :?::>r:n'Jla of 
Concorcl. 113 
111 Aal l"' • 
- en, G!uru1n.s s, p. 101; cf . supra , l'P · h?-50, 
112.. . 
1 ecturesJ,e(~v1A:1-en,. 
11Upopulaere Tros sa,.'1.'1.i1eter , 11 r.i::10::>crr apned w~;:r..:.·:):.:.:;:10:.: 
- s o. Hem.ghets{'akult.,.t t '969) ,..,.,  . ~ ·" ' ' . ~ .. , ,.,.., 
nHyprotestantisk . ~ 7 e ' I ' p . ;)v ' v.!. . .;.,Cl. V ,1."":".:::-· · ,:_ ( 197 2) , 86-87• 
11kurnenJ.srne, 11 T1.dskrift for Teolor;i ::>G Kirke, :_.I.!. .:. 
113 
~., p. 57, Sol. Deel. VII, 38, 3S 984. 
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On the other side, the Arnoldshain Theses is a completely unaccept-
able compromise to this. 1then the Christological basis of the Real 
Presence, as presented in the sixteenth century, is considered untenable 
both of exegetical and ontological reasons, Aalen asserts that this new 
development is a denial of the Reformation theology i tsel.f. It is cor-
rect that the Lutheran Church does not require anything other than a 
doctrinal consensus to achieve church and altar-fellowship, but one must 
stress that this consensus also must be present. 'lhis consensus is not 
necessarily identified with a common confession, but lies in the actual 
proclamation of the Gospel in accordance with the Biblical testimony, 
and in the sacramental administration in accordance with Christ•s insti-
tution. Only in the next stage does common confession come into consider-
ation. The evangelical praedicatio identica thus becomes the criterion 
for a.legitimate participation in ~e altar-fellowship.114 
Although confessions such as the Heidelberg Catechism and the 
Confessio Scoticana, both stress Christ• s presence in realistic termi-
nology, it all amounts to a spiritual presence in analogy with the 
presence in the W:>rd, and nothing more. One does not get beyond the 
extra calvinisticum, which in turn shows how decisive the incarnation 
theology is. 11.5 
In comparing the Halle 'Iheses of 1937 with the Arnoldshain 'lheses of 
19.57, Aalen observes that in the latter one admits to the necessity of 
11 4:rbid., pp • .59, 61; cf. supra, P• 48. 
11 5r.ei v Aalen, Ord og Sakrament (Oslo: Uni versi tetsforlaget, c • 1966), 
p. 72, cf. p. 248 on Gollwitzer•s position. 
l,.. . 
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some doctrinal consensus before a fellowship can be established. 'lhe 
Halle 'Iheses discla~d all previous conflicts as irrelevant, and held 
that the fellowship was based "nicht in unserer Erkenntnis des Abend-
mahls, sondern in der Gnade dessen, der der Herr des Abendmahls ist. "116 
While the Reformed and United churches seem pleased with the 
Arnoldshain Theses, strong objections have been voiced from Lutheran 
circles, especially to the crucial sacramental thesis four. Aalen 
claims it is obvious that the Heidelberg faculty with ? • Brnnner, E. 
Schlink, and G. Bornkamm, in the final formulation of that thesis, had 
to give in for demands from Bonn, represented by men like H. Gollwitzer 
and E. Bizer. 
The tragic character of the theses was that the crucial p~_iJ:lt of 
the Real Presence was not sufficiently clarified when the discussi:ms 
ended. The tdentity of the incarnate Christ with the sacramental Christ 
is not clearly stated, thus the theses are welcomed by those who reject 
the Real Presence. 'Ihose who hold on to the Biblical basis may want 
to give as positive an interpretation as p~ssible, but one cannot e)q)ect 
them to accept the theses as legitimate doctrinal e:xpressions. The 
attempt of inter-confessional consensus is Just as impossible today as 
in the time of the Reformation. 
A truce between old enemies on the question of the Real Presence 
cannot be achieved ... hr h . 
" oug a formula, which rather covers up the 
Lehrg:::~·\lbP· 244, cf. pp. 246-247; cf. Gottfried Niemeier, editor, 
c.1961 ), pp. 112~1~as Heilige Abendmahl (Mtinchen: Chr. Kaiser Ver~ag,. formulations, but .. ~~ Where Brunner admits to the compromise of tne fmal 
supra, pp. 49_50• 
0 ill feels he can apply them to the Real Presence; cf. 
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divergencies. It is self-deceptive to believe that contradictions 
thereby are brought to an end. '!he only possibility, according to Aalen, 
lies in a conunon Scripturally based study, which cannot but result in 
acceptance of Christ•s bodily presence.117 
Aalen characterizes the Evangelische Kirche in Deutschland as an 
adminis tration-union,118 also on the question of the Supper. Since the 
Vereinigte Evangelisch-Lutherische Kirche Deutschlands also recognizes 
the possibility for an open communion, Aalen is not willing to consider 
it an undangerous move, but rather a first step toward full al tar and 
church-fellowship. Aalen strongly opposes the policy of V. Vajta who 
here seems to reckon with a practical consensus without com.men confession, ' 
or even across clear divergencies. '!his attitude can only be attributed 
to some sort of ecclesiastical ncommon sense," which is the inevitable 
consequence of union-policy. 
One has to be aware of the fundamental difference between Lutheran-
ism and Reformed evaluation of controversies as being church-divisive. 
Lutheranism's church-definition, Augustana VII, ma~es basic divergencies 
on the sacramental theology divisive. '!his is a matter of the integri ty 
of the Church, that no fellowship is possible with those regarded as 
heretics. 'lllis is also the position of the early Church. 
Aalen claims this position is completely left when it is declared 
that the differences are 1•complementary rather than contradictory," or 
117Toid., p. 258; cf. Leiv Aalen, ·1Der Kampf um das Evangelium im 
Abendmah~'llleologische Literaturzeitung, XCI (1966), 91, 99-100. 
11 8r.eiv Aalen, "Luthersk teologi og Kirke idag, n Tidsskrift for 
Teologi og Kirke, XXXIX (1968), 263 1•forvaltnings-union. :1 · 
I 
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wl'En the Law-Gospel relation is characterized as non-controversial, and 
d .. · 119 non- 1.v1.s1.ve. 'lhe particulae exclusivae of the Reformation is 
violated by the Leuenberg Concord, when it holds that both conversion 
and new obedience are parts of justification. 
1·hen the Formula of Concord is being rejected as relevant for today's 
deliberations between Lutherans and Reformed, one tends to forget that 
this confession is a result of the concern about crypto-Calvinism creeping 
into the Lutheran Church. No reformatory basis is possible where this 
confrontation is ignored. 120 The final cons equence of t hi s unionis tic 
atte?1Ipt is full inter-celebration even without common doctrinal consensus. 
This is the seriousness of the situa tion, accordi ng to Aalen. 
'lhe Leuenberg Concord cannot, · t herefore, be cons idered a concord, 
but a confessional union, to be perceived of as a hermeneutical norm for 
the traditional confessions. Aalen does not follow P. Brunner in try ing 
to modify or change the formulations, because he considers the int ention 
itself, of the Concord, to be false. He applauds the so-called 
Ratzeburger 'lheses in their critique of Leuenberg.12l 
berg 
119 
Aalen, ''NYProtestantisk," Tidsskrift XLIII 82 101, cf. 
Concord, sections 15, 16, 39; cf. MarbU:.g Revi~ited pt. 23 . 
Leuen-
120Ib .d XL 
~-, III, 189-191. 
121 . 
k d . ~1.dte.,dXLIII, 
197-199, Ratzeberger Thesen zur Leuenberger Kon-
or 1.e, op on a German Sc d . , 1972 11(1) Die 'Leuenbe - . an mavian conference 24-20. May : 
(2) Die 'Leuenbe/ger/onkor~1e• lost die Geltung der Bekenntnisse auf. 
Geltung. (3) Di/~~ onkord1e• bringt das Evangelium nicht voll zur 
(4) Die 'Leuenberaere~enber~r Konkordie' verbalisiert das Sa~rament. 
heiligen Kirche. 11° onkordie' verfllscht das Verstandnis der einen 
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~·~en the traditional orthodox Lutheranism today is caricatured 
also ' - c ircles such as Lutheran i-k>rld Federation, Aalen asserts it is 
becau:e -:me does not distinguish between dogma and dogmatics, or between 
con~ession and theology. The validity of the confessions is not bound 
to i ":-s s::1stem or theology as such, but lies in its doctrinal decisions. 122 
·.-::~:: the Leuenberg Concord is described as the road from damnamus to 
conse::.s-1s , l 23 Aalen asserts it shows the real character of the document, 
name2.;; :.:1at of theological manipulation and church politics, as the art 
of ac::::.eYing the ''possible." 
.\a.2.e:1 describes the main tendency, or influence, going through the 
union::.s:.::.c attempts from the Barmen-declaration of 1934, through the 
found.::__°'; -:,f the Evangelische Kirche in Deutschland, and up through t.'1e 
Arnolds::a'i..'1 Theses to the present Leuenberg Concord, as one of ·1dyhamic 
Heo-pr -:>-::.estantism. ,, 124 This has also resulted in a so-called ·1dyn.imic 
Lu the:::-a...--:::.sm, ·, where the Confessions of the sixteenth century are considered 
antiq_-..:2.:,:;d or as mere style of thinking, which today is out-dated. 'Ihis 
dyna'";!is:-: has the traits of Reformed spiritualism, where the sacramental 
doctri.~e is considered non-divisive. Aalen sees this as fatal to the 
existe:::e -:,fa Scriptually based Church. 'Ihe objective structure of 
.~? 
. ,: __ ' d 
..::.:2:..... ' XLIII, 206-207, cf. p. 204 • 
'
23
:.eiv Aalen, ·1Unionistisk kirke- og teologipoliti.k.1<,'1 Tidsskrift 
for ?eol ogi og Kirke, XLIV (1973), 241, referring to a reaction from 
V'Et.tb, ::....; I..utherische Monatshefte No, 5 (1973), PP• 235-236, 
. 2' 
. ~r, i cl 
=.::.:..... ' XLIV, 251. 
• 
( . ·) 
~ . ; .. 
,. t;; 
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justification is sought, overcome by a situational reinterpretation of 
the Biblical concept of salvation.12.5 
Gustav Wingren•s ecumenical position is strongly rejected by Aalen, 
who characterizes him as the ngodfathern of the indecisive and confusing 
stand toward Augustana VII which was taken in Evian 1970 by the Lutheran 
World Federation. Wingren has been urging that the Baptismal recognition 
must open for recognition also of the Sacrament of the Altar, holding 
that Augustana VII only stresses the functional unity, and not the 
doctrinal consensus.126 
This position is clearly present in Leuenberg where not a new 
Confession is sought for, but rather a functional unity opening for 
recognition and ultimately inter-celebr~tion. 127 The contradiq.tion is 
plain, according to Aalen, since one simultaneously also speaks of a 
confessional .basis for the individual churches. That is virtually 
impossible. One cannot simultaneously confess to Christ• s bodily pre-
sence in the sacrament and also adhere to a Concord which rejects this, 
or at best, claims it is unimportant to explicate it. 
'lhis is the unionistic game of Augustana Variata of 1,540, and is 
just as irreconcilable with the Augustana of 1.530 and the other Confes-
sions up to the Formula of Concord, as it is with confessional Luthe~anism 
today. A categorical 11no 11 to Leuenberg is, for Aalen, the only solution, 
12.5Ib . 
. t·r /d., XLIV, 2.52-2.53; cf. Aalen•s marked distinction between 
JUS i ica ion as such, and the Gospel message~ supra, P• 91. 
126Ib.d ~ 
XLIII, 2-m;:=-·, XLIV, 2.57 ; cf. Aalen, 11 Nyprotestantisk,11 Tidsskrift 
127 
Cf. Leuenberg Concord . 
istisk," Tidsskrllt XLIV sections 37, 33, and 30, cf. Aalen, 11Union-
, 258. 
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because the whole document is stamped by the nbetraying spirit:, of 
compromise. 128 
Hardt 
Al though Hardt d:::ies not treat the present heading separately and 
thoroug:1ly, his judgment is clear. Presenting the Real Presence as 
the status controversiae, he denies present-day unionistic tendencies, 
where one seeks to uriite the ·•presence'' of Christ's body witn its 
''absence. ·1 As this is impossible, so it is also impossible to unite 
Lutheranism with the denial of the sacramental Presence.129 
Hardt finds P. Brunner• s example and positi':>n to the Arnoldshain 
'Iheses illustrating. Here, a man, considered a defender of the Real 
?resen~e, seeks a union with sacramental deniers of modernistic Calvin-
istic type.130 This disregard, or disrespec t , for the miracle of con-
.. · 
secration is for Hardt a logical impossibility, by way of definition. 
He opens for union only through a ·•unified worship mid unified 
adorati::>n before the holy element." 131 The strong emphasis on the 
validity of the consecration, requires the confession of it, and results 
in a denial of the Presence, when ad.ministered by a Reformed. 
128 Aalen, ·•Unionistisk, '' Tidsskrift, XLIV, 264. 
129Hardt, Om Altarets, p. 53 . 
130
roid., p. 61, footnote 4. He finds also the orthodox part of 
American Lutherism to show the same disregard for the importance of the 
consecration. He does not specify who he is aiming at. 
13irb ·~ l.-. ' p. 
heliga •. ,--
84, ·relement·r must be implied in the expression 11de t 
• 
. ·. 
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Therefore, a unified celebration is nonsensical, and merely an 
empty ritual, where consensus on the crucial issue is lackine. Wnen 
God 1 s order and command is violated, through the Reformed understanding, 
the sacrament is not performed according to the institution, and there-
fore is invalid. 132 For Hardt the Sacrament of the Al tar is non-
existent in the Reformed Church. How can you then have fellouship? 
Summary 
All three of our contributors agree on t he centrality of t he use of 
the sacrament. However, they stress that the 11use11 signif i es the whole 
action not the mere sumption. Aalen rejects any static concept of an 
element on the al tar, but does not elaborate on t his. He, t.rie:r:erore, 
can only infer that he would reject any form of sacramental· notion out-
side of the 3:imited use, that is distribution and reception. Sasse also 
stresses the action in a wider sense, but maintains that the elements 
11become 11 the body and blood of Christ, and thus rejects every kind of 
Melanchthonian spiritualization, which he clai ms destroys the sacrament. 
Hardt is the most explicit of the three, stressing the creative 
capacity of the words, in bringing into being a new reality. This resting 
reality is independent of both words and action. For Luther, action, ol' 
use, was not constitutive for the Real Presence, but rather the instituti on. 
When elements ar b · 
e eing used extra-sacramentally, they are no longer sacra-
ments because it Violates 
the institution, not because the use constitutes 
a necessary factor. 
This is not mere logical rhetoric for Hardt. He 
132Hardt, Venerabu. 
~-----;;;;;,.::_~s, pp. 167-169; cf. supra, p. 123. 
1.55 
rejects the Melcll'lchthonian trend that shows disrespect for the reliqua, 
and demands that the remnants be burned. However, one should show 
utmost care, not. to permit such events to happen. Hardt seems closest 
to Luther's high regard for the Real Presence, both in the mysterious 
and concrete sense. 
Sasse claims Luther regarded the words as forma, creating the 
materia. 'f;.lhile Hardt would also stress the words as Spirit-filled 
creator-words, he dismisses the term forma as unsuitable. In stead the 
words are said to create a resting reality, as that of God's words in 
Genesis 1. He claims the consecratory words cause a miracle, which is 
no different in principle than nature-miracles. It is Christ's authority 
that fills the words with power. Both reject their effect if spoken by 
an improperly called person. This disqualifies not only lay administra-
tion; but also Reformed celebration. Hardt stresses perhaps strongest 
the non-validity of Reformed celebration, on the basis that it violates 
Christ's institution. 
Both stress Luther's enormous respect for the consecration, conse-
quently also for the remnant after the celebration. It should not be 
used for domestic purposes, but disposed o.f otherwise. After-consecration 
is also a necessity for both. Th.e only difference seems to be that Hardt 
holds the consecration legitimizes worship. Consecration says what may 
be worshipped and what may not. 
Sasse points to the tendencies of the late Middle Ages where the 
t · and adora-
celebration became more and more a ••holy drama," the eleva 1.on 
. t ~ned an ooen attitude toward 
tion playing a decisive role. Luther main a..... • 
this inheritance. On Lu
ther's rejection of the 
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adoration of the element in the tabernacle and in processions, as to 
the principle behind that. His emphasis is the cautious asserti::m 
that Luther did not reject adoration. In Sasse• s own production on 
liturgy and the Real Presence, we find little mention of worship ancl 
adoration. His position seems to be one of veneration, yet unspecified. 
Hardt, on the contrary, very strongly stresses the legitimacy and 
necessity of adoration, as possible only because of the consecration. 
Luther could not have initiated the abolishment of the elevation, which 
cannot be regarded as ''an erratic block" in his theology. Hardt even 
claims that today a reinstatement of elevation i s hiGhlY recommendable, 
because of the lack of belief in the Real '?resence. 'fue elevation com-
bines two important aspects, namely the proclamation of the Real ?resence, 
and the worship of Christ as true God. 
Is there then any possibility of fellowship with other confessions 
for these . three Lutheran theologians? 
All three deny this strongly. Hardt is most categorical in stating 
that ·tabsencen and "presence" cannot be harmonized. '\·lhere the sacrament 
really is non-existent, as he ,says it is in the Reformed Church, how can 
there be fellowship? For him union is possible only through unified wor-
ship and adoration of the Real Present Christ. 
Aalen argues along the same lines, claiming it is a matter of in-
tegrity of the Church, when the Real Presnece is stressed. In this re-
spect neither the .Arnoldshain 'Iheses nor the Leuenberg Concord solves 
the problem, because they hide the differences, and are thus deceptive. 
Union requires a common confessional 'basis, Aalen claims, there.fore he 
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criticizes strongly so-called alliance-Christianity and proclaims a 
categorical ••no•• to Leuenberg. 
Sasse, in the same manner, sees the denial of the Real Presence as 
a church-devisive and destructive heresy. He points to how Luther could 
not accept Zwingli and Bucer as brethren at the Marburg Colloquy. As 
deniers of the Reru. Presence are defined as heretics, one can have no 
fellowship with them. 
Sasse is however' , the only one who makes a slight compromise. He 
recognizes a common, overarching Christian heritage across differing 
confessions, and the need for serious encounters on Scriptural basis. 
However, he does not elaborate further on it. Heresy cannot be covered 
up by general Christian brotherly love, he maintains. 
None of the three discusses seriously the problem touard Lutherans 
of Helanchthonian convictions. However, they would also seem to be hit 
by the confessional stand of our contributors, as heretical and thus 




We wiJ.l first, briefly, present the main principles that all three 
seem to stress, then proceed to raise a few questions we feel are un-
answered or may be disputed . 
The Lord• s Supper is unintelligible from a dogmatic viewpoint if 
one separates it from Incarnation-theology. Our three contributors, 
Hermann Sasse, Leiv Aalen, and Tom Hardt, all stress this point, going 
back to Cyrilian Christology. Furthermore, they view Luther• s theo-
logy in close relation to the nominalistic terminology on the modes of 
presence. Luther's indebtedness to, and utilization of, those philoso-
phical or theological terms are obvious and admitted by all three. Tom 
Hardt makes most of the difference between 'lhomas and Ockham, only the 
latter being concrete or "materialistic" in the true sense of the word. 
Luther in the final step leaves both by combining the repletive and 
circumscriptive presence, positively stating that Christ was concretely 
present precisely because he had God 1 s omnipresent quality. 
'!he fundamental role of the 'W:>rds of Institution, taken in their 
literal sense, is urged strongly by all three. Literal exegesis i s stil1. 
valid, and cannot be dismissed by merely referring to modern scholarship. 
This literal interpretation is in fact what also guarantees the gift of 
the Supper, namely forgiveness of sins and etemal life, as explicated 
in the 1•given and · shed for you.11 '!he Sacrament is not a rite or religious 
ceremony but the Gospel applied in outward .fashion. The Sacrament o.f the 
Altar is, in essence, nothing but the Gospel, imply?,ng also comfort and 
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strength for the believer in this life. All three combat subjectivity 
and stress the objective application of grace to the individual by his 
participation in the sacramental meal. 
Finally, when the ~ is considered as constitutive for the sacra-
ment, the whole action is implied, according to Christ•s institution. 
Hardt• s argumentation centers on the institution rather than on the 
communion as such. 
Let this suffice' for the basics, where our three men stand united 
on the conclusions, although differing somewhat in their argumentation. 
'!he summaries of our three main sections give a broader comparison. 
We will now focus on some crucial dogmatic questions raised by our 
study. Are there dogmatic problems 1manswered or not faced by our three 
men? 
'lhe problems that stand out are: (a) Identification of the 
Incarnation-miracle with the miracle of the Real Presance; (b) Creative 
power of the institutionary words; (c) Lack of recognizing the validity 
of Reformed celebration, as related to the previous principle and that 
of manducatio indignorum; (d) Relation of the sacramental gift to the 
principle of justification sola fide; (e) Proprium of the Supper. 
(a) 'Ihe identity of the miracle of incarnation with that of the 
Sacrament of the Al.tar, is pronounced by all three contributors. However, 
Hermann Sasse urges the mode of identity to be supernatural, and Leiv 
Aalen stresses it as an identity of predicates, rather than of matter. 
Hardt rejects Aalen rs position, and holds to a concrete and i1substantial11 
identity. He claims that Protestant notions of Roman materialistic Real 




















strengthened by the lll'lanimity of all three men on Luther's leniency 
toward the transubstantiation, and their own neglect to treat this doc-
trine seriously as un-Scriptural. heresy. Al. though Sasse and Aalen state 
this latter point, they dismiss the question as rather unimportant. 
Two dogmatically relevant questions arise: 
(1) Does the "identity," in Hardt• s sense, detract from the funda-
mental. significance of the incarnation by the Virgin? That is, is 
Christ in fact e:xperiencing two (or more correct, an indefinite number 
of) incarnations, equally important to man• s salvation? Al though Hardt 
rejects any sacrificial identity or repetition as in the Roman mass, he 
seems to value the miracle of the Sµpper as o:f' same sal vatory impor-
tance as Christ• s incarnation. We feel that. his rigid equation of the 
two events detracts from the fundamental. act in sal.vation-hlstory when 
God became man, and furthermore opens up for a cul tic "new-creation," 
which, in fa.ct, is ecclesiastically controll.ed. Identity of predicates 
seems to be the most proper e:xpression of the sacramental. miracle. 
( 2) Why does Hardt refuse to take the complete step in "material-
istic'' direction, that the elements, in fact, have become Christ's body 
and blood in concrete sense? 'lhe transubstantiation is dismissed because 
it has no foundation in Scripture, but if the miracle is parallel to th~ 
incarnation, why not go beyond the transubstantiation and claim the 
change of the accidents as well? We perceive of a logical conflict be-
tween the dogmatic wish of complete nmaterialistic II Real Presence on the 
one hand, and the Scriptural maintainance of the elements, as well as the 
empirical contradiction of a transformation, on t}le other hand. 
·--------,----~-
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'!his leads to the next problem: (b) the creative power of the 
institutionary words. A di.stinction in emphasis between the three is 
clear. Sasse and Aal.en stress that the words are aimed at the people, 
as the Gospel given to them, rather than at the elements to effect a 
change in them. Hardt seems to hold the latter, by his strong emphasis 
on the creative effect of the words of institution as primarily words 
of consecration. He is thus the only one who explicitly defends and 
advocates adoration and worship of the sacrament, which is the ultimate 
consequence of not distingu.ishing between the incarnation and the miracle 
of the Real Presence. 
Furthermore, some qualifications of the creative power of the words 
seem to avoid embarrassing :practical. consequences, such as man having 
some magical means of imposing a new reality by the mere utterance of 
the words. Aal.en seems to reject any sacramental notion outside the 
distribution and reception, while Sasse stresses the "use" as the 
complete action. Hardt however, approaches the problem from a different 
angle. The reality created by the words is qualified further neither by 
the action nor other words. 'llle created reality is a resting reality. 
However, it is invalid if not celebrated according to the institution. 
Is Hardt• s argumentation, in essence, different from the two others? His 
starting-point is determined by his incarnation-identity, but he is 
two '!be unavoidable 
forced to end up with the same result as the other • 
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celebration, as it relates to the principle of the creative word and 
that of the manducatio indignorum. All three qualify the creative power 
of the words of institution by the office of the ministry. Unless pro-
nounced by a properly cal.led person, they are invalid, because they are 
contrary to Christ's institution. 'lhe Real Presence is thus non-
existent in the Reformed celebration. 
~ contend that we here encounter an nofficen consciousness that 
supercedes Biblical legitimacy. One may dispute whether the exegetical 
material in the New Testament e:xplicitly limits the sacramental adminis-
tration to pastors or elders. 'lhe Lutheran Confessions do limit it to 
properly called persons, but not from a dogmatic standpo:int, rather from 
a standpoint of church-order, which is ~iaphoral . Outward church-order 
is not divinely instituted. When the rite vocatus of Augustana XIV, 
taken in the . sense of a Lutheran ordained pastor who teaches the Lutheran 
doctrine of the Real Presence, is made a prerequisite for the Real Pre-
sence, one is impos:ing church-order on Christ's words of institution, thus 
compromising these words. 
Furthermore, we see a contradiction between the principle of mandu-
catio indignorum and a complete rejection of Reformed celebration. 
Manducatio indignorum disregards faith as constitutive for the Real Pre~ 
sence. All three contributors, in accordance with Luther, claim that 
Christ is the one who speaks in the sacrament, not the officiant, whose 
faith is always uncertain. 'lhis implies that the spiritual condition of 
the officiant is not constitutive for the true sacrament. 'lb claim that 
the Reformed celebration, if conducted according to Christ's institution, 
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does not give, under any circumstances, the Real Presence, is to deny 
the above principle and qualify the sacrament in a Calvinistic fashion. 
There seems to be a onesided concern toward guarding against 
Reformed thinking in limiting the power of the words of institution. One 
may claim the importance of church-order, but one cannot disqualify a 
function conducted according to Christ's words because it differs in the 
respect of order. One would then have to disqualify all Reformed preach-
ing of the Gospel as 'Well. \'2 cannot believe that any of our three men 
would do that, although Sasse seems to be the only one who explicitly 
opens for a recognition of an over-arching inter-confessional Christian 
heritage. 
In stressing the importance and constitutive factor of the Real Pre-
sence for the sacrament as a means of grace, one enco'I.Ulters the problem 
of (d·) the relation between this gift and the principle of justification 
by faith alone. All three stress the gift of the sacr~nt to be that 
of the Gospel. While also stressing faith as necessary for the recep-
tion of this gift, Hardt seems so concerned with rejecting faith as a 
constitutive factor for the Real Presence, that he endangers the sola fide 
principle itsel.f. While we admit the lack of material. from him on this 
point, he does not seem concerned with a too mechanistic, or nsacramen-
talistic," understanding. 
Sasse, on the other hand, emphasizes faith to a much greater extent, 
as constitutive for reception of salvation, and that Luther never left 
his early principles on this matter. Aalen claims that the Lutheran Con-
f'essions do not address themselves adequately to the problem. He holds 
that the sacraments must be given full validity, and faith, therefore, 
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seems for him to be created by the sacramental. action. 'Ibis is the posi-
tion also of Hardt, while Sasse stresses more the aspect of awakening and 
strengthening of faith, by the sacrament. 
The problematic character of this relation is seen when one asks the 
following question: Why not use the Lord I s Supper as a means of mission? 
None of the three would concede to such practice, but they would, then, 
have to make fine distinctions, such as between "saving faith" and 
"seeking faith," to uphold the sacrament as the absolute saving means. 
We hold, with the three, that the necessary function of the sacrament 
can only be drawn from Christ's jnstitution, but would add that the prin-
ciple of justification by faith can never be vialated. With Luther, we 
maintain that one Scripture-passage is ~ be interpreted in ac9o!(iance 
. 
with others. No interpretation can contradict an article of faith, in-
cluding that .of sola fide. 
(e) The proprium of the Lord's Supper is according to the three, the 
outward and individual application of the message of forgiveness. Both 
Hardt and Aalen seem to consider it superior to the Gospel-proclamation, 
contending that the Supper more fully shows God's action with man, ir-
respective of his condition. Hardt would, in accordance with his view 
on the creativity of the words, hold that the words of forgiveness actually 
transform the recipient. Admittedly, he does not conceive of a mechanis-
tic process, nevertheless, the objective character reduces the subjectivity 
of the recipient to an insignificant factor. Aalen is somewhat more 
cautious, however, strongly combatting all forms of subjective ele100nts 
as determining the gift of the sacrQmnt. Sasse places ·the Supper more in 
the life of the Christian, as a strengthening and upholding meal. 
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In his apologetic situation against modern exegesis, Aalen raises 
the legitimate and crucial dogmatic-historic problem: If the literal 
interpretation is false, the Church has been living on a fallacy ever 
since the days of the apostles. 'Ihis questions the whole integrity of 
the Church. Is the Church still the Church if it denies one of the 
fundamental articles of faith since the beginning of the Church? 
'lhese and other problems have come to mind when studying our topic. 
'!he one-sided stress of the objective character or God's gift in the 
sacrament tends to neglect the personal reception in faith as a necessary 
element. This is obviously prompted by the fact that our three contri-
butors stand in an apologetic situation toward crypto-Calvinism creeping 
into the Lutheran Church. In Hardt' s case, one encounters seemingly 
absolute loyalty to Luther. 
However much one appreciates the confessional concern of our three 
men, one may be inclined to express with C. F. Wlsld'ff, in a review of 
Hardt' s doctoral thesis, that the Lutheran Church, fortunately, is not 
bound by any specific Luther-interpretation, but by Scripture and the 
Confessions. 
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